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Schedule of Classes, Spring Quarter, 1970
Carbondale Campus
This Bulletin
contains the schedule of classes to be offered by the Carbondale Campus
for the spring quarter, 1970, at Carbondale, Southern Acres, and Little
Grassy Lake. It also provides information relative to admission, advise-
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Monday, January 26—Thursday, April 9.
Registration period for graduate students. No graduate student will
be admitted or readmitted on March 30, 31, or April 1.
Thursday, January 22—Friday, March 13.
Advanced registration period for all undergraduate students. New
students should refer to the Advisement and Registration procedure
on Page 1 for further procedural information. All continuing under-
graduate students are expected to be registered by March 13.
Wednesday, March 18.
Undergraduate students will have their advanced registration can-
celled if fees are not paid at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on this
date, unless they have had approval for deferment of fees and
presented the deferral fee cards to the Bursar.
Beginning-of-the-Quarter Activities for Undergraduates
The dates listed below from Sunday, March 29 through Wednesday,
April 2 are for undergraduates. Graduate students may register
through the Graduate School during the dates given above.
Monday, March 30.
Advisement and registration for any non-registered student at the
Arena. This is the last date for regular registration. Late fee will
be assessed after this date. Night classes (5:45 p.m. or later start.)
Tuesday, March 31.
Day classes start.
Advisement and registration open for program changes only.
Wednesday, April 1.
Last day for advisement and registration for the spring quarter.
Last day to add a class. Both registrations and program changes
will be processed. Late registration fee will be charged. Registration
ends at 4 p.m.
Thursday, April 9.
Deadline for payment of fees by students whose fees were deferred.
Graduate student registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid
at the Bursar by 4:00 p.m.
Friday, April 10.
Last day to withdraw from school to be eligible for a refund of
fees. Last day to drop a course to be eligible for a refund if that
drop changes fee categories.
Friday, April 24.
Last day for undergraduates to withdraw from a course without I
receiving a letter grade. Graduate students officially dropping a
course after this date need not be given an evaluative letter grade.
|
Last day to change from credit to audit or vice versa for all students
Wednesday, May 27.






* Test of English as a Foreign Language






* National Teacher Examinations
* Admissions Test for Graduate Study in Business
* Law School Admission Test
* Graduate English Examination
* American College Testing Program ( National
* Graduate Record Examination






* ETS Graduate Student Foreign Language Exam-
ination
Deadline for Graduation application
* Dental Hygiene Aptitude Test
Last day graduate students may submit their thesis,
dissertation, or research report to the Graduate
School to be eligible for June graduation
8, Monday.
June
Test of English as a Foreign Language
* Preregistration is required. Applicants should contact the Counseling and Testing
Center for details at least four weeks before the test.
University Calendar
WINTER, 1970 Quarter Begins
Final Examinations
SPRING, 1970 Quarter Begins
Memorial Day Holiday
Final Examinations
Monday, January 5 *
Monday-Saturday,
March 16-21




Commencement (Carbondale) Friday, June 12
Commencement (Edwardsville) Saturday,
June 13
SUMMER, 1970 Quarter Begins Monday, June 22 *







FALL, 1970 New Students Sunday-Tuesday,
September 20-22
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 22 *
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 P.M.-
Monday, 8 a.m., November 24-30
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday,
December 12-18
WINTER, 1971 Quarter Begins
Final Examinations
Monday, January 4 *
Saturday-Friday,
March 13-19
SPRING, 1971 Quarter Begins
Memorial Day Holiday
Final Examinations




Commencement (Edwardsville) Friday, June 11
Commencement (Carbondale) Saturday, June 12
* Classes begin with the evening classes after 5:30 p.m. on the Carbondale Campus and
with the evening classes after 4:30 p.m. on the Edwardsville Campus.
VI
1/ General Information
This bulletin contains the schedule of classes for the spring quar-
ter, 1970, for the Carbondale Campus. It also provides information
relative to advisement and registration, fees, and allied information
for the Carbondale Campus.
Admission
Inquiries concerning undergraduate admission to the Carbondale
Campus should be directed to the Admissions Office; those on the
graduate level to the Graduate School. Undergraduate admission
applications should be completed at least thirty days in advance of
the desired entrance date.
Registration and Advisement
The Carbondale Campus uses an academic advisement system
whereby each undergraduate academic unit has a chief academic ad-
viser and a number of assistant advisers selected from the teaching
faculty. Undergraduate students entering the University for the
first time will receive selective dates from the admission process
from which they are to select the preferred date on which they will
come to the campus to be advised and to advance register. This in-
cludes both freshmen and transfer students. They are not to write
for appointments nor are they to come to Carbondale expecting to
register unless it is the date indicated for them to do so.
Graduate students will initiate advisement with their advisers,
and will complete the registration process at the Graduate School,
where all registration forms will be completed and retained. Grad-
uate students will not be required to go through the Registration
Center. The registration process is handled at a later time, and the
student receives a fee statement by mail. Cancellation of graduate
student registrations for non-payment of fees occurs on the date
indicated in the Registration Calendar. Graduate students may
register during the period indicated in the Registration Calendar. No
late fee will be assessed during this period. Graduate students who
need to make program changes must follow the same procedure as
undergraduate students in that these must be personally processed
by the graduate students through the Registration Center.
After advisement the student may register for classes. See the
Registration Calendar in this bulletin. Ordinarily, registration offices
are open from 8:15 to 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Saturday.
During the registration process the student goes through the
Registration Center where the student assigns himself to specific
sections of the courses he is to take.
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a class, nor
will attendance in a class for which a student is not registered be a
basis for asking that a program change be approved permitting reg-
istration in that class.
New Students
Students entering the University for the first time are permitted to
advance register only after they have been admitted to the Univer-
sity as evidenced by their receiving the Certificate of Admission.
New undergraduate students, freshmen and transfer, will be
expected to advance register on the same date that they come to the
campus for advisement. Dates for students to do so will be selective
ones in which the students are asked to come to the campus on
specific dates as determined by the University. Students should not
expect to be advised and registered on the same date they are ad-
mitted nor are they to come to the campus for advisement and regis-
tration without an appointment. Appointments for advisement and
registration will be mailed from and are to be returned to the Reg-
istrar's Office.
New graduate students may register during the registration
periods indicated on the registration calendars. Arrangements should
be cleared with the Graduate School to do so to assure that the ap-
propriate adviser will be available.
Re-Entering Students
Students who have attended the University at some former time
but not during the session immediately prior to the time they plan
re-entry are expected to advance register during the periods out-
lined in the Registration Calendar. After completing readmission
procedures (Admissions Office for undergraduate students and Grad-
uate School for graduate students) advisement appointments should
be made at the advisement offices of the academic units into which
the students are entering and clearance of the registrations should
be completed on that same day at the Registration Center.
Current Students, Carbondale Campus
Students currently registered in the University will be continued in
their present curricula unless a change of college or major is made.
A change of college or major area of concentration is initiated with
the student's adviser. Either change should be made at the time of
advisement.
Undergraduate students currently registered in the University
will schedule appointments with their adviser. Registrations should
be processed through the Registration Center as soon after advise-
ment as possible.
Graduate students in a degree program should make appoint-
ments with the departmental adviser for program advisement. Un-
classified graduate students preparing for a degree program should
contact the departmental adviser for pre-advisement. Unclassified
graduate students in other categories may report directly to the
Graduate School for registration procedure. Unclassified students
who are planning to take qualifying courses must report those
courses to the Graduate Admissions office before registering each
quarter.
Current Students, Edwardsville Campus
Undergraduate students attending the Edwardsville Campus who
plan to attend the Carbondale Campus must initiate their registra-
tion process by presenting to the Admissions Office at Carbondale
either an official transcript of their University record or a letter of
good standing from the registrar at the Edwardsville Campus. The
reason for reporting to the Admissions Office is to permit the neces-
sary coding changes to be made so that pertinent information about
their academic programs, etc., can be up-dated to reflect the change
of campus. Graduate students report first to the Graduate School.
Payment of Fees
Undergraduate students receive their fee statements at the time of
registration. During the advance registration period students are
asked to delay paying their fees in person at the Bursar's Office until
the day following registration. This is to permit necessary fee in-
formation to reach the Bursar by the time of fee payment. Students
will find it easier simply to mail the fee statement along with a
check or money order for the proper monetary amount to the
Bursar's Office so as to arrive there by the deadline dates which
are stated in the Registration Calendar located earlier in this
bulletin. If students pay fees in person at the Bursar's Office they
receive a Certificate of Registration at that time. When fees are
paid by mail the Certificate will be mailed to the address given by
the student on the back of his fee statement. Students will receive
their printed schedule of classes within one week after the can-
cellation date. It is important that these forms be carried by the
students at all times.
Undergraduate students registering at the start of a quarter
must pay fees at the time of registration.
Graduate students receive their fee statements by mail and
must clear their fees at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on April 9.
Fees for A Regular Quarter
The University reserves the right to change fees and to have the
change go into effect whenever the proper authorities so determine.
Undergraduate students pay the following regular fees:
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. less than 11 more
Tuition Fee—Illinois Resident $22.00 $45.00 $67.00
Tuition Fee—Out of State Resident (69.00) (137.00) (206.00)
Student Welfare and Recreation
Building Trust Fund Fee 5.00 10.00 15.00
Book Rental Fee 3.00 6.00 8.00
Student Activity Fee 3.50 7.00 10.50
University Center Fee 5.00 5.00 5.00
Athletic Fund Fee 3.00 6.50 10.00
Total—Illinois Resident $41.50 $79.50 $115.50
Total—Out of State Resident (88.50) (171.50) (254.50)
Students who register for a course for "Audit" or for a non-
3
credit course will be assessed fees according to the imputed hours of
that course. "Imputed hours" is generally the number of hours the
class meets per week.
Graduate students do not rent their textbooks and do not pay
the book rental fee. They must purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship holders,
faculty, and staff, will pay fees according to their particular status.
The activity fee is prorated according to the number of hours
carried. Health Service benefits vary according to the amount paid.
In certain instances graduate assistants, research assistants, grad-
uate fellows, or students on fee code 27 may seek permission from
the health service to pay the full activity fee even though they are
only part time students. Written consent from the Health Service
must be presented at the time of registration so that the student
may be properly assessed.
Late Registration
A late registration fee will be charged any undergraduate student
registering after the first day of the quarter. Graduate students will
not be charged a late fee if they register within the period indicated
in the Registration Calendar.
Auditing of Courses
Students may register for courses in an "audit" status. They receive
no letter grade and no credit for such courses. An auditor's registra-
tion must be marked accordingly. They pay the same fees as though
they were registering for credit. They are expected to attend regu-
larly and are to determine from the instructor the amount of work
expected of them. If auditing students do not attend regularly, the
instructor may determine that the students should not have the
audited courses placed on their record cards maintained in the Reg-
istrar's Office. Students registering for a course for credit may
change to an audit status or vice versa only for fully justified rea-
sons and only during the first four weeks of a quarter. Such a change
will require the student's academic dean's approval.
Program Changes
Students are officially registered only for those courses appearing on
their schedule of classes. Any change therefrom can be made only
after fees are paid and must be made through an official program
change, which includes the following steps
:
1. Initiating the change.
Students report to their advisers for approval and Program
Change form completion. Graduate students must also secure ap-
proval from the Graduate School. If the change involves only
that of changing sections within the same course, this may be
done at the Registration Center without the necessity of securing
adviser approval.
2. Registration.
Students must take the program change form to the Registration
Center after approval by the adviser.
Program changes which involve the adding of a new course to
the schedule or the changing of sections must be done by the "last
day to add a class" as indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Dropping a Course
A program change must be made in order to drop a course. A stu-
dent may not drop merely by stopping attendance. The last date
for dropping a course by an undergraduate student without receiving
a letter grade is the last day of the fourth week of a quarter. Grad-
uate students may not necessarily receive a grade for dropping after
the fourth week. (Refer to Registration Calendar.)
Changing Fee Status
Students making program changes which result in their moving from
one fee status to another will be assessed additional tuition and fees
when appropriate. If the change is to reduce the academic load re-
sulting in a lower tuition and fee status, students may apply for the
appropriate tuition and fee refund provided the reduction in pro-
gram is made officially by a program change during the same period
at the start of a quarter in which students withdrawing from the
University are eligible for a refund. This is usually during the first
ten days. For dates refer to the Registration Calendar.
Withdrawing from School
A student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school while the
quarter is in progress must report to the Registrar's Office to initiate
official withdrawal action. No withdrawal will be permitted during
the last two weeks of a quarter, except under exceptional conditions.
A refunding of fees is permitted only if a withdrawal is officially
completed by Friday, April 10.
A student who advance registers, including paying of fees, and
then finds that he cannot attend school must also officially withdraw
from school. He may do this either by reporting to the Registrar's
Office in person or by writing to the Dean of Students Office. This
must be done by the end of the first two weeks, if he expects to get
a refund.
Cancellation of Registration
An advance registration including the payment of tuition and fees
may be considered invalid if the student is declared to be ineligible
to register due to scholastic reasons. The same situation may exist
due to financial or disciplinary reasons if certified to the Registrar
by the Dean of Students.
Personal Data Changes
At the time of registration students are asked to review a Biographic
Data Sketch containing personal data. Certain items, if in error,
may be corrected at that time. Other items which may require some
type of verifying evidence, are changed by reporting to the offices
listed below.
1. Local Address Change. Housing Office, Graduate School, Regis-
trar's Office, Registration Center, or VTI Office.
2. Names Changes, Marital Status Changes, Date of Birth Changes.
Records section of the Registrar's Office. Verification is required.
3. Selective Service Data Changes or Information. Enrollment,
Fiscal Reports, Registrar's Office.
4. Legal Residence Changes (whether an Illinois or out-of-state
resident) . Must be requested by completion of the Application
to be Classified an Illinois Resident form in the Registrar's Of-
fice. Before the change is made the student must have met the




Courses which students are to take to meet the General Studies
requirements are listed in the front part of the Schedule of Classes.
These courses are listed by the area which they satisfy and within
the area by course number and section number.
Departments in which courses are being offered are listed in
alphabetical order. Courses within each department are listed in
order by course number and section number.
Course Numbers and Hours
The line containing this information shows the number of the course
first, followed by the short title and number of hours of credit. Course
numbers are three-digit numbers. In some cases the three digits may
be followed by a letter which is also part of the course number.
In a variable-hour course the student decides the number of
hours for which he is going to register in consultation with his ad-
viser.
The course numbering system is as follows:
000-099 Course not properly in the following categories
100-199 For freshmen
200-299 For sophomores
300-399 For juniors and seniors
400-499 For seniors and graduate students
500-600 For graduate students only
Prerequisite
The prerequisite column lists requirements which must be satisfied
before a student registers for the course. These prerequisites may be
listed in various ways. Usually they are other courses in the same
department, indicated by a course number. A prerequisite in an-
other department is indicated by the department's code letters and
the number.
Section Number, Time, and Days
The section number is indicated in the first column. The times given
indicate the beginning and ending of each class period. Students
registering for courses listed as "to be arranged" may obtain times
and days from instructor indicated or, if no instructor is listed, from
the department chairman offering the course.
Building and Room Number
The following list of building abbreviations will help in the location
of classrooms. Buildings are listed alphabetically according to the
code used in the class schedule. Temporary buildings are indicated
in the schedule by a four digit number.
If a building contains more than one classroom, then the num-
ber of the room follows the building's code name.
code: building name





BAILEY: Bailey Hall (T.P.)
BOAT: Boat Dock
BROWN: Brown Hall (T.P.)
CL: General Classroom Building
COMM: Communications Building
FELTS: Felts Hall (T.P.)
GYM: Gymnasium
HDBALL: Handball Courts
H EC: Home Economics Building
LAWSON: Lawson Hall
LAKE: Lake on the Campus
LIB: Morris Library
LG: Little Grassy Lake
LS 1: Life Science Building
L-APS: Physical Plant
OBF: Old Baptist Foundation
PARK: Parkinson Building
code: building name
PHY SA: Physical Science
Building A
PHY SC: Physical Science Build-
ing C
PIERCE: Pierce Hall (T.P.)
PULL: Pulliam Hall (University
School)
PULL I: Pulliam Hall (Industrial
Education Wing)




TECH A: Technology Building A
TECH B: Technology Building B
TECH D: Technology Building D
TENNIS: Tennis Courts
U CTR: University Center
WARREN: Warren Hall (T.P.)













































Journalism—Between Physical Science & Forestry buildings.
























801 S. Washington . .
Corner of Washington
and Park St
























Cinema & Photography—Between Physical Science & Forestry
buildings.
Bot-Zool lab.—General Studies—West of Ag. building's North
wing.
Bot-Zool lab.—General Studies—West of Ag. building's North
wing.
Design Main Office—East of Comm. building on Campus Drive.
General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
Zoology Annex 2—Northwest of Ag. building's North wing.
Zoology Annex—Northwest of Ag. building's North wing.
General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
901 West Chautauqua. *
Explanation of Entries
The entry for each course is arranged as follows:
First Line: The course's identification number is followed by
the short title and the number of quarter hours of credit.
Second Line: The prerequisite (if applicable)
.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists section numbers
for courses offered. Following each section number are the time
the class begins and the time it ends. The days on which the
class meets, the place where it meets, and the instructor's last name
complete the entry.






A RM.DAYS & INSTRUCTOR
Seneral Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
L01A INTRO-PHYS SCIENCE 34.0 CR
1 08.00 N W FS PARK 124
2 10.00 NT THE PARK 124
3 12.00 TWTHF PARK 124
4 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
01.00-02.50 N PARK 317
5 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
03.00-04.50 N PARK 317
6 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
10.00-11.50 T PARK 317
7 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
03.00-04.50 T PARK 317
8 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
01.00-02.50 F PARK 317
9 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
10.00-11.50 TH PARK 317
10 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
01.00-02.50 W PARK 317
11 02.00 NT TH PARK 124
03.00-04.50 W PARK 317
12 02.00 W F PARK 124
10.00 S PARK 124
10.00-11.50 r PARK 317
13 02.00 W F PARK 124
10.00 S PARK 124
03.00-0^.50 W PARK 317
14 02.00 W F PARK 124














W F PARK 124
S PARK 124
T PARK 317




GSA 101A, Sections 5-17, meet for 3 lectures
and one 2-hour laboratory.




R INTRC-PHYS SCIENCE 34.0 CR
1 09.00 I TH S PARK 124
10.00 W PARK 124
2 11.00 T THf: S PARK 124
3 05.45-07.25 f W PARK 124
4 07.35-09.15 Pf I TH PARK 124
A EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 10.00 N W f LAWSON 171
12.09-01.50 N PARK 213
2 10.00 N W f: LAWSON 171
04.00-05.50 f PARK 213
3 10.00 V W f: LAWSON 171
10. 00-11.50 r PARK 213
4 10.00 N W f: LAWSON 171
02.00-03.50 r PARK 213
5 10.00 V w \: LAWSON 171
06.00-07.50 P» r PARK 213
6 10.00 N W f LAWSON 171
12.00-01.50 w PARK 213
7 10.00 N W 1: LAWSON 171
04.00-05.50 w PARK 213
8 10.00 N w r: LAWSON 171
08.00-09.50 TH PARK 213
9 10.00 V W 1: LAWSON 171
12.00-01.50 TH PARK 213
10 11.00 N w \ LAWSON 171
02.00-03.50 N PARK 213
11 11.00 V W 1: LAWSON 171
08.00-09.50 I PARK 213
12 11.00 f' W f: LAWSON 171
12.00-01.50 r PARK 213
13 11.00 V W ! LAWSON 171
04.00-05.50 r PARK 213
14 11.00 y W 1: LAWSON 171
08.00-09.50 w PARK 213
15 11.00 N W 1: LAWSON 171
02.00-03.50 w PARK 213
16 11.00 f W 1: LAWSON 171
06.00-07.50 PV w PARK 213
17 11.00 ft W 1: LAWSON 171
10.00-11.50 TH PARK 213
18 11.00 N W f: LAWSON 171
02.00-03.50 TH PARK 213
19 03.00 v W 1: LAWSON 171
08.00-09.50 N PARK 213
20 03.00 j» W i: LAWSON 171
10.00-11.50 N PARK 213
21 03.00 V W (: LAWSON 171
06.oo-07.50 py N PARK 213
22 03.00 N W 1: LAWSON 171
10.00 W PARK 213
23 03.00 N W f: LAWSON 171
12.00-01.50 : PARK 213
24 03.00 N W f: LAWSON 171
06.00-07.50 P^ TH PARK 213
25 03.00 y W 1: LAWSON 171
08.00-09.50 : PARK 213
26 03.00 N W 1 : LAWSON 171



















































































































































































LAWSON 171 JONES DAVID
PARK 213
04.0 C^
LAWSON 151 ENGSTROM JAMES
LAWSON 151 ENGSTROM JAMES


























































































































































































GSA 2018 INTR00UCJ BIOLOGY
PREREQ 3SA 201A
04.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 p F 0843 132
2 09.00 T 7H LS I 133
02.00-03.50 ft F 0843 132
3 09.00 T 7H LS I 133
10.00-11.50 T 7H 0843 132
4 09.00 T 7H LS I 133
12.00-01.50 T TH 0843 132
5 09.00 T 7H LS I 133
12.00-01.50 T TH 0843 134
6 09.00 T TH LS I 133
04. 00-05. 50 T 7H 0843 132
7 09.00 T TH LS I 133
06.00-07.50 PV T 7H 0843 132
8 09.00 T 7H LS I 133
08.00-09.50 W F 0843 132
9 09.00 T TH LS I 133
08.00-09.50 W F 0843 134
10 09.00 T TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 W F 0843 132
11 01.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 V F 0843 134
12 01.00 T TH LS I 133
02.00-03.50 T TH LS I 132
13 01.00 T 7H LS I 133
08.00-09.50 T TH 0843 132
14 01.00 T TH LS I 133
08.00-09.50 T TH 0843 134
15 01.00 T TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 T 7H 0843 134
16 01.00 T 7H LS I 133
02.00-03.50 1 7H 0843 132
17 01.00 T 7H LS I 133
02.00-03.50 T 7H 0843 134
18 01.00 T 7H LS I 133
04. 00-05. 50 7 7H 0843 134
19 01.00 T 7H LS I 133
06.00-07.50 PP T TH 0843 134
20 01.00 T TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 \4 F 0843 134
21 03.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 f 0842 131
12.00-01.50 F LS I 132
22 03.00 T TH LS I 133
02.00-03.50 N 0842 131
02.00-03.50 F LS I 132
23 03.00 7 TH LS I 133
02.00-03.50 N F 0843 134
24 03.00 7 TH LS I 133
08.00-09.50 7 TH LS I 132
25 03.00 7 TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 7 TH LS I 132
26 03.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 7 TH LS I 132
27 03.00 7 TH LS I 133
04.00-05.50 7 TH JLS I 132
28 03.00 7 TH LS I 133
06.00-07.50 PH 7 TH LS I 132
29 03.00 7 TH LS I 133
08.00-09.50 1rf F LS I 132
30 03.00 7 TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 14 F LS I 132
210A INTRO ENVIRON BIOL 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SA 110 DR (:hen 115
1 08.00 N 1rf F LAWSON 161
07.00 Pf P LS I 338
2 08.00 V rf F LAWSON 161
08.00 S LS I 338
3 08.00 N 1fi F LAWSON 151
02.00 7 LS I 338













































































































































































































































































































SA 201A - There will be an invitational
Honors' laboratory section formed the second
eek. An interested A or B student should try
o keep 4:00-5:50 p.m. Thursd*v clear.
108 INTRO ENVIRON 8ICL 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SA 110 CR CHEM 115
1 11.00 T THF LAWSON 141
13

















































































13 04.00 T THF LAWSOM 141









15 04.00 T THF LAWSOM 141

























































24 04.00 7 THF LAWSON 141
07.00 oy 7 LS I 338
GSA 201B - There will be an Invitational
' Honors laboratory section formed the second
week. An interested A or B student should try
to keep 4:00-5:50 Monday and Wednesday clear.
301 PRIN OF PHYSIOLOGY 04.0 C*
1 12.00 N W F LS I 133 GASS
03.00-04. 50 N LS I 113
2 12.00 N W F LS I 133 GASS
11.00-12,,50 7 LS I 113
3 12.00 N W F LS I 133 GASS
11.00- 12. 50 TH LS I 113
4 12.00 N W F LS I 133 GASS
03.00--04,.50 LS I 113
5 12.00 N W F LS I 133 GASS
09.00-10,,50 W LS I 113
6 12.00 V W F LS I 133 GASS
02.00--03,,50 W LS I 113
7 12.00 N W F LS I 133 GASS
08.00--09..50 TH LS T 117
8 12.00 N W F LS I 133 GASS
08.00--09,.50 S LS I 117
9 04.00 N W F LS I 133 STRACK
12.00--01,.50 V LS I 113
10 04.00 N W F LS I 133 STRACK
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General Studies Area B—Man's Social Inheritance and Social GSB
Responsibilities (GSB)
018 SURV-WEST TRADI TICN 04.0 C*
1 01.00 P W LAWSON 151 MUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 161
08.00 T 0720 101
2 01.00 * w LAWSOM 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 151
09.00 F 0862 102
3 01.00 P W LAWSON 151 MUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 151
10.00 F 0720 105
4 01.00 V W LAWSON 151 MUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 151
11.00 P 0875 102
5 01.00 P w LAWSON 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 161
12. CO T 0720 103
6 01.00 P W LAWSON 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 151
01.00 T 07?0 104
7 01.00 P W LAWSON 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 161
02.00 T 0720 101
8 01.00 P W LAWSON 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 151
03.00 7 0720 105
9 01.00 V W LAWSON 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 161
10.00 W 0720 108
10 01.00 P W LAWSON 151 M UELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 161
r 06.00 PV W 0720 101
11 01. 00 P W LAWSON 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 151
03.00 T 0720 102
12 01.00 V W LAWSON 151 VUELLER
01.00 TH LAWSON 151
02.00 7 0720 104
13 03.00 V WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
08.00 P 07 2 114
14 03.00 P WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
09.00 7 0720 104
15 03.00 P WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
10.00 W 0720 104
16 03.00 P WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
11.00 TH 0875 101
17 03.00 P WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
04.00 7 0720 104
18 03.00 P WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
01.00 W 0720 101
19 03.00 P WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
02.00 F 0720 103
20 03.00 V WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
09.00 7 0720 107
21 03.00 V WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
10.00 W 0720 114
22 03.00 V WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
06.00 PV TH 0720 101
23 03.00 V WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
03.00 7 0720 103
24 03.00 P WTH LAWSON 141 VUELLER
11.00 7 0720 103
;
01C SURV-WEST TRADITION 04.0 CR
1 10.00 P W F LAWSON 141 CETWILER
08.00 W 0720 102
2 10.00 N W F LAWSON 141 CETWILER
09.00 F 0871 102
3 10.00 V W F LAWSON 141 CETWILER
10.00 7 0720 109
4 10.00 P W F LAWSON 141 CETWILER
11.00 TH 0875 102
17























10.00 * fa F LAWSON 141 DETWILER
12.00 T 0720 104
10.00 P fa F LAWSON 141 DETWILER
01.00 T PULL 43A
10.00 P fa F LAWSON 141 DETWILER
02.00 fa 1 WARREN 129
10.00 P fa F LAWSON 141 DETWILER
03.00 TH 0720 133
10.00 P fa1 F LAWSON 141 DETWILER
04.00 TH 0720 134
10.00 P fa F LAWSON 141 CETWILER
06.00 PP fa 0720 134
10.00 P fa F LAWSOM 141 CETWILER
07.35-03,,25 PP T 0720 131
10.00 P fa F LAWSON 141 DETWILER
01.00 P 0871 132
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 PCFARLIN
08.00 TH 0720 133
!
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 PCFARLIN
01.00 fa1 0720 136
|
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 PCFARLIN
10.00 fa1 0720 116
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 MCFARLIN
11.00 P FELTS 130 !
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 PCFARLIN
12.00 fa1 0720 131
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 MCFARLIN
01.00 T 0720 135
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 PCFARLIN
02.00 TH PIERCE 130
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 MCFARLIN
03.00 P 0720 139
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 PCFARLIN
02.00 fa1 0720 137
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 MCFARLIN
06.00 PM T 0720 131
i
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 PCFARLIN
07.35-08,.25 PP TH H EC 122
11.00 T THF WHAM 135 MCFARLIN
02.00 T 0720 138 1
MAN AND HIS WORLD 34. CI I
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151 1
t
12.00 P H EC 336
08.00 Ml TH LAWSON 151 1
01.00 P H EC 336
i
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151
02.00 P H EC 336
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151
03.00 P H EC 336 f
|
08.00 NT TH LAWSON 151
04.00 P H EC 336
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151
12.00 T H EC 336
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151
01.00 T H EC 336
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151
02.00 T >H EC 336
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151
04.00 T H EC 336
08.00 PT THF LAWSON 151
12.00 W H EC 336 i
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151
01.00 W H EC 336
08.00 PT TH LAWSON 151 |
03.00 T H EC 336
09.00 P W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
03.00 W H EC 336
09.00 P W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
04.00 W H EC 306 1
09.00 P W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY (







































09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
01.00 TH H EC 306
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
02.00 TH H EC 336
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
03.00 TH H EC 336
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
04.00 TH H EC 336
09.00 V W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
12.00 F H EC 336
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
01.00 F H EC 336
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
02.00 F H EC 336
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
03.00 F H EC 336
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
04.00 F H EC 336
09.00 N W F LAWSON 151 RACKERBY
12.00 F WHAM 210
01.00 N W F H EC 122A LANGE
HONOR SECT-ONE AODTT IONAL HR TBA
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
08.00 N H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
09.00 N H EC 336
01.00 M TH LAWSON 141 8LEN1GNT
10.00 N H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 EELMCNT
11.00 N H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
08.00 T H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 EELMCNT
09.00 T H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
10.00 T H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BLEMCNT
11.00 T H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
08.00 W H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
09.00 W H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BLEMONT
10.00 W H EC 336
01.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
11.00 W H EC 336
02.00 N W F H EC 122A
HONOR SECT-ONE ADDITIONAL HR TBA
02.00 NT TH LAWSON 141 BELMCNT
08.00 TH H EC 336
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
09.00 TH H EC 336
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
10.00 TH H EC 336
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
11.00 TH H EC 336
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
11.00 TH AG 138
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
09.00 F H EC 336
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
10.00 F H EC 336
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
11.00 F H EC 336
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
01. 00 T H EC 134
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
02.00 T H EC 118
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
03.00 I H EC 231
03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
04.00 1 H EC 132
GSB
19
GSB 52 03.00 N W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
03. 00* T H EC 120
53 03.00 P W F LAWSON 151 GRIMES
04.00 T H EC 231
102B MAM AND HIS WORLD 04.0 CR
1 03.00-09.50 N W TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN
2 08.00-09.50 P W TECH A 338 CHRISTENSEN
3 08.00-09.50 P W TECH A 310 CHRISTENSEN
4 08.00-09.50 N W H EC 132 CHRISTENSEN
5 08.00-09.50 P W H EC 118 CHRISTENSEN
6 08.00-09.50 T TH TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN
7 08.00-09.50 T TH TECH A 338 CHRISTENSEN
8 08.00-09.50 T TH TECH A 310 CHRISTENSEN
9 08.00-09.50 T TH H FC 132 CHRISTENSEN
10 08.00-09.50 T TH H FC 118 CHRISTENSEN
11 10.00-11.50 T TH TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN
12 10.00-11.50 T TH TECH A 338 CHRISTFNSEN
13 10.00-11.50 T TH TFCH A 310 CHRISTENSEN
14 10.00-11.50 T TH H EC 132 CHRISTFNSEN
15 10.00-11.50 T TH H EC 118 CHRISTENSEN
16 10.00-11.50 T TH H EC 231 CHRISTFNSEN
17 10.00-11.50 P W TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN
18 10.00-11.50 P W TECH A 338 CHRISTFNSEN
19 10.00-11.50 P W TECH A 310 CHRISTFNSEN
20 10.00-11.50 M W H EC 132 CHRISTENSEN
21 10.00-11.50 P W H FC 118 CHRISTENSEN
22 10.00-11.50 P W H FC 231 CHRISTENSEN
23 12.00-01.50 P W TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN
24 12.00-01.50 P W TFCH A 338 CHRISTFNSEN
25 12.00-01.50 f W TFCH A 310 CHRISTENSEN
26 12.00-01.50 P W H EC 132 CHRISTENSEN
27 12.00-01.50 P W H EC 118 CHRISTENSEN
28 12.00-01.50 T TH TFCH A 221 CHRISTFNSEN
29 12.00-01.50 T TH TFCH A 338 CHRISTFNSFN
30 12.00-01.50 T TH H EC 102 CHRISTFNSEN
31 12.00-01.50 T TH LAWSON 132 CHRISTENSEN
32 12.00-01.50 T TH LAWSON 171 CHRISTFNSEN
33 02.00-03.50 P W TFCH A 222 CHRISTFNSEN
34 02.00-03.50 P W TFCH A 338 CHRISTENSEN
35 02.00-03.50 P W TECH A 310 CHRISTENSEN
36 02.00-03.50 P W H EC 102 CHRISTFNSFN
37 02.00-03.50 P W H EC 118 CHRISTENSEN
38 02.00-03.50 N W H EC 231 CHRISTENSEN
39 02.00-03.50 T TH TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN
40 02.00-03.50 T TH TECH A 338 CHRISTFNSEN
41 02.00-03.50 T TH TFCH A 310 CHRISTENSEN
42 02.00-03.50 T TH H FC 132 CHRISTFNSFN
43 02.00-03.50 T TH H EC 118 CHRISTENSEN
44 02.00-03.50 T TH H EC 231 CHRISTENSEN
201R SOCIETY + BEHAVICR 34.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTH 0875 131
2 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAR
03.00 P TH WHAM 112
3 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAR
09.00 P S WHAM 112
4 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAP
10.00 P TH BAILEY 130
5 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAP
11.00 P 0861 132
11.00 TH 0720 134
6 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAF'
11.00 P TH WHLR 113
7 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAFjl
12.00 P TH WHAM 233
8 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAf|I
12.00 P TH WHAM 232
9 09.00 T TH WHAM 135 PATTERSON EDGAJjI
01.00 P TH BAILEY 130
10 09.00 P W WHAM 135 GASTCN
08.00 T F WHAM 231
11 09.00 P W WHAM 135 GASTON
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































20 02.00 ¥ W F WHAM 105 KAHN
02.00 TH WHAM 208
21 02.00 M W F WHAM 105 KAHN
04.00 T WHAM 326
22 02.00 ¥ W F WHAM 105 KAHN
01.00 TH WHAM 329
23 02.00 M W F WHAM 105 KAHN
01.00 7 COMM 1022
24 05.45-07.25 ¥ W COMM 1021
25 05.45-07.25 7 TH WHAM 201
26 07.35-09.15 PM M W WHAM 303
27 07.35-09.15 PM 7 TH WHAM 303
J00A UNITED STATES HIST 03. C*
1 12.00 NT TH LAWSON 171 BATINSKU
JOOB UNITED STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 10.00 7 THF LAWSON 151 CARRCTTU
2 04.00 7 THF LAWSON 151 WERLICHU
>ooc UNITED STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M7 7H LAWSON 141 CONRAD
2 04.00 M7 TH LAWSON 161 BARREN
3 06.00-07.25 PM 7 TH LAWSON 171 WARREN
502 LAW CIVIL EIGHTS 03.0 CR
1 08.00 ¥ WTH WHAM 201 GREGORY
503 INTERNATIONAL REL 04. CR
1 08.00 7W F WOODY 1012 LEVINE
08.00-09.50 TH PHY SA 156
2 10.00 M7WTH AG 116 KLINGBERG
3 12.00 NT THF AG 168 STAUBER
4 02.00 ¥ W PHY SA 156 PAINE
02.00-03.50 TH PHY SA 156
5 04.00 N7WTH COMM 1006 CHOU
J09 INTRO TO BLACK AMER 04. CR
r
PREREO S.S. 2ND LEVEL
1 06.00 P¥ ¥ w LAWSON 171
03.00-0^.50 T WHAM 301A
2 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 T PHY SC 410
3 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 T TECH D 131
4 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 T PULL 38
5 06.00 py ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 0862 102
6 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 0721 101
7 06.00 PV ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 0720 116
8 06.00 pm ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 0720 117
9 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 GYM 204
10 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 PULL 39
11 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 AG 148
12 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 AG 154
13 06.00 P¥ ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 AG 156
14 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 AG 170
15 06.00 PM N W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 T PIERCE 130
16 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 FELTS 130
17 06.00 PM N W LAWSON 171
03.00 7 WARREN 129
18 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 ABBOTT 129
19 06.00 P¥ M W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 T ARENA 125
20 06.00 PM ¥ W LAWSON 171
03.00-04.50 7 WHAM 137
GSB
23
GSB MO CURRENT EVENTS 01.0 CR
1 11.00 F LAWSON 151
08.00 T AG 148
2 11.00 F LAWSON 151
08.00 F AG 220
3 11.00 F LAWSON 151
09.00 N TECH A 422
4 11.00 F LAWSON 151
09.00 T AG 220
5 11.00 F LAWSON 151
09.00 TH AG 220
6 11.00 F LAWSON 151
11.00 W TECH A 320
7 11.00 F LAWSON 151
12.00 N AG 222
8 11.00 F LAWSON 151
12.00 TH AG 222
9 11.00 F LAWSON 151
01.00 W WHAM 201
10 11.00 F LAWSON 151
01.00 F TECH A 222
11 11.00 F LAWSON 151
02.00 TH AG 220
12 11.00 F LAWSON 151
03.00 T TECH A 120
311 ECON DEVELOP OF U S 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 101B, CR 211A,B, OR 215
1 10.00 N W F 0720 102 ADANS DONALD R
312 CHMPAR fcCO^ SYSTEMS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 211A CF 215
1 01.00 NT TH TECH D 131
314 ECON ANAL AG PCL US 03.0 CR
PREREQ SSB 211
1 09.00 T THF AG 225 FAAG HERMAN M
321 SOCIALIZAT OF INDIV 03.0 CR
1 03.00 * W F WHAM 112 NALL ELIZABETH
331 AMER ED SYSTEM 03.0 CR
1 08.00 N W F WHAM 328
2 08.00 NT TH WHAM 228
3 09.00 N W F WHAM 328
4 10.00 N W F WHAM 328
5 11.00 N W F WHAM 205
6 01.00 N W F WHAM 205
7 02.00 N W F WHAM 205
8 03.00 N W F WHAM 205
9 06.00-07.25 PM T TH WHAM 205
10 06.00-07.25 PM N W WHAM 202
341 MARRIAGE 03.0 CR
1 02.00 N W F LAWSON 171 SMITH MARGARET
345 INTR TO AM FGN PCL 03.0 CR
1 09.00 N W F AG 168 LANCECKER
2 04.00 NT TH AG 216 TRIVERS
353 ECON GEOG-RES NGT 03.0 CR
PREREQ NONE
1 02.00 N WTH 0483 101 SCHNUODE
355 GEOG OF U S 03.0 CR
1 09.00 N WTH LAWSON 201 PENNINGTON CAMF
361 FUND OF DE3IS MAKE 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111-1C A+e OR GSD 108A +B
1 04.00 N W F TECH A 111
369 CONTEMP FAR EAST 03.0 CR
1 08.00 N W F H EC 201 KUO
385 CONTEMP POL ISNS 03.0 CR
1 10.00 TWTH AG 216 KAMARASY
2 12.00 N W F H EC 201 TRIVERS
390 INTR TO COMP GCVT 04.0 CR
1 09.00 NTWTH WHAM 228 KAMARASY
2 02.00 TWTHF WHAM 201 HARDENBERGH Willi
3 04.00 NTWTH AG 116 BHATTACHAR YY
A
391 SUB-SAHARAN GOVT 03.0 CR
1 03.00 N W F AG 116 DALE
392 INTRO L A 30VT POL 03.0 CR
1 01.00 N W F WHAM 203 GARNER WILLIAM
24
General Studies Area C—Man's Insights and Appreciations
(GSC)
GSC
MUSIC UNDERSTANDING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 f' W LAWSON 1S1 NADAF
08.00 TH COMM 1037
2 11.00 t' w LAWSON 161 ECDINS
08.00 TH COMM 1037
3 12.00 N W LAWSON 151 FLOYD
08.00 TH COMM 1037
ART APPRECIATICN 03.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 7 ALLYN 132
11.00 t i WHLR 107
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
2 10.00 T TH LAWSON 141
08.00-09.50 fi ALLYN 132
3 10.00 T TH LAWSON 141
08.00-09.50 S ALLYN 136
4 10.00 T TH LAWSON 141
12.00-01.50 ft ALLYN 102
5 10.00 1 TH LAWSON 141
12.00-01.50 F ALLYN 132
6 10.00 T TH LAWSON 141
02.00-03.50 W ALLYN 102
7 10.00 T TH LAWSON 141
10.00-11.50 F ALLYN 132
8 10.00 T TH LAWSON 141
10.00-11.50 S ALLYN 132
9 10.00 T TH LAWSON 141
10.00-11.50 1* ALLYN 102
10 10.00-11.50 T ALLYN 132
10.00 TH ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
11 01.00-02.50 T ALLYN 102
11.00 TH ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR T8A
12 01.00-02.50 TH ALLYN 132
11.00 F WHLR 137
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
13 02.00 7 TH LAWSON 151
12.00-01.50 W ALLYN 132
14 02.00 7 TH LAWSON 151
11.00-12.50 TH ALLYN 132
15 02.00 7 TH LAWSON 151
08.00-09.50 F ALLYN 132
16 02.00 7 TH LAWSON 151
10.00-11.50 W ALLYN 132
17 02.00 7 TH LAWSON 151
10.00-11.50 S ALLYN 106
18 02.00 T TH LAWSON 151
08.00-09.50 TH ALLYN 132
19 02.00 T TH LAWSON 151
08.00-09.50 S ALLYN 132
20 02.00-03.50 F ALLYN 132
09.00 7 ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
21 02.00-03.50 N ALLYN 132
09.00 F WHLR 137
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
22 03.00-04.50 TH ALLYN 132
12.00 7 ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
23 05.00-06.50 7 ALLYN 132
12.00 TH ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
24 05.00-06.50 TH ALLYN 132
09.00 TH ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
25 05.00-05.50 TH ALLYN 106
10.00 7 ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
26 05.00-06.50 1rf ALLYN 136





27 05.00-06.50 V ALLYN 136
02.00* TH ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
23 07.35-09.15 P¥ ¥ ALLYN 106
01.00 TH ALLYN 136
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
PROB-MORAL DEC- PHIL 33.0 C*
1 09.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 GILLIAN
11.00 TH H C 232
2 09.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 GILLIAN
12.00 TH H C 232
3 09.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 GILLIAN
01.00 TH H EC 231
4 09.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 GARTH, GILL IAN
02.00 TH WHLR 237
5 09.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 GILLIAN




































11 09.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 GILLIAN
10.00 TH 0720 139
12 09.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 GILLIAN
01.00 TH H EC 134
13 10.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 BREWSTER
02.00 TH GYM 234
14 10.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 BREWSTER











































21 10.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 BREWSTER
01.00 TH GYM 233
22 10.00 7 TH LAWSON 171 BREWSTER
09.00 7 H C 232
23 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 105 SCHILPP PAUL A
01.00 M H C 232
24 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
02.00 W H EC 122
25 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 105 SCHILPP PAUL A
03.00 W WHAM 321
26 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
08.00 TH H EC 238
27 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 105 SCHILPP PAUL A
09.00 TH H C 232
28 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
10.00 TH H EC 238
29 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
11.00 TH 0862 131
30 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
12.00 TH WHAM 235
31 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
01.00 TH H EC 238
32 11.00 ¥ W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
02.00 TH H EC 238
26
33 11.00 N W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A GSC
03.00 Th H EC 238
34 11.00 f W WHAM 135 SCHILPP PAUL A
08.00 F AG 116
35 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE JOHN
10.00 F WHAM 202
36 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE
09.00 f 0720 117
37 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE
10.00 f AG 148
38 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE
11.00 f H EC 238
39 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE
12.00 f H C 232
40 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE
01.00 N H C 232
41 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE JOHN
09.00 T H EC 120
42 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE JOHN
10.00 T H EC 238
43 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE JOHN
11.00 T H C 232
44 01.00 T TH LAWSON 171 HOWIE JOHN
10.00 S H C 232
45 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY
08.00 ¥ PULL 39
46 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY
10.00 f 0862 131
47 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY MATTHEW
09.00 f 0862 131
48 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY MATTHEW
12.00 N WHAM 238
49 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY MATTHEW
02.00 f WHAM 231
50 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY MATTHEW
08.00 T H C 232
51 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY
09.00 T H EC 236
52 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY MATTHEW
01.00 T H EC 238
53 03.00 T TH LAWSON 151 KELLY MATTHEW
02.00 T H EC 238
54 03.00 T TH LAWSON 171 KELLY MATTHEW
10.00 T WHLR 137
55 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
06.00 PM T H EC 132
56 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
09.00 T COMM 1022
57 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
12.00 T H'C 232
58 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
01.00 T H EC 120
59 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
03.00 T H EC 238
60 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
10.00 F WHAM 210
61 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
11.00 F WHAM 112
62 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
12.00 F H EC 118
63 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
01.00 F H EC 118
64 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSON 151 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
02.00 F WHAM 328
3 WORLD LIT FOR COMP 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SD 102 CR THE APPROPRIATE ACT
SCORE
1 08.00 f W F 0720 137
2 08.00 NT TH 0720 138
3 08.00 * W F 0720 136
4 08.00 * W F 0720 135











































































N W F 0720 133
N W F FELTS 130
N W F WARREN 129
N W F 0720 114
T TH 0720 114
WHAM 317
N W F AG 150
T TH AG 150
AG 116
N W F GYM 203
N W F FELTS 130
N W F WARREN 129
N LAWSON 231
W H EC 122
H EC 134
N W F GYM 233
T TH GYM 233
N LAWSON 131
N W F 0721 131
N W F 0720 109
N W F 0720 118
T TH 0720 117
COMM 1021
N W F WARREN 129
N W F 0720 117
T TH WHAM 228
WHLR 113
T TH AG 150
AG 222
N W F GYM 203
N W F LS I 16
T TH LS I 16
WARREN 129
NT TH WARREN 129
N WTH GYM 233
N W F 0720 133
T THF 0720 132
NT TH AG 150
N W F ARENA 123
T TH FELTS 130
WARREN 129
NT TH WARREN 129
N W 0862 132
TH H EC 122
N ARENA 119
W F PARK 234
N WTH GYM 233
N W F LS I 235
T TH 0720 135
F 0720 136
T F GYM 233
W 0721 131
NT TH AG 150
T THF PARK 111
N WTH 0861 131
NT PULL 39
TH 0720 136
N WTH 0720 118
N WTH 0720 137
N W F 0720 135
T THF PARK 234
NT TH AG 150
N W F PARK 111
WTH 0720 131
N WHAM 321
NT TH 0720 134
N WTH 0723 132
N WTH GYM 233
T THF 0720 132
NT TH AG 150
T THF 0723 131
TH PULL 43
N W PULL 41
28
62 04, 00 M TH LS I 323
63 04. 00 y WTH LS I 16
64 06, 00-•07. 15 PP N W WHAM 112
65 06, 00-07. 15 PM V w PARK 111
66 06, 00-•07. 15 PM T TH PARK 111
67 06. 00-•07. 15 PM T TH PULL M
68 06, 00-•07. 15 PM y w PULL 41
69 06. 00-•07. 15 py y w PULL 43
70 06. 00-•07. 15 py y w WHAM 238
71 06. 00-•07. 15 py y w H EC 122
72 07. 35-08. 50 py T TH H EC 233
73 07, 35- 08. 50 py y w WHAM 112
74 07, 35-•08. 50 py T TH H C 232
75 07, 35- 08. 50 py y w H EC 233
76 07, 35-•08. 50 py y w H EC 134
77 07. 35- 08. 50 py f w WHAM 232
78 07. 35-08. 50 pp y w WHAM 235
79 07, 35- 08. 50 py 7 TH WHAM 210
80 07. 35- 08. 50 pp y w H EC 122
HOC WESTERN HUMANITIES 03. CR
1 10. 00 y w f LAWSON 151 PLOCHMANN G K
200 ORAL INTERP OF LIT 34. CR
1 08. 00 yTWTH COMM 1018
2 08. 00 TWTHF COMM 1020
3 09, 00 yTW F COMM 1020
4 10, 00 TW F COMM 1018
10, 00 TH WHAM 326
5 12, 00 yTW F COMM 1021
6 12, 00 yTWTH COMM 1017
7 01. 00 yT THF COMM 2012
8 01, 00- 02. 50 y w COMM 1017
9 02, 00 y w f COMM 1021
02, 00 TH COMM 1018
10 04, 00 TWTHF COMM 1018
11 07, 35- 09. 15 PK T TH LAWSON 121
12 07, 35-•09. 15 py y w COMM 1021
201 INTRO TO DRAMA 03. CR
1 08, 00 yT TH 0723 132
2 08. 00 y w f WHAM 333
3 09. 00 T TH WHAM 333
09. 00 F H EC 231
4 10, 00 y w f WHAM 333
5 11, 00 T TH WHAM 333
11. 00 F WHAM 236
6 12. 00 y w f WHAM 333
7 01.,00 y w f WHAM 333
8 02, 00 y w f WHAM 333
9 03,,00 y w f WHAM 333
10 04, 00 y w f WHAM 333
11 06,,00-•07. 15 pf y w WHAM 333
12 07.,35-•08. 50 py y w H EC 102
202 INTRO TO POETRY 03. CR
1 08,,00 T TH WHAM 333
08,,00 F WHAM 236
2 09,.00 y w f WHAM 333
3 10 .00 T TH WHAM 333
10,.00 F WHAM 236
4 11 .00 y W F WHAM 3D3
5 12,.00 y WHAM 337
12,.00 T TH WHAM 333
6 01 .00 y WHAM 337
01 .00 T TH WHAM 333
7 02 .00 y TH LS I 16
02 .00 T 0720 116
8 03 .00 y WHAM 337
03 .00 T TH WHAM 333
9 04 .00 y WHAM 337
04 .00 T TH WHAM 333
10 06 .00--07 .15 py T TH WHAM 333
203 DRAMA--ARTS OF fHEA 33. CR
1 11 .00 T TH COMM 1037 HORN


































































































































MEANING IN VIS ARTS. 04.0 CR
PRESfcQ ij SC 101 :p CONSENT
1 04 .00 fTWTH LAWSON 171

































FOUNDATIONS OF MUS 04. ) CR
1 08 .00 7WTHF ALTG 116 INTRAVAIA
2 12.,00 7WTHF ALTG 116 EODINS



























































































































































































































































































































































































209 MOD LIT FORM IDEA 34. CR
1 08. 00 1r th WHAM 317
08,.00 N w COMM 1021
















































8 12 .00 TWTHF WHAM 337
9 12 .00 NT THF ABBOTT 129
10 01 .00 TWTHF WHAM 337
11 01 .00 VT THF PULL 43
12 02..00 TWTHF WHAM 337
13 02..00 NT THF WHAM 319
14 03 .00 rwTHF WHAM 337
15 03 .00 VT THF WHAM 319
16 05 .45- 07.25 V W WHAM 337
17 07 .35- 09.15 PV V w WHAM 337
(210 INTRO TO FICTION 33.0 CR
1 08 .00 V W F WHAM 317
2 09 .00 V W F 0875 131











5 11 .00 V W F WHAM 317












8 01 .00 V WTH 0862 131
9 02 .00 V WTH PARK 234
10 03 .00 V WTH GYM 203
11 04 .00 V WTH WHAM 238
12 06 .00--07.15 PN V W H EC 231




































































































.35-08.50 PP P W






.00 P W F
.00 7
.00 P W F
.00 T
.00 V W F
.00 T


















































































































































































































































345C WORLD LITERATURE 03.0 CR GSD
1 10.00 N W F WHAM 329
2 12.00 N W F AG 188
3 01.00 N W F WHAM 321
4 02.00 N W F WHLR 214
5 03.00 N WTH WHAM 317
6 04.00 N WTH H EC 132
148 PHOTOGRAPHY AS CCNN 33.0 CR
1 03.00 NT TH LAWSON 231 HORRELL
151A MASTERPIECES NCVEL 03.0 CR
1 10.00 N H EC 236
10.00 T TH 0723 132
2 01.00 V w F AG 188
I51B MASTERPIECES NCVEL 03.0 CR
1 08.00 NT TH WHAM 312
2 01.00 N H EC 122
01.00 T TH AG 138
>54B HISTORY OF THEATRE 03.0 CR
1 12.00 N W F TECH A 111 KOZLENKC
163A PHIL OF SCIENCE 33.0 CR
1 10.00 N W F LS I 133 CLARK
CROSSLISTED WITH GSt 363/5
>65 SHAKESPEARE 03.0 CR
1 12.00 N W F H EC 233
2 01.00 M TH PARK 331
3 02.00 TWTH 0720 109
J70B AMER MUS FOLK+JAZZ 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SC IOC CR EQUIVALENT
1 02.00 N W F ALTG 116 BRANCH
)83 EARLY MODERN PHIL 03.0 CR
1 08.00 N W F H EC 238 HOWIE JCHN
2 12.00 N W F H EC 238 GARTH
3 01.00 N W F H EC 238 CIEFENBECK JAMES A
4 02.00 N W F H EC 238 LECNARD
5 03.00 N W F H EC 238 KELLY MATTHEW
J87 RECENT AMER PHIL 33.0 CR
1 02.00 N W F LAWSON 141 HAHN LEWIS EDWIN
General Studies Area D—Organization and Communication of
Ideas (GSD)
101 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
1 08. 00 NT TH PIERCE 130
2 08, 00 N Vy F 0720 139
3 09. 00 T F 0720 116
09, 00 * 0720 102
4 09. 00 N k 0723 116
09. 00 F 0720 117
5 09. 00 T TH WHAM 328
09. 00 F WHAM 233
6 10. 00 N fc LAWSON 231
10. 00 F H EC 231
7 10.,00 T THF 0720 134
8 11, 00 N V F 0871 131
9 11, 00 T TH 0871 131
11,.00 F H EC 106
10 11,.00 N b1 F 0871 102
11 12,.00 TV 1 F WHAM 233
12 02,,00 NT TH PHY SA 458
13 02 .00 N WHAM 337
02,.00 T TH WHAM 333
14 03..00 NT TH 0720 138
15 04 .00 THF 0723 133
16 04 .00 NT TH WHAM 312
17 06 .00-07 .15 PM T TH AG 144
18 06 .00-•07 .15 PM T TH WHAM 307
19 07 .35-•08 .50 PN T TH AG 144
20 07 .35-•08 .50 PN T TH WHAM 307
102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
PREREO j SO L01 CR THE APPROPRIATE ACT
SCORE
1 08 .00 N W F 0721 131
33
GSD 2 08.00 T THF 0720 114
3 08.00 N W F 0720 116
4 09.00 N W F 072D 118
5 09.00 N BAILEY 130
09.00 W F 0861 132
6 10.00 NT TH 0720 114
7 10.00 N W F 0723 117
8 10.00 NT TH 0720 118
9 11.00 TW F 0720 134
10 11.00 N W F 0875 131
11 11.00 NT TH AG 154
12 12.00 T THF 0720 137
13 12.00 NT TH WHAM 312
14 12.00 N WTH 0720 138
15 12.00 TW F 0723 139
16 12.00 T THF 0721 131
17 02.00 TW F PHY SA 358
18 02.00 N TH PHY SA 358
02.00 F WHAM 210
19 02.00 T 0720 117
02.00 W F PHY SA 258
20 02.00 T F WHAM 112
02.00 W 0723 114
21 03.00 TW F 0720 109
22 03.00 N WTH 0721 131
23 03.00 NT TH WHAM 312
24 03.00 T THF 0723 114
25 04.00 T WHAM 317
04.00 W F WHAM 321
26 04.00 NT TH WHAM 321
27 04.00 NT TH 0723 137
2e 06.00-07.15. PN T TH WHAM 228
29 06.00-07.15 PM T TH AG 150
30 06.00-07.15 PN N W WHAM 329
31 06.00-07.15 PN T TH AG 154
32 07.35-08.50 PN N W WHAM 312
33 07.35-08.50 PN T TH WHAM 235
34 07.35-08.50 PN T TH AG 150
35 07.35-08.50 PN T TH H EC 132
103 ORAL COMM OF IDEAS 03.0 C*
1 08.00 N W F AG 222
01.00 TH LAWSON 231
2 08.00 N W F COMM 1017
01.00 TH LAWSON 131
3 08.00 N W F WHAM 335
01.00 TH COMM 1022
4 08.00 N W F PULL 43
01.00 TH COMM 1021
5 08.00 TWTH PULL 41
12.00 TH COMM 1021
6 08.00 T TH WHAM 335
08.00 W WHAM 321
12.00 TH COMM 1022
7 09.00 N W F AG 222
01.00, TH LAWSON 231
8 09.00 N W F COMM 1017
01.00 TH LAWSON 131
9 09.00 N W F ;WHAM 335
01.00 TH COMM 1022
10 09.00 N W F PULL 43
01.00 TH COMM 1020
11 09.00 TWTH PULL 41
12.00 TH COMM 1021
12 09.00 T TH WHAM 335
09.00 W WHAM 321
12.00 TH COMM 1022
13 10.00 NT TH AG 222
08.00 TH LAWSON 231
14 10.00 N COMM 2012
10.00 T TH COMM 1017
08.00 TH LAWSON 131
15 10.00 NT TH WHAM 335
08.00 TH COMM 1022
34
16 10.00 NT TH PULL 41 GSD
08.00 TH H EC 231
17 10.00 N W F COMM 1017
09.00 TH H EC 231
18 11.00 NT TH AG 222
08.00 TH LAWSON 231
19 11.00 N COMM 2012
11.00 7 TH COMM 1017
08.00 TH LAWSON 131
20 11.00 NT TH WHAM 335
08.00 TH COMM 1022
21 11.00 NT TH PULL 41
08.00 TH H EC 231
22 11.00 N W F COMM 1017
09.00 TH H EC 231
23 12.00 N W F COMM 1018
12.00 TH COMM 1023
SEC23 RESERVED FCR FRESICENT SCHOLARS
24 01.00 T THF COMM 1017
12.00 TH LAWSON 231
25 01.00 T THF PULL 41
12.00 TH LAWSON 131
26 01.00 W F AG 150
09.00 TH COMM 1021
01.00 N AG 222
27 01.00 7WTH AG 222
10.00 TH LAWSON 231
28 01.00 N W F AG 216
10.00 TH LAWSON 131
29 01.00 N W F WHAM 335
10.00 TH COMM 1022
30 02.00 1 THF COMM 1017
12.00 TH LAWSON 231
31 02.00 T THF PULL 41
12.00 TH LAWSON 131
32 02. OC W F AG 150
09.00 TH COMM 1021
02.00 N AG 222
33 02.00 TWTH AG 222
10.00 TH LAWSON 231
34 02.00 N W F AG 216
10.00 TH LAWSON 131
35 02.00 N W F WHAM 335
10.00 TH COMM 1022
36 03.00 T THF PULL 41
09.00 TH LAWSON 231
37 03.00 T TH COMM 1022
03.00 F COMM 1020
09.00 TH LAWSON 131
38 03.00 T F TECH A 122
09.00 TH COMM 1022
03.00 TH AG 222
39 03.00 N W AG 222
03.00 F AG 220
11.00 TH LAWSON 231
40 03.00 T THF H C 232
11.00 TH LAWSON 131
41 03.00 N W F AG 188
11.00 TH COMM 1021
42 03.00 NT TH WHAM 335
11.00 TH COMM 1022
43 04.00 N WTHF COMM 1020
44 04.00 T THF PULL 41
09.00 TH LAWSON 231
45 04.00 T THF COMM 1022
09.00 TH LAWSON 131
46 04.00 T F TECH A 122
09.00 TH COMM 1022
04.00 TH AG 222
47 04.00 N W F AG 222
11.00 TH LAWSON 231
48 04.00 T THF H C 232
11.00 TH LAWSON 131
35
GSD 49 04.00 f W F AG 188
11.00 TH COMM 1021
50 04.00 ¥1 TH WHAM 3D5
11.00 TH COMM 1022
51 06.00-07.25 PM ¥ W COMM 1020
08.00 TH COMM 1021
52 06.00-07.25 PM T TH COMM 1020
10.00 TH COMM 1021
53 06.00-07.25 PM ¥ W COMM 1020
09.00 TH H EC 206
54 06.00-07.25 PV V W COMM 2012
10.00 TH COMM 1018
55 06.00-07.25 PM ¥ W COMM 1018
11.00 TH COMM 1018
56 06.00-07.25 PM T TH LAWSON 121
12.00 TH COMM 1018
57 06.00-07.25 PM T TH COMM 1018
01.00 TH COMM 1018
58 07.35-09.00 PI* V W COMM 1020
08.00 TH COMM 1021
59 07.35-09.00 PM 7 TH COMM 1020
10.00 TH COMM 1021
60 07.35-09.00 PM V w COMM 1022
09.00 TH H EC 2D6
61 07.35-09.00 PN ¥ W COMM 2012
10.00 TH COMM 1018
62 07.35-09.00 py ¥ W COMM 1013
11.00 TH COMM 1038
63 07.35-09.00 pm T TH COMM 1020
12.00 TH COMM 1018
64 07.35-09.00 pm 7 TH COMM 1018
01.00 TH COMM 1018
106 INTERMED ALGEBRA DO.O C*
1 08.00 MWTH TECH A 420
2 12.00 VTWTH AG 154
3 02.00 NTWTH TECH A 410
4 04.00 MWTH PHY SC 118
SECTS 1+4 FOR 3RE- L11A2+3 FOR PRE-107A
STUDENTS
107A BASIC COLLEGE *ATH 05.0 CR
PREREQ -I.S. OR (3SC 106
1 08.00 V7WTHF AG 224
2 08.00 TWTHFS TECH A 422
3 09.00 TWTHFS TECH A 422
4 10.00 ¥ W F PHY SC 218
10.00 7 TH PHY SC 118
5 11.00 TWTHFS PHY SA 160
6 12.00 MWTHF TECH A 422
7 12.00 MWTHF PHY SA 156
8 01.00 MWTHF BROWN 130
9 02.00 VTWTHF PHY SA 160
10 03.00 MWTHF BROWN 130
11 06.00-07.25 PM f WTH PHY SC 218
12 07.35-09.00 PM ¥ W F PHY SC 218
107B BASIC COLLEGE 1ATH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3S0 107A
1 08.00 ¥ TECH A 422
08.00 T TH TECH A 320
2 10.00 7W F PHY SC 116
3 11.00 ¥ PHY SA 160
lloOO T TH PHY SC 118
4 12.00 T TH TECH A 210
12.00 F ARENA 123
5 01.00 ¥ TH TECH A 438
01.00 W TECH. A 210
6 02.00 T TECH A 238
02.00 W F TECH A 438
7 04.00 ¥ W F PHY SA 160
8 06.00-07.15 PM 1 TH PHY SA 160
109 ELEMENTS OF PRCBAB 03.0 C*
PREREQ SSD L07A
1 08.00 T THF TECH A 322
36
2 09.00 T TH TECH A 322
09.00 ¥ TECH A 438
3 10.00 f WTH PHY SA 132
4 11.00 T TH TECH A 238
11.00 ¥ TECH A 420
5 12.00 TW F PHY SA 160
6 01.00 TW F TECH A 438
7 03.00 NT TH TECH A 438
8 04.00 ¥ W F PHY SC 116
9 07.35- 08.50 PM I TH PHY SC 118
ECON-BUS STATISTICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SD 108B t 114B, OR EQUIV
1 08.00 V W F LAWSON 141
2 02.00 ¥ W F LAWSON 151
3 06.00- 07.25 PM T TH LAWSON 141
SEE CHIN LISTING FCR CHIN CONVERSATION




¥ W F WHLR 113
4 ELEMENTARY FRENCH 33.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F 0720 132
11.00 TH WHLR 18
2 04.00 T THF PULL 43A
04.00 ¥ WHLR 18
SEE FR LISTING FCR FF CCNVERSATION
B ELEMENTARY FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3S0 123A
1 08.00 T THF WHLR 113
08.00 ¥ WHLR 18
2 09.00 ¥ W F PIERCE 130
09.00 T WHLR 18
3 11.00 T TH S 0723 132
11.00 ¥ WHLR 18
4 12.00 T THF WHAM 238
12.00 f WHLR 18
5 02.00 T TH WHLR 113
02.00 F H EC 122
02.00 ¥ WHLR 18
6 03.00 V W H C 232
03.00 TH WHLR 237
03.00 T WHLR 18
7 03.00 ¥ W F H EC 233
03.00 T WHLR 18
8 04.00 7 THF PARK 331
04.00 ¥ WHLR 18
SEE FR LISTING FCR FP CCNVERSATION
C ELEMENTARY FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 5SD 123B
1 08.00 TW F AG 188
08.00 ¥ WHLR 18
2 09.00 ^ W F 0720 133
09.00 T WHLR 18
3 10.00 ¥ W F COMM 1021
10.00 S WHLR 18
4 10.00 T TH WHLR 214
10.00 F WHLR 137
10.00 S WHLR 18
5 11.00 ¥ WTH 0720 133
11.00 F WHLR 18
6 12.00 ¥ W F WHLR 113
12.00 T WHLR 18
7 01.00 ¥ W F WHLR 237
01.00 TH WHLR 18
8 01.00 ¥ W WHAM 331B
01.00 TH WHLR 18
01.00 F WHAM 326
9 02.00 T THF H EC 120
02.00 ¥ WHLR 18
10 03.00 NT TH WHLR 137
V3.QV F WHLR IS
11 04.00 ¥ W F WHLR 237




GSD 12 04.00 ¥ W F WHLR 107
04.00 T WHLR 18
13 06.00-07.25 PM T TH WHLR 237
07.35-0B.25 PM T WHLR 18
SFE FR LISTING FCR FF CONVERSATION
126A ELEMENTARY GERMAN 03.0 CR
1 08.00 NT F GYM 203
08.00 W WHLR 18
2 03.00 V W F WHLR 113
03.00 TH WHLR 18
SEE GtR FOR LISTING CF GERMAN
CONVERSATION
3 03.00 ¥ W F WHLR 212
03.00 TH WHLR 18
1268 ELEMENTARY GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3S0 126A
1 08.00 V THF WHLR 214
08.00 W WHLR 18
2 10.00 N W PIERCE 130
10.00 F ARENA 123
10.00 TH WHLR 18
3 12.00 V WTH GYM 204
12.00 F WHLR 18
4 02.00 ¥ W F WHLR 113
02.00 TH WHLR 18
5 04.00 N WTH GYM 204
04.00 F WHLR 18
SEE GER FOR LISTING CF GERMAN
CONVERSATION
126C ELEMENTARY GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 1268
1 08.00 ¥ W F WHLR 212
SEC 1 TAKEN CONCURRENTLY UITH GER 126C
SFC 1
2 08.00 ¥ H EC 136
08.0 T WHLR 18
03.00 W F WHAM 228
3 09.00 T PARK 301
09.00 ¥ WHLR 18
09.00 W F PARK 309
4 09.00 T TH S WHLR 237
09.00 ¥ WHLR 18
SEE GER FOR LISTING CF GERMAN
CONVERSATION
5 10.00 ¥ W F WHLR 212
10.00 TH WHLR 18
6 11.00 ¥ W WHLR 212
11.00 S WHLR 18
11.00 F H EC 118
7 12.00 ¥ WTH PULL 39
12.00 F WHLR 18
6 01.00 ¥ W F GYM 234
01.00 T WHLR 18
9 02.00 ¥ W F H EC 233
02.00 TH WHLR 18
10 03.00 ¥ W F H EC 120
03.00 TH WHLR 18
11 04.00 ¥ W F MLR 212
04.00 TH WHLR 18
12 06.00-07.25 PM ¥ W WHLR 212
05.00 W WHLR 18
13 06.00-07.25 PM T TH H EC 122
07.35-08.25 P¥ TH WHLR 18
130C ELEMENTARY GREEK 33.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 130B
1 10.00 ¥ W F WHAM 312 C BRIEN
133C ELEMENTARY LATIN 03.0 CR
PREREQ SSD 1338
1 01.00 ¥1 TH 0875 101 SHELBY THOMAS M
135C ELEM PORTUGUESE 03.0 CR
PREREQ SSD 1358
1 10.00 MT TH AG 150 HEVERLY CLEMENT
10.00 w WHLR 18 HEVERLY CLEMENT
38
2 01.00 T F COMM 1021 FEVERLY CLEMENT F GSD
01.00 W COMM 1036
01.00 N WHLR 18
SEE PORT LISTING FCR PORT CONVERSATION!
B ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN 03.0 CR
PREREO 3SD 136A
1 10.00 N W F AG 220
10.00 T WHLR 18
C ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN 03.0 CR
PREREO 3SD 136B
1 08.00 N W F H EC 136
08.00 TH WHLR 18
2 10.00 N W PULL 39
10.00 T WHLR 18
10.00 F WHAM 228
3 02.00 N H EC 120
02.00 W WHLR 18
02.00 THF WHAM 301A
4 06.00-07.25 PN T TH WHLR 212
05.00 TH WHLR 18
SEE RUSS LISTING FCR RUSS CONVERSATION
A ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
1 08.00 N W H EC 233
08.00 F WHLR 18
08.00 TH AG 138
2 09.00 NT F ABBOTT 129
09.00 W WHLR 18
3 09.00 NT F WHLR 212
09.00 W WHLR 18
4 02.00 N W F AG 220
02.00 T WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FCR SPAN CONVERSATION
5 03.00 TW F WHLR 214
03.00 N WHLR 18
6 03.00 T THF WHAM 321
03.00 V WHLR 18
7 06.00-07.25 PM N W H EC 132
07.35-08.30 dm p WHLR 18
B ELEMENTARY SPANISH 33.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 140A CP ECLIVALENT
1 08.00 H WTH 0720 131
08.00 F WHLR 18
2 09.00 N TECH D 131
09.00 WTH ABBOTT 129
09.00 F WHLR 18
3 10.00 TW F 0720 131
10.00 N WHLR 18
4 11.00 NT F 0720 131
11.00 W WHLR 18
5 11.00 NT F PULL 43A
11.00 W WHLR 18
6 12.00 NT TH WHLR 212
12.00 W WHLR 18
7 01.00 N WTH ABBOTT 129
01.00 F WHLR 18
8 02.00 N W F PIERCE 130
02.00 T WHLR 18
9 04.00 NT TH WHLR 113
04.00 W WHLR 18
10 06.00-07.25 PM T TH WHLR 113
05.00 T WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FCR SPAN SPAN
CONVERSATION
IC ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 140B CP EQLIVALENT
1 08.00 N W F WHLR 137
08.00 S WHLR 18
2 08.00 N W F AG 148
08.00 S WHLR 18
3 09.00 NT TH 0720 131
09.00 S WHLR 18
4 09.00 W F 0720 131
09.00 S WHLR 18
39
GSD 09.00 ¥ 0720 102
5 09.00 ¥ PHY SC 118
09.00 F WHLR 18
09.00 WTH WHLR 212
6 10.00 T TH S WHLR 113
10.00 F WHLR 18
7 10.00 ¥ TH 0720 131
10.00 W WHLR 237
10.00 F WHLR 18
8 10.00 7 WHAM 312A
10.00 W F WHAM 231
10.00 ¥ WHLR 18
9 11.00 n w f PIERCE 130
11.00 T WHLR 18
10 11.00 ¥ W F WHLR 214
11.00 T WHLR 18
11 12.00 ¥ W F WHLR 214
12.00 TH WHLR 18
12 12.00 ¥ W F AG 220
12.00 TH WHLR 18
13 12.00 ¥ THF WHLR 237
12.00 W WHLR 18
14 01.00 ¥ FELTS 130
01.00 T F H C 232
01.00 W WHLR 18
15 01.00 NT TH AG 144
01.00 W WHLR 18
16 01.00 VT TH 072 131
01.00 F WHLR 18
17 02.00 ¥ WTH 0723 131
02.00 F WHLR 18
IB 02.00 V WTH H C 232
02.00 F WHLR 18
19 03.00 ¥1 F 072D 131
03.00 W WHLR 18
20 03.00 T TH PARK 331
03.00 W WHLR 18
03.00 ¥ WHAM 228
21 04.00 NT TH H EC 134
04.00 W WHLR 18
22 06.00-07 .25 Pff ¥ W WHLR 214
07.35-08 .25 P¥ W WHLR 18
23 06.00-•07 .25 P¥ T TH WHLR 214
05.00 T WHLR 18
24 06.00-07 .25 PM ¥ W H EC 134
07.35-•08 .25 PN W WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FCR SPAN CONVERSATION
144C ELEMENTARY ITALIAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ j SO 1 448
1 09.00 ¥ W F AG 188
09.00 TH WHLR 18
2 06.00- 07 .25 PM ¥ W WHLR 113
05.00 ¥ WHLR 18
SEE ITAL LISTING FCP ITAL CONVERSATION
210F UNCOM LANG- SWAHIL1 05.0 CR
PREREO 50 210E CR EQLIVALENT
1 09.00 ¥ WHAM 238
09.00 TW F PHY SC 156
09.00 TH AG 170
210H UNCOM LANG- VIETNA^ i 05.0 CR
PREREO SO 210G CP EQLIVALENT
1 12.00 NTWTHF 0723 114
2101 UNCOM LANG- VIETNA^t 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 210H CP EQLIVALENT
09.00 ¥ F WHAM 236
09.00 TWTH 0862 132
210L SERBO-CROATION 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 210J
1 TO BE ARRANGED
40
>neral Studies Area E—Health and Physical Development GSE
(GSE)
oc RESTRICTED P E 01.0 CR
1 10,.00 V W F ARENA 555
2 10 .00 T TH ARENA 555 CKITA
08,.00 F LAW SON 151 ACKERMAN
3 11 .00 N W F ARENA 555 CKITA TED Y
1A SWIPMING- BE GINNING 01.0 CR
1 10 .00 P W F PULL P 11 ESSICK RAYMOND B
2 10 .40- 11 .20 ^ W F PULL P 11 CARRCLL
3 11,,20- 12 .00 N W F PULL P 11 CARROLL
4 12,.00 N W F PULL P 11 CARROLL
5 07 .00 Pf MWTH PULL P 11 CARRCLL
IB SWIVMING - INTERNET 31.0 C*
1 08 .00- 09 .50 c PULL P 11 PILES
2 10,,00- 11 .50 S PULL P 11 PILES
3 12 .00 T TH PULL P 11 SHEA
2 PHYSICAL FIT 31.0 c*
1 08,.00 N F PULL 102 BELL
10,.00 W LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
2 08,.00 * F ARENA 555
12..00 TH LAWSON 141 ACKERMAN
3 08,.00 T TH ARENA 555
08,.00 F LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
4 08..00 W S ARENA 555
08,.00 F LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
5 09, 00 N F PULL 132
08, 00 F LAWSON 151
6 09,.00 T TH ARENA 555
08. 00 F LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
7 09. 00 7 TH ARENA 555
11. 00 TH LAWSON 171 ACKERMAN
* 8 09..00 W S ARENA 555
10. 00 w LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
9 10. 00 f F ARENA 555
11, 00 TH LAWSON 171 ACKERMAN
10 10. 00 N F ARENA 555
12. 00 TH LAWSON 141 ACKERMAN
11 10. 00 T TH ARENA 555
10. 00 W LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
12 10. 00 T TH ARENA 555
11. 00 TH LAWSON 171 ACKERMAN
13 10. 00 W S ARENA 555
12. 00 TH LAWSON 141 ACKERMAN
14 11,.00 f F ARENA 555
10, 00 W LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
15 11. 00 N F ARENA 555
12. 00 TH LAWSON 171 ACKERMAN
16 11,,00 7 TH PULL 132
10. 00 W LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
17 11. 00 w s ARENA 555
11, 00 7H LAWSON 171 ACKERMAN
18 12..00 7 F ARENA 555
12. 00 7H LAWSON 141 ACKERMAN
19 01. 00 N W ARENA 555
10,.00 W LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN
20 01..00 N W ARENA 555
03.,00 W WHAM 135 ACKERMAN
21 01.,00 7 7H PULL 102
12.,00 TH LAWSON 141 ACKERMAN
22 01,.00 7 F ARENA 555
03.,00 W WHAM 135 ACKERMAN
23 02,,00 N W ARENA 555
03,,00 N WHAM 135 ACKERMAN
24 02 .00 7 TH PULL 132
03,.00 N WHAM 135 ACKERMAN
25 02,,00 7 F ARENA 555
03,.00 * WHAM 135 ACKERMAN
D3A SO AND SOC DANCE 01.0 CR
1 11 .00-12 .30 T 7H GYM 114
2 01 .00-02 .30 7 TH GYM 114
3 04 .00-•05 .30 7 TH GYM 114
41
GSE 4 04.00-05.30 P W GYM 114
104B ACTIVITY-BADMINTCN 01. C*
1 08.00-09.30 I TH AREMA 555 MEADE WILLIAM T
2 09.00-10.30 7 TH ARENA 555
104D ACTIVITY-BOWLING 01.0 CR
1 08.00 P WTH U CTR ^8
2 09.00 P WTH U CTR <*8
3 09.00 7 FS U CTR 48
4 10.00 P W F U CTR 48
5 10.00 T TH S U CTR <t8
6 11.00 P W F U CTR 48
7 11.00 I TH S U CTR 48
8 12.00 P W F U CTR 48
9 12.00-01.30 7 TH U CTR ^8
10 01.00 P W F U CTR <*8
11 01.30-03.00 7 TH U CTR 48
12 02.00 P W F U CTR 48
13 03.00 M W F U CTR 48
FEE REQUIRED FCR GSE 104C
104E ACTIVITY-GOLF 01.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 F ARENA 555 BOLICK
09.00 S AREMA 555
2 09.00-10.30 . T TH AREMA 555 BOLICK
3 1*0.00' M TH ARENA 555 BOLICK MARK
4 10.00-11.50 W ARENA 555
10.00 F AREMA 555
5 11.00 M TH AREMA 555 HOLDER
6 12.00 M TH ARENA 555
7 12.00 W ARENA 555
11.00-12.50 F AREMA 555
8 01.00 N W F AREMA 555
9 01.00-02.50 T ARENA 555
01.00 TH ARENA 555
10 02.00 P W F AREMA 555
11 02.00-03.50 TH AREMA 555
03.00 7 ARENA 555
12 03.00 P W F ARENA 555
104H ACTIVITY-TENNIS 31.0 C*
1 09.00 P W F TENNIS 100
2 09.00-10.30 7 TH TENNIS 130
3 10.00 P W F TENNIS 130
4 10.00 7 TH S TENNIS 130
5 11.00 P W F TENNIS 100
6 11.00 7 TH S TENNIS 130
7 12.00 P W F TENNIS 130
8 12.00-01.30 T TH TENNIS 130
9 01.00 P W F TENNIS 100
10 01.00-02.15 T TH TENNIS 130
11 02.00 P W F TENNIS 130
12 02.00-03.30 T TH TENNIS 130
104J ACTIVITY-SOFTBALL 01.0 C*
1 01.00 P W F ARENA 555 MARTIN MORRIS G
2 02.00 M W F ARENA 555 MARTIN MORRIS G
104W ACTIVITY-JJDO 01.0 C*
1 11.00 T TH AREMA 555
104W RESTRICTEO-MUST HAVE CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
104X ACTIVITY-HANDBALL 01. C*
1 09.00 M TH HDBALL 130 MAZIE ROBERT
2 10.00 NT TH HDBALL 130 MAZIE ROBERT
3 02.00 P W F HDBALL 130
4 02.00-03.30 T TH HDBALL 130 \
5 03.00 P W F HDBALL 130
GLOVES AND BALL RECLIREO FOR GSE 104X
105 WEIGHT CONTROL 01.0 CR
1 09.00 M W F ARENA 555 KNOWLTON RONALC
105 RESTRICTED- NUS7 HAVE CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
HOC RESTRICTED P E 01.0 C*
1 03.00 M W F GYM 114 COTTEN SARAH Et
111A SWIMMING-BEGINNING 01. CR
1 09.00-10.50 7 TH GYM 114 COOPER CAROL
42
2 10. 00-11. 50 T TH GYM 114 GSE
3 01.00-02.30 T TH GYM 114
4 02.00-03.50 f W GYM 114
\ SWIMMING-INTERNED 01.0 CR
PREREQ GSE 111A CP EQLIVALENT
1 08.00-09.30 T TH PULL P 11
2 09.00-10.30 T TH PULL P 11
3 10.00-11.50 T TH PULL P 11
4 03.00-04.30 7 TH PULL P 11
EXERCISE FOR FITNES 31. C*
1 07.00-08.30 N W GYM 208
2 09.00 M W F GYM 238 BLACKMAN CLAUDIA JO
3 02.00 M W F GYM 237 BLACKMAN CLAUDIA JO
I SQUARE DANCE 31.0 CR
1 11.00-12.30 T TH GYM 114
2 01.00-02.30 T TH GYM 114 LITHERLAND BARBARA A
3 04.00-05.30 7 TH GYM 114 LITHERLAND BARBARA A
4 04.00-05.30 M W GYM 114 LITHERLAND BARBARA A
CROSSLISTED WITH PEN 103A
3D DANCE-BEG 30NTEMP 01.0 CR
1 08.00 N W F GYM 238
2 08.00 T TH S GYM 238
3E DANCE-INT CONTEMP 01.0 CR
1 11.00 f W F GYM 238 LITHPKLAND- BARBARA A
4A ACTIVITY-ARCHERY 01.0 CR
1 12.00-01.30 T TH GYM 238
2 01.30-02.50 T TH GYM 238
3 02.00-03.30 T TH GYM 238
4B ACTIVITY-BADMINTCN 01.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH S GYM 237
2 12.00 M W F GYM 207
3 12.00 7WTH GYM 237
4 07.00-08.30 PM 7 TH GYM 237 MOORE
4D ACTIVITY-BOWLING 31.0 C*
1 08.00 M W F U CTR 48
2 09.00 N W F U CTR 48 MOORE
3 10.00 N W F U CTR 48
4 11.00 N W F U CTR 48
5 12.00 M W F U CTR 48
6 01.00 N W F U CTR 48 LITHERLAN
7 02.00 N W F U CTR 48
8 03.00 M W F U CTR 48
FEE REQUIRED FOR SCALING
E ACTIVITY-GOLF 01.0 CR
1 08.00-09.30 T TH GYM 114 MOORE 8ILLIE JEAN
2 09.00-13.30 T TH GYM 114 STEHR JEAN
3 10.00-11.30 7 TH GYM 114 ILLNER
4 10.00 N W F GYM 114 BRECHTELSB AUER KAY
5 12.00 N W F GYM 114 BRECHTELSB AUER KAY
6 02.00 M W- F GYM 114 MOORE BILLIE JEAN
7 03.00 7 THF GYM 114 MOORE BILLIE JEAN
8 05.00 M WTH GYM 114
H ACTIVITY-TENNIS 01.0 CR
1 08.00-09.30 M F GYM 236 COOPER CAROL
2 08.00-09.30 7 TH GYM 236 BLACKMAN CLAUDIA JO
3 08.00-09.30 W S GYM 237
4 09.00-10.30 M F GYM 236 LITHERLAN
5 09.00-10.30 7 TH GYM 238
6 09.00-10.30 W S GYM 235
7 10.00-11.30 M S GYM 237 LEONARD PEGGY L
8 12.00-01.30 T TH GYM 237
9 12.00-01.30 M W GYM 206
10 01.00-02.30 M W GYM 208
II 01.00-02.30 7 TH GYM 236
41 ACTIVITY-VOLLEYBALL 01.0 CR
1 10.00 M FS GYM 238
2 10.00 7WTH GYM 208 BLACKMAN
3 11.00 7 TH S GYM 114
4 12.00 M W F GYM 238 BLACKMAN CLAUDIA JO
4M ACTIVITY-FENCING 31.0 C*
1 08.00 M W F GYM 114 COTTEN SARAH ELLEN
2 09.00 M W F GYM 114 BRECHTELSB AUER KAY
43
GSE 3 11..00 P W F GYM 114 NOORE BILLIE JEA:
4 02. 00 p W F GYM 114 BRECHTELS
5 05. 00-06.30 T TH GYM 114
114P ACTIVITY-GYM + TUMB 01.0 CR
1 11.,00 p FS GYM 237
2 03. 00 P W F GYM 237
114R TRACK AND FIELD 31.0 C* i
1 01,.00-02.30 p W GYM 114 POORE
201 HEALTHFUL LIVING 03.0 CR
] 08,.00 1f TH S ARENA 119
2 08, 00 P W F BAILEY 130
3 08, 00 p W F ARENA 119
4 08,.00 P W LAWSON 171
08. 00 TH AREMA 125
5 08. 00 N W LAWSON 171
09, 00 TH 0875 131
6 08,.00 p W LAWSON 171
12. 00 TH TECH A 220
7 08, 00 P W LAWSON 171
01, 00 TH ARENA 119
8 08..00 P W LAWSON 171
02, 00 TH TECH A 238
9 08, 00 p W LAWSON 171
<fQ. 00 F ARENA 123
10 08..00 P W LAWSON 171
09. 00 F AREMA 123
11 08, 00 *> W LAWSON 171
12, 00 F TECH A 222
12 08 .00 P W LAWSON 171
01 .00 F AREMA 119
13 08 .00 p W LAWSON 171
02 .00 F TECH A 222
14 09 .00 P W COMM 1018
09 .00 F ARENA 121
15 09,.00 p W F COMM 1021
16 09 .00 P W F COMM 1022
17 09 .00 p W LAWSON 131
09 .00 TH TECH A 410
18 09 .00 p W LAWSON 231
09 .00 F TECH A 222
19 09 .00 P W H EC 231 \
09 .00 TH TECH A 420
20 09 .00 P W F H EC 206
21 09 .00 P W F 0871 131
22 10 .00 P W F 0862 132
23 10 .00 P W F PHY SC 118
24 11 .00 p W COMM 1018
11 .00 TH TECH A 210
25 11 .00 p W COMM 1021
11 .00 F TECH A 222
26 11,.00 p W F COMM 1022
27 11 .00 p W LAWSON 131
11 .00 F TECH A 338
28 11 .00 P W F LAWSON 231
29 11 .00 P W H EC 206
11 .00 TH TECH A 220
30 11 .00 P W F ARENA 121
31 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
]08 .00 TH ARENA 123
32 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
09 .00 TH FELTS 130
-!
33 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
12 .00 TH AG 188
34 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
01 .00 TH ARENA 121
35 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
02 .00 TH ARENA 121
36 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
08 .00 F TECH A 222
37 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
09 .00 F TECH A 338
38 12 .00 P W LAWSON 151
44
12,00 F
39 12.00 ¥ W
01.00 F
40 12.00 ¥ W
02.00 F
41 01.00 ¥ W
01.00 F
42 01.00 f W
01.00 F
43 01.00 ¥ W F
44 01.00 f W F
45 01.00 P W
01.00 TH
46 01.00 ¥ W F
47 01.00 V W F
48 02.00 ¥ W F
49 03.00 N W
08.00 TH
50 03.00 ¥ W
09.00 TH
51 03.00 N W
12.00 TH
52 03.00 ¥ W
01.00 TH
53 03.00 ¥ W
02.00 TH
54 03.00 ¥ W
08.00 F
55 03.00 ¥ W
09.00 F
56 03.00 ¥ W
12.00 F
57 03.00 N W
01.00 F
58 03.00 ¥ W
02.00 F
59 06.00-07.25 *>¥ ¥ w



































































































































































































































261 MANAGEMENT ACCT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 251E AND N/iTH 111A
1 11.00 F LAWSON 161
09.00 7 TH CL 12
09.00 W CL 18
2 11.00 F LAWSON 161
10.00 1 TH CL 18
10.00 W CL 12
3 11.00 F LAWSON 151
12.00 T TH CL 12
12.00 W CL 18
4 11.00 F LAWSON 161
02.00 T TH CL 18
02.00 W CL 12
5 11.00 F LAWSON 161
03.00 T TH CL 12
03.00 W CL 18
6 11.00 F LAWSON 161
04.00 T TH CL 18
04.00 W CL 12
7* 11.00 F LAWSON 151
08.00 TWTH CL 18
8 05.45-07.25 7 TH CL 18
309 INDIV INCOME TAX 02.0 CR
PREREQ NON-MAJORS ONLY
1 10.00 1 F CL 12
315 EOP IN BUSINESS 34. CR
PREREQ ACCT 261
1 01.00 T LAWSON 161
04.00 N WTH LAWSON 131
2 01.00 T LAWSON 161
08.00 N WTH AG 154
3 01.00 T LAWSON 151
01.00 N W AG 168
01.00 TH AG 216
331 TAX ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261
1 01.00 NT THF CL 18
351A INTERMEDIATE ACCT 34. CR
PREREQ ACCT 261
1 11.00 N WTHF CL 18
351B INTERMEDIATE ACCT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 351A
1 11.00 N7WTH CL 12
432 PROB IN FED TAX 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 331
1 11.00 N WTHF CL 24
442 ADV COST ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 341
1 10.00 NTWTH CL 24
453 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING 34.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 351A,e
1 09.00 NT THF CL 18
456 AUDITING 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 331, 341, AND 351A,B
1 01.00 NT THF CL 12
458 ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 331, 351A,E
1 02.00 NT THF CL 12
475 BUDGETING * SYSTEMS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261, FIN 320
1 01.00 NT THF CL '4
Aerospace Studies (AS)
100A CORPS TRAINING 00.0 CR
1 10.00 T PULL 42 STALEY
103 US MILITARY POSTURE 01.0 CR
1 09.00 T WHLR 113 STALEY HENRY A
2 09.00 TH WHLR 113 MURPHY EDWARD I
3 11.00 T WHLR 113 STALEY HENRY A*
4 11.00 TH WHLR 113 MURPHY EDWARD I
200A CORPS TRAINING 00.0 CR




W WHLR 113 STALEY HENRY A
w WHLR 113 STALEY HENRY A
00.0 CR
7 PULL W2 STALEY
03.0 C*
f WTH WHLR 137 DUFAUD
¥ WTH WHLR 137 CUFAUD
00.0 C*
T PULL M STALEY
03.0 CR
¥ WTH WHLR 137 ENGLAND
















kjricultural Industries (AG I)
STRUCTURES + ELECT 04.0 CR
1 04.00 1 TH AG 225 COERR
03.00-04.50 ¥ W AG 155
GENERAL AGRICULTURE 04.0 CR
1 03.00 NT TH AG 225 BENTCN RALPH A
03.00-04.50 W AG 225 BENTCN RALPH A
AGR ADULT EDUCATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ SUID 305, JUNIOR STANDING
1 08.00 ¥ W F AG 216 BUILA
AGRICULTURAL MKTG 33.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 204 CR GSe 211A
1 01.00 ¥ W F ^G 225 SOLVERSON LYLE
FARM SHOP 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SD 107A CR EGLIVALENT
1 08.00-09.50 ¥ W F 0831 131 PATERSON JOHN J
2 03.00-04.50 ¥ W F 0831 131 PATERSON JOHN J
AGRI SEMINAR 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ SENIORS CNLY
1 04.00 T AG 114 EUILA THEODORE
SPEC STUD AG I 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ ZONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
PRIN AG MECHANI7AT 04.0 C*
1 09.00 ¥ W AG 225 WOOD + DOERR
08.00-09.50 T TH AG 155
2 09.00 ¥ W AG 225 WOOD DOERR
10.00-11.50 T TH AG 155
ADV FARM MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 350
1 11.00 *7W AG 225 CSBURN
11.00-12.50 F AG 225
>B AG MKTG - LIVESTOCK 02.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 354, CR. CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 T TH AG 225 HAAG HERMAN M
LAND RESOURCE ECCN 04.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 350 CR FOP 470
1 08.00 MW F AG 225 LANGFORD
ADVANCED FARM POWER 34.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 373 CR EGLIV
1 01.00 N W AG 155 PATERSON JOHN J
01.00-02.50 T TH 0831 131 PATERSON JOHN J
2 01.00 ¥ W AG 155
10.00-11.50 T TH 0831 131
READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INTER VOC COOP ED 33.0 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING
1 09.00-11.30 S TECH 130 RAMP
PROD MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN ECON CR AG ECON A^D
CONSENT CF INSTP
1 02.00 PTWTH AG 225 HERR WILLIAM M
ADVANCED A3 PRICES 02.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 352
1 09.00 W F AG 155 SOLVERSON LYLE
47
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06*0 CR
1 TO RE ARRANGED
581 SEMINAR 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 08.00 N W F AG 155
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR










311B EVAL + SEL EARN AM 02.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 318 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 08.00-11.50 S AG 132 GOODcaN BILLY L!
POULTRY
2 08.00-11.50 S AG 120 MILLER HOWARD W
LIVESTOCK
3 03.00-04.50 W F AG 120 STILES
DAIRY
319 HORSES 03.0 CR
•PREREQ AN I 315 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
321
05,,0 c^
M7W F AG 102 MARICN
TH AG 132A
M7W F AG 102 MARICN
TH AG 132A
MTW F AG 132
TH AG 1D2A
-.0
1 01.00 M W AG 116 MARICN
01.00-02.50 7 AG 114 MARICN
2 01.00 f W AG 116
01.00-02.50 TH AG 132 MARION
PROCESS POULT PRCC 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 121
1 09.00 b WTH AG 132 HINNERS SCOTT W
09.00-10.50 T AG 132 HINNERS SCOTT 1
ANIMAL HYGIENE 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 121
1 12.00 MWTH AG 116 STRACK LOUIS E
AGRICULTURAL SEM 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 04.00 7 AG 114 CLSON
337
381
390 SPEC STUD AN I 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ JR OR SR STANDING AND CONSENT
OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
415B ANIMAL NUTRITICN 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 415A
1 08.00 MIW AG 116 BURNSIDE JOSEPH
08.00-09.50 TH AG 120 BURNSIDE JOSEPH
420 COM POULTRY PRCD 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 121
1 03.00 M7 TH AG 132 HINNERS SCOTT V
03.00-04.50 W AG 132 HINNERS SCOTT Y
430 DAIRY CAT 3REED+MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 332
1 02.00 7W F AG 116 CLSON HOWARD H
01.00-02.50 TH AG 114 CLSON HOWARD Hi
432 QUANT INHERITANCE 03.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 332
1 01.00 M7 F AG 132 GOODMAN
456B AG MKTG - LIVESTCCK 32.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 211A CP CONSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 M TH AG 225 WILLS WALTER Ji
487 COMM LIVESTOCK FEEC 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 315 AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
1 09.00 MW AG 116 STILES
09.00-10.50 F AG 114
520 READINGS IN AN INC 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
581 SEMINAR 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 04.00 T AG 225 BURNSIDE
48
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
tropology (ANTH)
INTRODUCTORY ANTH 33. CR
1 11.00 T THE H EC 206 ALTSCHULE
D INDIV STUDY-GENERAL 02.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
ORIG CIVILIZATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 102A CR ANTH 275D
1 12.00 P THF H EC 106 WEIGAND
2 01.00 f W F H EC 136 RILEY CARROLL LAVERN
C PEOPLE-CULT WORLD I 33.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 102A CR ANTE 275D
1 09.00 ¥ W F H EC 136 WALKER MALCOLM T
PEOPLE-CULT WRLD II 33.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 102A CR ANTE 275D
1 02.00 V W F H EC 136 VULLER
MAN AND CULTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 250 CP EGLIVALENT
1 10.00-11.50 N W H EC 106 TAYLCR WALTER W
LANGUAGE IN CULTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 102A CP ANTE 2750
1 01.00-02.50 T TH H EC 136 GRIMES
2 03.00-04.50 V W H EC 106 FARING JOEL M
APPLIED ANTHROPOLOG 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 102A-4 OR ANTH 275D-4
1 11.00-12.50 T H EC 136 WALKER MALCOLM T
11.00 TH H EC 136
LOGIC OF SOCIAL SCI 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 1C2A CR ANTE 275D
1 11.00 T THF H EC 233 NCCLURE GEORGE T
CROSSLISTED WITH PHILOSOPHY
ARCHAEOL OF N AMER 03.0 CR
PREREQ SSB 102A-4 OR ANTH 275D-4
1 09.03-10.50 T H EC 136 BELMCNT
09.00 TH H EC 136
INDIV STUDY IN ANTH 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 102A CR ANTH 275D-4
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEM MESO-AMER ARCH 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 07.30-10.00 PN W H EC 136 RANDS ROBERT L
SEM-CQMP SOCIAL CRG 03.0 CR
1 10.00-12.30 F CL 25 SCHUSKY
SEM-ANTH THRY + NET 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DEPT
1 07.30-10.00 PM T H EC 122A PULLER
SEM-ANTHROPOLOGY 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 03.00-05.30 T H EC 136 TAYLCR
PROB-ARCHAEOLOGY 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
PROB-CULTURAL ANTH 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS IN ANTH 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
^B FIELD METHODS-ETHNC 03.0 CR
1 03.00-05.30 TH H EC 8E PARING
B FIELD METHODS ARCH 33.0 CR
1 03.00-05.30 F H EC 106 RACKERBY
FIELDWORK IN ANTH 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
THFSIS 01.0 TO 39.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
>lied Science (APS)
UNIV PHYSICS IV 05.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 111, 206, CR 211
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































02.0 TO 12.0 CR
W F 0549 101
02.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
02.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
02.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR






































!520 SEMINAR POTTERY 02.0 TO 12.0 CR J
1 11.00-01.50 1 TH ALLYN 5 VERGETTE NICHOlf
530 SEMINAR METAL CONST 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 ft W F ALLYN 11 KINGTON LOUIS f
540 SEMINAR IN WEAVING 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 11.00-01.50 I TH 3702 131 GINSBERG RUTH I
541 RESEARCH IN DRAWING 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS OF /SRT 3C0
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
566 RESEARCH ART EDUC 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED ABRAHAMSON ROY
571 READ ART HISTORY 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ 3RAD STANCING + CONSENT OF INS
TRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGFD NAPPER JOHN
573 PROB-ART HIST 03.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC KURTZ BRUCE D
599 THESIS 05.3 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED FINK HERBERT L
Biology (BIOL)
305 GENETICS-CLAS + NCL 34.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201B CR 2106 OR ADVANCED
STANDING IN BICLOGY
1 09.00 f WTHF AG 214
306 DEVELOPMENTAL BICL 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3SA 2018 CR 21CE OR ADVANCED
STANDING IN BICLOGY
1 03.00 P WTHF LS I 323
Botany (BOT)
300 MORPH NON-VAS PLANT 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201B
1 01.00 N W F LS I 323 KAEISER
01.00-02.50 T LS I 337
301 MORPH VAS PLANTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SSA 201B
1 09.00 T TH LS I 323 FATTEN LAWRENC
10.00-11.50 W F LS I 337
308 TAX-CULT PLANTS 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 TWTH GREEN 131 VARBERRY WILLI
320 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 35.0 CR
PREREQ 3SA 201B, CHEM 350 OR MINOR IN
CHEM
1 08.00 P W F LS I 323 SCHMD WALTER
08.00-09.50 T TH LS I 311
2 08.00 P W F LS I 323 SCHMID WALTER
10.00-11.50 1 TH LS I 311
390 READINGS - BOTANY 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ BOT PAJCR £ND CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
391 SPEC PROB IN BOTANY 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ BOT PAJOR AND CCNSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
392 HONORS IN BOTANY 03.0 TO 21.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
404 THE ALGAE 35.0 CR
PREREQ BOT 300
L 09.00 f* W F LS I 315 TINDALL DONALt
08.00-09.50 T TH LS I 315 TINDALL DONALt!
420 PHYSIOLOGY OF FUNGI 34.0 CR |
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.00 P W LS I 323 GRAY WILLIAM t
10.00-11.50 T TH LS I 315 GRAY WILLIAM f
425C ADV PLANT PHYSIOL 35.0 CR
PREREQ BOT 425B
1 11.00 P W F LS I 323 SCHMID
01.00-02.50 1 TH LS I 311
445 ECOL FORESTS AR LDS 35.0 CR
1 03.00 P W F LAWSON 121 ASHBY WILLIAM
LAB TBA ON SAT IN LS 307
52
FOREST PATHOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ BOT 456 CR CONSEMT OF INSTR
1 02.00 f W LS I 323 PAPPELIS ARISTOTEL J
01.00-02.50 7 TH LS I 315 PAPPELIS ARISTOTEL J
2 02.00 V W LS I 323 PAPPELIS ARISTOTEL J
03.00-04.50 T TH LS I 337 PAPPELIS ARISTOTEL J
BIOSYST PL ANATOMY 05.0 C*
PREREQ BOT 400, t N BCT 412 + 449 ARE
RECONMENCEC
1 01.00-03.50 f W LS I 315 FATTEN
01.00-02.50 F LS I 315
ADV ANGIOSPERM TAX 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 11.00 NT TH COMM 9 NCHLEN8R0CK
10.00-11.50 F COMM 9
BIO-ECOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 12.00 T TH LS I 235 LEFEBVRE
08.00-11.50 S LS I 213
CR0SSLISTE3 WITH ZCCL 51C
CYTOGENETICS 05.0 CR
PREREQ BOT 525 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00 N W F 0461 100 CLAH
03.00-04.50 T TH 0461 130
AQUATIC ENERGETICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 f W LS I 315 VERDUIN JACOB
LAB TBA ON SAT IN LS 315
BIOSYSTEMATICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ BOT 315 CP ZOC 401 OR CONSEMT
OF INSTR
1 10.00 T TH COMM 9 UGENT
10.00-11.50 W COMM 9
READINGS - BOTANY 02.0 TO 35.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEMINAR 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ UNDERGRAC NAJCP OR MINOR IN BO
T OR DEPT CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED . VOHLENBROCK ROBERT
3 04.00 W LAWSQN 231 UGENT
INTRC TO RESEARCH 02.0 TO 34.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED NOHLENBROCK ROBERT
3 TO BE ARRANGED
RESEARCH 03.0 TO 39.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 36.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
j ness Administration (BA)
RES METH + COf^UMC 34.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 N W PULL 38
CONTROLLERSHIP 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN NEA PROGRAM OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 08.00-09.50 N W CL 25
MANAGERIAL ECON 04.0 CR
1 07.35-09.15 PM N W CL 109
CROSSLISTED WITH ECCN 526
MGR + ORG BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 05.45-07.25 N W CL 24
OPERAT + CONTROL 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH WHAM 235
SEMINAR IN MKTG 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN PEA PROGRAM OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 03.00-04.50 f W CL . 25
INTERNAT BOS OPER 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 T TH CL 25
53
590 INDEPENDENT STUDY 04.0 CR
PREREQ " ENROLLMENT IN NEA PROGRAM 0*
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
598 BUSINESS POLICIES 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN NEA PROGRAM 0*
CONSENT CF INSTS
1 01.00-02.50 M W CL 25
599 THESIS 04.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN ^EA PROGRAM 0*
CONSENT CF INSTR









INORGANIC CHEMISTR\t 04.0 C*
09.00 f> W F PARK 124
10.00 W AG 166
08.00-10.50 T PHY SC 109
09.00 f W F PARK 124
10.00 W AG 166
08.00-10.50 TH PHY SC 109
09.00 P W F PARK 124
10.00 W AG 166
08.00-10.50 T PHY SC 108
09.00 f W F PARK 124
10.00 W AG 166
08.00-10.50 TH PHY SC 138
09.00 N W F PARK 124
10.00 W AG 166
08.00-10.50 c PHY SC 108
GEN CHEM-QJAL ANAL 05.0 C*
PREREQ 121A
08.00 T TH PARK 124
09.00 T PHY SC 116
08.00-10.50 W F PHY SC 102
08.00 T TH PARK 124
09.00 T PHY SC 116
08.00-10.50 W F PHY SC 134
08.00 T TH PARK 124
09.00 TH PHY SC 116
08.00-10.50 W F PHY SC 106
08.00 T TH PARK 124
09.00 TH PHY SC 116
08.00-10.50 W F PHY SC 107
11.00 P W PARK 124
10.00 * PHY SC 116
09.00-11.50 T TH PHY SC 132
11.00 f W PARK 124
10.00 V PHY SC 116
09.00-11.50 T TH PHY SC 134
11.00 h w PARK 124
10.00 p PHY SC 116
09.00-11.50 T TH PHY SC 136
01.00 T TH PARK 124
12.00 T PHY SC 116
11.00-01.50 W F PHY SC 102
01.00 T TH PARK 124
12.00 T !?HY SC 116
11.00-01.50 W F PHY SC 134
01.00 T TH PARK 124
12.00 TH PARK 234
11.00-01.50 W F PHY SC 136
01.00 T TH PARK 124
12.00 TH PARK 204
11.00-01.50 W F PHY SC 137
03.00 1 TH PARK 124
02.00 T PHY SC 116
02.00-04.50 H W PHY SC 102
03.00 T TH PARK 124
02.00 T PHY SC 116
02.00-04.50 * W PHY SC 134
03.00 T TH PARK 124





































PREREQ 110 CR 121/!
01.00 ¥ W F
01.00 TH
11.00-01.50 7
01.00 ¥ W F
01.00 TH
02.00-04.50 7
01.00 ¥ W F
01.00 7
11.00-01.50 TH
01.00 ¥ W F
01.00 7
02.00-04.50 TH
01.00 ¥ W F
01.00 TH
02.00-04.50 ¥
01.00 ¥ W F
01.00 TH
02.00-04.50 W
01.00 ^* W F
01.00 7
08.00-10.50





11.00 ¥ W F
11.00-01.50 7
11.00 TH
11.00 ¥ W F
11.00-01.50 TH
11.00 7







































































































































































































































































305B CR 341C-MUST BE
SEQUENCE






















305B CR 341C + 1 YR
CONSENT





















































































































































01.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR AND DEPT
01.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR AND DEPT
01.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR AND DEPT















STATISTICAL THERVC 03.0 CR
PREREQ :HEM 562 CR CCNSENT OF INSTRUC
TOR
11.00 f W F PHY SC 118
S D READ-CHEM ANALY 02.0 TO 15.0 CR
DREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF CIV
TO BE ARRANGED
SP READ-CHEM 810 02.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREO 24 HRS CF 500 CF EM AND CONSENT
OF CIV
TO RE ARRANGED
SP READ-CHEM INORG 02.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREO 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
TO BE ARRANGED
SP READ-CHEM ORGAN 02.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREO 24 HRS OF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
TO BE ARRANGED
SP READ-CHEM PHYS 02.0 TO 15.0 CR
PRFREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV SEM-CHEM ANALY OC.O TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
04.00 V PHY SC 218
ADV SEM-CHEM BIO OC.O TO 09.0 CR
PREREO 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
04.00 1 PHY SC 218
ADV SEM-CHEM INORG OC.O TO 09.0 CR
PREREO 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
04.00 W PHY SC 218
ADV SEM-CHEM ORGAN OC.O TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
04.00 F PHY SC 218
ADV SEM-CHEM PHYS OC.O TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
04.00 TH PHY SC 218
ADV CHEM PROB-ANAL 03.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV CHEM PROB-BIC 03.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV CHEM PROB-INORG 03.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV CHEM PROB-CRGAN 03.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV CHEM PROB-PHYS 03.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
RES + THESIS-ANAL 03.0 TO 40.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
RES THESIS-BIO 03.0 TO 40.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
RES + THESIS-INORG 03.0 TO 40.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
RES THESIS-ORGAN 03.0 TO 40.0 CR
















PREREQ M A OEGRFF
TO RE ARRANGED
RES-DOCTOR BIOCHEN
PREREQ M A CEGREE
TO BE ARRANGED
RES-DOCTOR INCRGAN
PREREQ M A DEGREE
TO BE ARRANGED
RES-DOCTOR ORGANIC
PREREQ M A DEGREE
TO BE ARRANGEC
RES-DOCTOR PHYS






03.0 TO 40.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
OR ECUIV
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
OR ECUIV
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
OR ECUIV
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
OR ECUIV
03.0 TO 48.0 C*
OR ECUIV
TO






































































PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED































































Clothing and Textiles ( C & T)
104 BASIC TEXTILES
PREREQ 3SA 101B
1 08.00 N W
127B CLOTHING CONSTRUCT




H EC 140B PADGETT ROSE
02.0 CR





















PATT DES CLO CCNS
03.0 CR
f W H EC 302
03.0 CR






























HM FRN + IMTERIORS




PREREQ 231, EQUIVALENT, OR CONSENT OF
CHAIRMAN
01.00-02.50 T TH H EC 332
CLOTHING ECONOMICS 03.0 CR
08.00 T THF H EC 203






PREREQ :+T 233 CR CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN












































PREREQ CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN
TC BE ARRANGED
ADV APPLIED DESIGN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 331, OR CCNSENT OF CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
CLOTHING THE FAMILY 04.0 CR
NTWTH H EC 333
























C + T 329 ANC 339, OR CONSENT OF
CHAIRMAN
f H EC 333






MAT AND BASIC TECH
PREREQ DES 100
TO BE ARRANGEO
05.0 TO 15.0 CR
TH 0848 103
f H EC 140B
F 0848 103
I H EC 140B
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
59
215 BASIC P-S DESIGN 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ DES IOC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
275 BASIC VISUAL DESIGN 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ DES 100
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TC BE ARRANGFD
300 MAT AND BASIC TECH 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ DES 200
1 TO BE ARRANGFD
345 DFSIGN STUDIO 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGFD
366 P-S DESIGN 05.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ DES 200 215 275
1 TC BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
375 VISUAL DESIGN 05.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ DES 200 215 215
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
390 PRIN OF DESIGN 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
400 MAT + BASi: TECH 00.0 TO 32.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
465F RES IN P-S DESIGN 05.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS CF CES 366 OR ITS EQJIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TC BE ARRANGED
465G RES IN VISUAL DES 05.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS CF CES 375 OR ITS EQJIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
490F STUDIO P-S DESIGN 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
490G STUDIO-VISJAL DES 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520 EDUC TOOL SYSTEMS 04.0 TO 10.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
530 STUD IN IND PRCCESS 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
535 RES IN PRODUCT DES 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
540 STUDIES IN COM* DES 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
545 RES IN COMM DESIGN 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
550 FIELD STUDY DESIGN 02.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
560 ENVIRONMENT CONTRCL 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Economics (ECON)
214 ECONOMICS-MACRC / 04.0 CR
1 08.00 fly LAWSON 131
08.00 TH LAWSON 121
2 08.00 NTWTH PULL 38
3 12.00 MW F LAWSON 201
4 02.00 NTWTH LAWSON 231
5 03.00 NTWTH LAWSON 131
6 04.00 MW F LAWSON 221
7 05.45-07.25 f W LAWSON 101
8 05.45-07.25 ¥ W LAWSON 131
215 ECONOMICS-MICRO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214
1 08.00 * LAWSON 221
08.00 7 THF WHAM 338
2 08.00 ¥ LAWSON 121
08.00 T TH LS I 323
60
08.00 F LAWSON ID 1
3 09.00 T F LAWSON 101
09.00 W WHAM 332
09.00 TH LAWSON 121
4 10.00 NTW LAWSON 101
10.00 TH PARK 234
5 01.00 NT THF LAWSON 201
6 03.00 NT THF LAWSON 231
7 05.45-07.25 T TH LAWSON 131
8 05.45-07.25 T TH LAWSON 231
il ECONOMIC READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR + CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
'8 ECON-BUS STAT I 04.0 CR
PREREO 3SD 110
1 11.00 T TH LAWSON 231
11.00 W F AG 220
2 03.00 TWTHF AG 216 SCULLY
3 07.35-09.15 PM T TH CL 139
4 07.35-09.15 PM T TH WHAM 231
LABOR PROBLEMS 04.0 CR
PRERhQ ECON 215
1 12.00 i"T THF AG 216 KRE10ER
2 04.00 TWTHF H EC 118 FURAN
5 MON^Y AND BANKING I 04.0 CR
PREREO ECON 215 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 09.00 NT THF TECH A 238 PETRC
2 12.00 NTWTH CL 24 STOWE
3 02.00 NTWTH 0723 132 BRUCKER
PUBLIC FINANCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 211A, OR 215, OR CONSENT
OF INSTRUCTOR
1 11.00 NT THF PULL 43 NCRRISON
'8 ECON-BUS STAT II 04.0 CR
PREREO 3SD 110
1 03.00-04.50 T TH PHY SC 278 NARKS BERNARD JAY
9 LATIN AMER ECON DFV 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 211A CR 215 OR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTCR
1 10.00 N F TECH A 120 KREICER
10.00 T TH TECH A 122
2 INTRO ECON DEVELCP 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215
1 09.00 N WTHF H C 232 BADRE
!9 INTERNATIONAL ECCN 34.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00 NT THF WHAM 319 BATRA
10 REGIONAL ECONOMY 34.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215
1 09.00 N WTHF 0720 134 ELLIS
13 INFLAT, GROWTH, STAB 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 02.00 TWTHF CL 109 hOLLENHORST
INTERMED MICRO THEC 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 CP CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00 NT THF H C 202 8UNGER
2 01.00 NT THF PHY SA 160 PULSIPHER
INTERMED MACRO TH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214
1 11.00 NT THF AG 116 PETRC
2 04.00 NT THF WHAM 235 HGLLENHORST
RUSSIAN ECONOMY 04. CR
PREREQ 211A, CR 215 CR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTCR
1 12.00 TWTHF WHAM 329 HAITANI KANJI
MATH ECON I 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 440 CP CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 NT THF AG 148 BUNGER
ECONOMIC SEMINAR 04.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 05.45-07.25 N W CL 109
07.35-09.15 PN T TH CL 25 SCULLY
ECONOMICS READING 01.0 TO 05.0 CR
61
PREREQ • CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
502 READING IN RES ECCN 01.0 TO 06.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF FORESTRY DEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
512 LABOR ECONOMICS 34.0 CR
PREREO ECON 31C CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 ¥ W CL 25 EDELMAN MILTON T
517 MONETARY TH + POL 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 315 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH AG 218
526 MANAGERIAL ECON 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECUN 214 + 215 CR 351 OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 1 TH CL 25 BRUCKER ERIC
542 PRICE THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 440 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00 ¥ W CL 139
03.00-04.50 F CL 139
555 SEM - ECON HISTCRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 08.00-09.50 1 AG 170 LAYER
08.00-09.50 F CL 25
562 SEM IN EC SYSTEMS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 481 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00-04.50 1 TH CL 25 HAITANI
567 ECONOMETRICS II 34.0 C*
PREREQ ECON 467, 566 AND MATH 410C OR
ITS ECUIV
1 02.00 1WTHF AG 148 NARKS BERNARD jJ
583 METH FOUND ECON 34.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 440 AND 441 OR EQUIV
1 06.00-09.50 PM W CL 25 HICKMAN C ADDISlj
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 39.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DOCTORAL DISSERTAT 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
j
Educational Administration and Foundations (EDAF)
355 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUC 34.0 CR
1 08.00 M WHAM 338
08.00 T TH WHAM 210
08.00 W WHAM 112
2 10.00 MWTH WHAM 205
3 11.00 MTWTH WHAM 210
4 12.00 MTWTH WHAM 210
5 01.00 MWTH WHAM 236
6 02.00 MWTH WHAM 233
7 03.00 MWTH WHAM 236
8 05.45-07.25 ¥ W WHAM 235
431 HIST OF EDUC IN U S 34.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 206 VINOCUR SAMUEL
500 RESEARCH METHODS 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 238 FALL JAMES HERPi-K
2 04.00-06.30 TH WHAM 210 STUCK DEAN L
3 06.30-09.00 PM ¥ WHAM 236 BACH
501C SEMINAR IN EDAD 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 P¥ ¥ -WHAM 203 EWING PARMER Ll|
502S SEM COM ED-SOV RUS 34.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM 1 WHAM 319
504 SEM HIST EUR EDUC 04.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM W WHAM 331B MCKENZIE WILLI
507C 20TH CENTURY EDUC 34.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 112
508B INTERDISCIP SEM ED 04.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 319 HALL JAMES HER^M
511A INTERN PRACTICUM 34. CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF THE DEPARTMENT
ADVISORY CCMMMTEE
1 TQ BE ARRANGED







WHAM 321 STUCK DEAN L
04.0 CR





WHAM 328 LEAN ARTHUR EDWARD
04.0 CR




TO BE ARRANGED EWING PARMER LELAND











CONTRAST PHIL IN EC






IND RES CURRICULUM 01.0
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES SUPERVISION 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
<- CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES BUILDINGS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
f CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES FINANCE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
- CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES SCHOOL LAW 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
* CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES COMPAR EDUC 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
« CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES HIST EDUC 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
f CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES PHIL EDUC 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
f CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES ADMIN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
* CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED ARMISTEAD FRED J
IND RES ELEM ADMIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500, APPRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS AOM-SUPV 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN AND
INSTRUCTOR
TO BE ARRANGED EWING PARMER LELAND
READINGS AOM-SUPV 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN AND
INSTRUCTCP
TO BE ARRANGED EWING PARMER LELAND
READINGS AOM-SUPV 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN AND
INSTRUCTCR
TO BE ARRANGED
GEN GRAD SEMINAR 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
63
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH PHIL 589
591 SFM-SUC + PHIL FOUN 02.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
1 10.00-11.50 W WHAM 331B NCKENZIE WILLIAM
STUDENTS MUST 4LSC ENROLL FOR GUID 593
592 DOCT SEM CULT FOUND 04.0 CR
PREREQ 591
T TH WHAM 331B fCKENZIE WILLIAM
05.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50
596 IND INVESTIGATION
1 TC BE ARRANGED
597 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
598 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Elementary Education (ELED)
100 INTRC TO ELEM EDUC
1 08.00 N W F
2 08.00 ¥ W F
3 11.00 I* W F
4 01.00 f W F
101 DEVEL RDING-LRN SKL
1 08.00 N W F
2 08.00 T TH :
3 09.00 MW
4 10.00 V W F
5 10.00 T TH
6 11.00 T TH
7 11.00 f W F
8 12.00 t* W F
9 01.00 * W F
10 02.00 f W F
11 03.00 N W F
12 04.00 f W F
203 UNDRSTD EL SCH.CHLD
PREREQ GSB 201C




01.0 TO 03.0 CR
01.0 TO 03.0 CR
01.0 TO 03.0 CR










































WHAM3 03.00 f W
203, Sections 1 or 2: Block Program:
Students should leave Monday free for
participation in the school and must take
ElEd 314, Sections 2 or 4; ElEd 411; ElEd 431;
Guid 305, Section l t - 8:00.
210 AIRMAN




















12.00 P W F




EL ED MAJORS ONLY
10.00 MWTH
EL ED MAJORS ONLY RESTRCTC
SEE FOOTNOTE
10.00
EL ED MAJORS ONLY RESTRCTC
SEE FOOTNOTE
11.00
EL ED MAJORS ONLY
I 03.00
EL ED MAJORS ONLY
Sections 2 or 4: Block Program: Students should leave Monday
participation in the schools and must take ElEd 203. Sections 1 or












316 KINDER PRIMARY METH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3UID 305
1 03.00 MWTH WHAM 203 BAKER
2 06.30-09.30 PM TH WHAM 233 ZIMNY
337 READING IN ELEV SCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 314
1 08.00 MWTH WHAM 206 RANDOLPH VICTOR
RESTRICTED EL ED ^AJCRS CNLY
2 09.00 MWTH WHAM 210 RAGSCALE TED R
RESTRICTED EL ED VAJCRS CNLY
3 09.00 MWTH WHAM 203 BROD ERNEST E
4 01.00 MWTH WHAM 210 RAGSDALE TED R
RESTRICTED EL ED VAJCRS CNLY
5 06.30-09.30 PV T WHAM 206 FISCHO
RESTRICTED EL ED PAJCRS CNLY
350 KIND PRI STUD TCH 04.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
351 EL STUDENT TCH 04.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TO BF ARRANGED
GENERAL
2 TO BE ARRANGED
ART
3 TO BE ARRANGED
E M H
4 TO BE ARRANGED
MUS
5 TO BE ARRANGED
P E
6 TO BE ARRANGED
P H
7 TO BE ARRANGED
SP C
8 TO BE ARRANGED
SP ED
READINGS IN EL ED 02.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SLOAN
SEM - INSTRUCTION 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HEINZ
ABOVE SECTION RESTRICTED-SEE FOOTNOTE
V13 CHILDRENS LIT 04.0 CR
PREREQ SUID 305
1 10.00 MWTH WHAM 210 PATHIAS
2 11.00 MW WHAM 206 PATHIAS
15 IMPR ARITH ELEM SCH 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 210 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 208 PAIGE
ED FOR DIS&.DV CHTLD 02.0 TO 04. O CR
PREREQ 337
1 TO BE ARRANGED SLOAN
ABOVE SECTION RESTRICTED-SEE FOOTNOTE
42 TEACH EL SCH SCI 04.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTH WHAM 208 NEWPORT JOHN FRANK
2 01.00 MWTH PULL 238 NEWPORT JOHN FRANK
3 06.30-09.00 PM T PULL 334 FUNGERFORD HAROLD R
4 06.30-09.00 PM TH PULL 304 NEWPORT
05 READING IN ELEM SCH 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 233 BROD ERNEST F
07 READINGS IN READING 02.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 505 AND CCNSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED DUSENBERY MIRIAM C
i09 PRACTICUM IN READ 04.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ 521A,8,ANC C, CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED FISHCO DANIEL T
14 ORG ADMIN RD PROG 04.0 CR
PREREQ 461 AND 5C5
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 144 HILL MARGARET
16 INTERN IN READING 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ 521A,B, ANC C /NO CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTCP
1 TO BE ARRANGED HILL MARGARET
19 READINGS-ELEM MATH 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 4l5 f 515
65
L TO BE ARRANGED PAIGE
520 DIAG ELEM MATH DISA 04.0 CR
PREREQ 515 CR CONCURRENT REG I V:|P.A; :,,J-
L TO BE ARRANGED BEATTIE
521C OIAG-COR READ DISAB
PREREQ 521B
34. CR
L 09. 00-11. 30 < WHAM 144 FISHCO DANIEL T
537 KIND-PRI READING 04.0 CR
PREREQ 337 CR CCN SENT CF INSTRUCTOR
L 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 203 BAKER REBECCA E
542 LANG ARTS IN EL SCH 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM N WHAM 210 RAGSCALE TED R
561 ELEM SCH CJRR 34.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 208 SLOAN
570 SEM--RES IN EL EDUC 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 210 PAIGE
575A IND RES CURRICULUM
L TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
SLOAN FRED A JR
575B IND RES SUPERVISION 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
L TO BE ARRANGED BRADFIELD LUTi £F
575C IND RES LANG ARTS 02.0 TO 04. CR i
L TO BE ARRANGEC RAGSDALE TED R
5750 IND RES SCIENCE 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
L \0 BE - ARRANGED NEWPORT JOHN FR/.
575E IND RES READING 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
j
L TO BE ARRANGED HILL MARGARE
575F IND RES SO: STUD
L TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
SLOAN FRED A JR '
575G IND RES ELEM ED
L TO BE ARRANGED





575H IND RES ARITHMETIC
I TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
BEATTIE
i
575J IND RES PROB IN K-P
L TO BE ARRANGED




575K IND RES ELEM ADMIN
TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
SLOAN FRED A JR?
596 INDEPENDENT INVEST
L TO BE ARRANGED




03.0 TO 09.0 CR
i
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR 11
L TO BE ARRANGED LEE J MURRAY
I TO BE ARRANGED HILL MARGARET
\ TO BE ARRANGEC PAIGE 1







































































































02.00 ¥ W F TECH 131
ANAL MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 2606
06.00-07.25 PI" M W TECH D 131
THERMODYNAMICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 300A
10.00 M W F TECH A 238
ENGR MATERIALS 33.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 311A
04.00 1 TH TECH D 14
01.00-03.50 TH TECH D 14
ENGR MATERIALS 33.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 3116
09.00 T TH TECH D 131
01.00-03.50 7 TECH B 142
09.00 T TH TECH 131
06.00-08.50 PV W TECH B 142
FLUID MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 313A
11.00 N W F TECH D 14A
CIR-FIELD THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 5NGR 331A
08.00 N W F TECH A 122
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 134
CIR-FIELD THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 3316
03.00 f WTHF TECH A 337
INTRQ WAVE MOTION 33.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 3C6, ENGR 461
TO BE ARRANGED
ENGR PRACTICE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 412A
10.00 N W F TECH A 410
ENGR PRACTICE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 412B
07.35-09.00 PM 1 TH TECH A 310
WATER QUALITY CONTR 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3HEM 1216 AND CCNSENT OF INSTR
01.00 M W F TECH B 42
TRANS PHENOMENA 33.0 CR
PREREQ 420B
TO BE ARRANGED
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
TO BE ARRANGED





08.00 M W TECH A 322
02.00-04.50 T TECH D 136
ELECTRONICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 435B
06.00-09.00 PM 1 TECH D 106
MICROWAVE TH + MEAS 34.0 CR
PREREQ 331C
TO BE ARRANGED
INT MECH OF VIBRAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 260C 4 MATH 305A
TO BE ARRANGED
ENGINEERING DESIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 443B
10.00 M W TECH D 131
10.00-11.50 TH TECH A 307
10.00 M W TECH D 131
10.00-11.50 T TECH A 307
ENERGY CONVERSION 33.0 CR
PREREQ 446A
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV MECH-MATERIALS 04.0 CR
























































































































































+ ENGR 300A OR
INSTRUCTOR
W F TFCH B <*2
T TECH B M
03.0 CR


















02.0 TO 06.0 CR
01.0 TO 09.0 CR
01.0 TO 09.0 CR
Engineering Technology (E T)
100 ORIENTATION
1 01.00 f W
102A GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT
1 08.00-09.50 W I
10.00 T
2 10.00-11.50 W I
10.00 T
3 03.00-04.50 W I
10.00 T
102B GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT
PREREQ E T 102A
1 08.00-09.50 N TH
09.00 W
2 10.00-11.50 N TH
09.00 W
3 10.00-11.50 P TH
09.00 W
4 01.00-02.50 N TH
09.00 W
5 03.00-04.50 *> TH
09.00 W
102C GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT
PREREQ E T 102B
1 08.00-09.50 N TH
02.00 W



























02.00 w TECH A 111
3 01.00-02.50 TH TECH A 219
02.00 w TECH A 111
4 02.00 w TECH A ill
03.00-04.50 f TH TECH A 219
ANALYTIC MECHANICS 03.0 CR




PREREQ E T 260A






PREREQ E T 2608




1 11.00 f w F TECH A 210
2 03.00
REF AIR COND
PREREQ E T 301A






PREREQ E T 303B




1 08.00 T T"H TECH D 106
09.00-11.50 c TECH D 106
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 304A
1 1C.00 N W TECH A 111
08.00-10.50 FH TECH D 134
2 10.00 f W TECH A 111
06.00-09.00 PV ft TECH D 134
3 10.00 N w TECH A 111
08.00-10.50 T TECH D 134
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 33.0 C*
PREREQ E T 304B
1 10.00 T 1"H TECH A 233
01.00-03.50 W TECH D 134
2 10.00 T TH TECH A 238
01.00-03.50 TH TECH D 134
MACHINE DESIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 308B
1 09.00
CONST MECHANICS
PREREQ E T 310B






PREREQ E T 311A




1 01.00 T TH TECH A 210
09.00-11.50 5 TECH D 14
2 01.00 T TH TECH A 210
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 14
EL HEAT POrfER 04.0 CR
PREREQ E T 313A
1 11.00
HYDRAULICS
PREREQ E T 318A




1 10.00 w TECH A 422
10.00 f TECH A 220
06.00-08.50 PH w TECH D 14A
2 10.00 p TECH A 220
10.00 w TECH A 422
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 14A
I I C ENGINES 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 322A
1 01.00
ELECT MACHINERY
PREREQ E T 332B




1 01.00 f w TECH A 122
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 122
MATER + ENER BALANC 03.0 CR




PREREQ E T 338A




















































00 T TH TECH A
00-09.00 Py T TECH B
ECH OESIGN 33.
Q E T 304, ENGR 3G0B, E T 3


















Q E T 3
00
RAMMETRY












































































TH TECH D 106
7H TECH 136
34.0 CR



































































































































































7 THF H EC 120




7 TH PULL 43
F WHAM 112




































































AMER POET - TO 190C


































































































































































































410 EPSTEIN EDMUND LLOYD
CR








101 BOYLE TED EUGENE
CR
122 BALDWIN T W
CR
122 BROWN



















1 TO BE ARRANGED
499 READINGS IN ENGLISH
PREREQ NO MCRE TF
IN ANY CNE





+ 18TH C LIT
502 BEOWULF
PREREQ ENGLISH 5C 1
1 06.00-09.30 PM T
504A ADV ENGLISH GRAMMAR
PREREQ ENG 405B
1 09.00 NT THF
2 02.00 N
02.00 T TH




505A CONTRAS + HIST LING
PREREQ ENG 400




509 STUD MID ENG LIT
1 08.00-09.50 f
DEPT. APPROVAL RECUI
*13 STUD 17 C ENG LIT
1 01.00-02.50
PROB IN HIST OF IDEA
PROVAL REQ)








521 STUDIES VIC POETRY
1 03.00-04.50
DEPT. APPROVAL RECLI




537 STUD 20TH : AM WR
1 10.00-11.50 M
FICTION OF SCOTT FIT
AL REQUIRED)




555 STUD VIC NOVEL
1 12.00-01.50 M
579A STUDIES IN MOD LIT
W PULL 41
04.0 CR
WTHF H EC 122
04.0 CR
T THF H EC 122
04.0 CR
AL APPROVAL REQUIRED
T THF H EC 122
04.0 CR
AL AFFROVAL REQUIRED
T THF H EC 122A
04.0 CR
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
AN 4F«S MAY BE TAKEN
QUARTER
T TH 0720 135
TURE

























T TH PARK 331
T TH WHAM 321 REDDEN
F WHAM 331B
04. C TO 12.0 CR
W WHAM 331B HATTCN
RED FCR REGISTRATION
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
T TH WHAM 301B
S-1600-1670 (DEPT AP
SCHULTZ HOWARD
04.0 TO 38.0 CR
T TH WHAM 301A VIETH
REQLIRED FOR
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
T TH WHAM 331B
APPRCVAL REQUIRED
BOYLE TED EUGEN
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
7 TH WHAM 212 HILLEGAS
RED FCR REGISTRATION
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
F WHAM 212 STIBITZ
L RECLIRED FOR
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
W WHAM 331A
ZGERALD (DEPT APPROV
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
W 0720 139
ST FICTION (DEPT APP
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
F AG 170




1 03.00-04.50 f F WHAM 3D1B
81A COMP IN HI3H SCHCCL 04.0 CR
1 06.00-09.30 PM N WHAM 212 EVANS
85 TEACHING CDL CCMP 02.0 CR
1 TO RE ARRANGED HURLEY
88C METH ENG FOR LANG 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M THF WHAM 212 PARISH
2 01.00 NT THF WHAM 301A KATRANIDES ARISTOTLE
94A STUD LIT F3RM-SYMB 04.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 N F AG 170 KINSELLA
97 READ-LINGUISTICS 02. TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ ENG 400 CR EQUIVALENT-CONSENT
OF DEPARTNENT
1 03.00 M THF H EC 122A
98A IND REV ENS AM LIT 01. TO 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRIFFIN ROBERT P
98B IND REV ENS AM LIT 01. TO 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRIFFIN ROBERT P
00 DISSERTATION 01. TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRIFFIN ROBERT P
nance (FIN)
05 PERSONAL FINANCE 04.0 CR
1 08.00 NT THF 0861 101
20 INTRO TO BUS FIN 34.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261 CR CCNS ENT
TOR, ECCN 215
1 09.00 NTWTHF 0861 101
2 11.00 NTWTHF WHAM 332
3 01.00 NTWTHF AG 214
4 03.00 VTWTHF WHAM 302
5 03.00 MWTHF H EC 236
>3 INVESTMENTS 34.0 CR
PREREQ 320 CR CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 01.00 NTWTH 0861 131
>6 MGT OF FINANCE INST
PREREQ FIN 32C-4
04.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTH LS I 16
11 RISK MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ JUNIOR STANDING
1 10.00 M THF WHAM 332
^1 BUSINESS LAW I 04.0 CR
1 09.00 TWTHF LAWSQN 221
2 10.00 TWTHF AG 214
3 11.00 T THF PULL 38
11.00 W PARK 111
'2 BUSINESS LAW II
PREREQ 371
04.0 CR
1 12.00 TWTHF LAWSON 221
'3 BUSINESS LAW III
PREREQ 371
04.0 CR
1 08.00 TWTHF H EC 236
1 MGT OF BUS FINANCE
PREREQ 320
34. CR
1 02.00 NTWTH AG 214
3 BUS IN LEG ENVIRON 04.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 01.00 h PARK 234
1 01.00 T THF PARK 111
ijod & Nutrition (F&N)
jo FUNDAMENT NUTRI 03.0 CR
1 03.00 N W F H EC 140B
1 F+N DEMONSTRATION
PREREQ F + N 256
03.0 CR
1 10.00 T TH H EC 140B
11.00-12.50 T TH H EC 101
2 10.00 T TH H EC 140B




i 02.00 1 TH H EC 203 BECKER HENRIETTA E
03.00-04.50 T TH H EC 105
73
2 02.00. 7 TH H EC 233 BECKER HENRIETTA*
03.30-04.50 f W H EC 135
j
363 FOOD PUR FOR INSTIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ F + N 256 FIELD TRIP
1 10.00 * W F H EC 233 BECKER HENRIETTA
390 OIET THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ F+N 320
1 09.00 ¥ W F H EC 203 KONISHl
515 SFMINAR 31.0 CR
PREREQ F+N 42C CP 421
1 01.00 T H EC 107 HARPER
520 ADVANCED NUTRITTCN 03.0 CR
PREREQ F+N 420 CP EQUIVALENT
1 01.00 V WTH H EC 212 PAYNE
556 ADVANCED EXP FCOD 04.0 CR
PREREQ F+N 500
1 03.00 f W H EC 214 HARPER
08.00-09.50 T TH H EC 214
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Foreign Languages (F L)
453 MFTH TEACH MOD F L 34.0 CR
PREREQ FR, GER, SPAN, CR RUSS 201C
1 03.00 NTW F WHAM 232 ANDERSON VERNON|
Portuguese (PORT)
135C PORT CONVERSATION 31.0 CR
PREREQ :ONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
3SD 135C j
1 10.00 F WHLR 233 HEVERLY CLEMENT
2 01.00 TH H EC 122A HEVERLY
201C INTERMEDIATE PCRT 03.0 CR
PREREQ PORT 2C1P;
1 03.00 V W F PIERCE 130 HEVERLY CLEMEN!?
LAB-3 00 TH
Prospective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
methods in teaching modern foreign languages.
Chinese (CHIN)
120C CHIN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
3SD 120C
1 10.00 T WHAM 328 YANG ISABELLA
201C INTER CHINESE 05.0 CR
PREREQ CHIN 2C1B
1 11*00 MWTHF WHAM 137 YANG ISABELLA
315 READINGS IN CHINESE 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ :HIN 2C1C
1 TO BE ARRANGED YANG
Prospective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
methods in teaching modern foreign languages.
French (FR)
123A FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN GSD 1
23A
1 11.00 T COMM 1018
2 04.00 W H EC 122
123B FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
GSD 123B
1 09.00 TH BAILEY 130
2 11.00 T WHLR 233
3 01.00 TH WHLR 237
4 03.00 TH WHLR 233
123C FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
GSD 123C
1 08.00 T WHLR 233
74
2 10,00 TH H EC 122A
3 11.00 W WHLR 137
4 12.00 1 WHLR 233
5 01.00 F WHLR 233
6 02.00 1 WHLR 207
51A FR FCR GRAD STUDENT 00.0 CR
1 03.00 MM F WHLR 237
SIB FR FOR GRAD STUOENT 00.0 CR
1 03.00 MW F H EC 134
31A INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SD 123-9 CR GSC 123C, OR
2 YRS HIGH SCHCCL
1 04.00 VT F H EC 122
LAB-4 00 W
01B INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 33.0 CR
PREREQ FR 201A CP EQUIVALENT
1 08.00 V WTH WHLR 237
LAB-8 00 F
2 12.00 f> W F WHLR 137
LAB-12 00 TU
D1C INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ FR 201B CR EQUIVALENT
1 08.00 f W F WARREN 129
LAB-8 00 TH
2 09.00 V WTH WHLR 214
LAB-9 00 F
3 11.00 7 THF WHLR 212
LAB-ll 00 M
4 12.00 v w F H EC 134
LAB-12 00 TH
5 01.00 M TH WHLR 113
LAB-1 30 F
6 02.00 N W F WHLR 212
LAB- 2 00 TH
7 03.00 1 TH WHLR 212
03.00 f> WHLR 214
LAB-3 00 W
8 04.00 f W F WHLR 214
LAB-4 00 TU
INTER FR CONVERSAT 02.0 CR
PREREQ FR 201C CR CONCLRRENT
REGISTRATICN IN 201
1 C9.00 W F WHAM 312
2 11.00 W F WHLR 233
12.00 T TH H EC 134
02.00 T TH WHLR 233
ADV COMP-ANO CCNV 34.0 CR
PREREQ FR 201C
10.00 PTWTH H EC 134
1C.00 MWTH H EC 120
INTRO LIT ANALYSIS 34.0 CR
PREREQ FR 350
10.00 VT THF WHLR 237 C'MEARA
SURVEY FR LIT 33.0 CR
PREREQ 397A
09.00 M TH WHAM 312 GUINN
7C SURVEY FR LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ FR 350 CR CONSEIST OF INSTR
01.00 f GYM 233 VOGELY
01.00 W F PARK 331
17 CENT FR LIT 03.0 CR
11.00 TH GYM 233 C«MEARA
11.00 V W H EC 120
CONTEM FR NOV THE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 354 AND CNE QUARTER OF 397
09.00 N W F WHLR 237 ROWLAND
HONORS SEMINAR 33.0 CR
PREREQ DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL
02.00 N W F WHLR 237 ROWLAND MICHAEL L
19TH CEN FRENCH LIT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
07.35-09.00 PM T TH H EC 118 KILKER
5B OLD FRENCH 33.0 CR
75
PREREQ . RPH 410 CR EQUIVALENT
1 01.00 P W F H EC 104
516B FR LIT OF THE RENAI 33. CR
1 12.00 N WTHF WHLR 203
LA PLEIADE
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Prospective teachers sae FL 353 for listing of
methods in teaching modern foreign languages.
German (GER)
126A GERMAN CONVERSATION 31.0 CR
PREREQ :ONCLRREK7 ENRCLLMENT IN
SSD 126A
1 03.00 T WHLR 113
126B GERMAN CONVERSATION 31.0 CR
PREREQ :ONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
SSD 126B
1 09.00 1 WHLR 137
2 01.00 T WHLR 137
3 02.00 TH PARK 339
126C GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
SSD 126C
1 08.00 1 TH WHLR 212
TAKEN CONCURRENTLY M TH GSD 126C SECT 1
2 09.00 TH PARK 331
3 11.00 7 WHLR 137
4 02.00 1 PARK 309
161A GER FOR GRAO STUO 00.0 CR
1 12.00 VTW F WHAM 228
161B GER FOR GRAD STUD 00.0 CR
1 12.00 MW F WHAM 236
201B INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3ER 201A CR EQLIVALENT
1 C9.00 T F WHLR 214
09.00 TH AG 188
LAB-9 00 M
201C INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3ER 201B
1 09.00 NT TH WHAM 329
LAB-9 00 W
2 11.00 N W F AG 170
LAB-ll 00 TH
3 01.00 P W F PARK 339
LAB-1 00 TH
220C INTER GER SONVERSAT 02.0 CR
PREREQ 3ER 201C CP CONCURRENT
REGISTRATICN IN 201
1 09.00 7 TH H EC 203
2 11.00 T TH PARK 309
3 01.00 7 TH WHAM 137
251 SCIENTIFIC GERMAN 04.0 CR
PREREQ ONE YR COLLEGE GERMAN OR ITS
EQUIVALEN7
01.00 M THF
303 NOVELLE 19TH CENT
09.00 P
09.00 T THF
ADV COMP + CONVERS
10.00 N7 THF





10.00 » W F

























01.0 TO 32.0 CR
7 TH WHLR 212 COSENTINO
SEMINAR IN FOLKLORE 03.0 CR
76
1 02.00 I* W F WHLR 233 LIECLOFF
3 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
1 TO 8E ARRANGED
9 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
ospective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
thods in teaching modern foreign languages.
ek (GRK)
1C INTERMEDIATE GREEK 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3RK 201B
1 TO BE ARRANGED C'BRIEN
5 READINGS-GRK AUTHCR 02.0 TO 38.0 CR
PREREQ BY PERMISSION CNLY
1 TO BE ARRANGED C'BRIEN
ospective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
thods in teaching modern foreign languages,
ian (ITAL)
4C ITALIAN CONVERSAT 31.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
3SD 144C
1 09.00 T AG 188
2 06.00 PM TH WHLR 233
1C INTERMEDIATE ITAL 03.0 CR
PREREQ ITAL 201B
1 10.00 N F AG 216
10.00 7 AG 188
LAB-10 00 W
>spective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
hods in teaching modern foreign languages.
i (LATN)
1C INTERMEDIATE LATIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ LATN 201B
1 11.00 NT THF H EC 122A SHELBY THOMAS M
READ-LATN AUTHCRS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ BY SPECIAL PERMISSION ONLY
1 10.00 N W H EC 122A SHELBY THOMAS M
VERGILS AENEID 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTH WHLR 233 SHELBY
Jspective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
i hods in teaching modern foreign languages.
ian (RUSS)
>B RUSS CONVERSATION 31.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
3SD 136B
1 10.00 TH WHLR 233
C RUSS CONVERSATION 31.0 CR













PREREQ RUSS 201 CR CONCURRENT
REGISTRATICN
1 01.00 T TH GYM 234
* ( C SURV RUSS LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ RUSS 308B
1 10.00 N WHAM 137 KUPCEK JOSEPH R
10.00 W F H EC 206 KUPCEK JOSEPH R
IC ADV COMP AND CCNV 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN RUSS
308C















M W F WHLR 113
f W F WHLR 233
02.0 CR
462 RUSSIAN .STYLISTICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ RUSS 309C
1 02,00 NTW F GYM 234 SHANKOVSKY
510 RUSS LIT 18TH CENT 03.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGED KUPCEK
514C HISTORY - RUSS LANG 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED KUPCEK
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED KUPCEK JOSEPH Rri
Prospective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
methods in teaching modern foreign languages.
Spanish (SPAN)
140A SPAN CONVERSATION 31.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
3SD 140A
1 09.00 TH H EC 122A
2 02.00 TH H EC 122A
140B SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ :ONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN
3SD 14CB
1 09.00 I H EC 122A
2 01.00 T H EC 122A
3 02.00 W COMM 1006
140C SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN GSD 1
40C
1 09.00 T H EC 201
2 11.00 TH WHLR 233
3 12.00 TH WHLR 107
4 01.00 W WHLR 203
5 02.00 T H EC 122A
6 03.00 TH H EC 120
161A SPAN FOR GRAD STUD 00.0 CR
1 12.00 NTWTH H EC 231
2 12.00 NTWTH PARK 111
201B INTERMED SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ SPAN 201A
1 09.00 W F H EC 134
09.00 f H EC 122A
LAB-9 00 T
2 03.00 f W F GYM 234
LAB-3 00 TJ
201C INTERMED SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ SPAN 201B
1 08.00 f W F WHLR 233
LAB-8 00 TJ
2 10.00 T F PHY SA 156
10.00 TH PHY SC 116
LAB-lU 00 M
3 10.00 N AG 154
10.00 WTH AG 170
LAB-10 00 TU
4 11.00 NT TH WHAM 212
LAB-11 00 W
5 12.00 N THF WHAM 212
LAB-12 00 W
6 01.00 f W F WHLR 214
LAB-1 00 TJ
7 02.00 y W F H EC 104
LAB-2 00 TU
8 03.00 T WHLR 113
03.00 W F WHLR 107
LAB-3 00 M
220C INTER SPAN CONVER 02.0 CR
PREREQ SPAN 220B
1 09.00 W F WHAM 137
2 09.00 W F H EC 122A
3 12.00 T TH H EC 122A
4 12.00 T TH WHLR 113
5 06.00 PM T TH H EC 104A
6 06.00 PM T TH H EC 118
310C SURVEY SPANISH LIT 03.0 CR
1 09.00 * W F AG 170 CARLSON
78
2 11.00 ft W F H C 202 ARTILES
3 02.00 f W F PARK 301 CARLSON
?0B ADV COMP AND CCNV 02.0 CR
1 10.00 N W WHLR 203 CAVIS
>oc ADV COMP AND CCNV 02.0 C*
1 09.00 1 TH WHAM 137
2 11.00 T TH WHLR 214
3 02.00 T TH WHAM 137
>3C SURV SPAN AMER LIT 03.0 C*
1 10.00 T TH PHY SA 258 NEINHARDT
10.00 F PHY SA 278
2 01.00 N W F TECH A 120 NEINHARDT
I4B SP LIT 20TH CENT 03.0 C*
1 09.00 M TH H EC 104 ARTILES
•5 CERVANTES 04.0 CR
1 12.00 M THF PARK 204 CARLSON
5 GEM TOPICS IN SPAN 03. TO 12.0 CR
1 11.00 ^ W F H EC 104 NEINHARDT
'0 SEMINAR LAT AM FIC1 02, D TO 06.0 CR
1 02. uO 1 TH H EC 104
1 SEMINAR SP AUTHOR 02, TO 06.0 CR
1 06.00-07.40 PM TH WHAM 212 ANDERSON
5 MEX ESSAYIST-19TH C 03.0 CR
1 03.00 N W F WHLR 203 BORK
3 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02, TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SPAN LAT AM BIBLICC 02, TO 04.0 CR
1 10.00 MW F LIB 103G WOOCBRIDGE
'9 THESIS 02, TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
l|)spective teachers see FL 353 for listing of
fibhods In teaching modern foreign languages.
Festry (FOR)
2jl DENDROLOGY 04.0 CR
08.00 N WTH AG 218
08.00-09.50 T AG 195
08.00 N W AG 120
08.00 TH AG 116
08.00-09.50 F AG 195
LUMBER GRADING 02.0 CR
11.00 T L4 106 CSBCRN HAROLD WILBUR
11.00-12.50 TH L4 106 CSBCRN HAROLD WILBUR
SILV FIELD STUDIES 03.0 C^
PREREQ 3SA 340
TO BE ARRANGEC BUDELSKY CARL A
3l) FOREST PROTECTION 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED RCTH PAUL L
3)B FOR OUTDOOR REC 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC PCCURDY DW IGHT R
3;iB FOREST MENSURATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ 363A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SILVICULTURE-FIELC 03.0 CR
PREREQ FOR 365A
TO BE ARRANGED BUDELSKY CARL A
AGRI SEMINAR 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ LIMITED TC SENICR STANDING
04.00 T AG 114
SPEC PROB IN FCREST 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
FOR PRODUCTS INDUST 04.0 CR
PREREQ FOR 320 CR CONSENT OF 1NSTR
11.00 f W F AG 214 NOSLEMI AL A
01.00-04.50 F AG 166 fOSLEMI AL A
B FOR PARK PLAN DEVEL 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 N W AG 195 PISCHON RAYMOND M
01.00-04.50 F AG 195
FOR FIELD STUDIES 02.0 CR
PREREQ FOR 330, 363A, 365A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
LAND RESOURCE ECCN 04.0 CR
PREREQ FOR 470A CP ECCN 440 OR
79
AG I 350
1 08. 0u TWTHF AG 214
490 PRACTICUM 04.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520A READ FOR + FOR REC 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TG BE ARRANGED
520B READINGS RES ECCM 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR PLUS
FOR 375 CR EQUIVALENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520C READ FOR PRO WD SCI 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
581 ADVANCED FOR SEMIN 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR










300 INTRC TO GEOG 04.0 CR
1 01.00 NT AG 166
01.00-02.50 W AG 144
2 01.00 NT AG 166
01.00-02.50 TH AG 170
3 01.00 NT AG 166
01.00-02.50 W AG 170
302 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 34. CR
PREREQ GEOG 300
1 09.00 NTWTH AG 144
304 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 300
1 03.00 NTWTH 0483 131
306 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY 04.0 CR
1 08.00 NTWTH 0483 131
310A CARTOGRAPH METHODS 34.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 300
1 10.00 TW 0431 131
10.00-11.50 TH 0431 101
403B ADV PHYS GEOG II 03.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 302 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
I 11.00 N WTH 0483 101
404A ADV ECON GEOG I 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 304-4
1 11.00 NTWTH AG 144
405A ADV ECON GEOG II 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 304 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 01.00 MWTH 0483 101
407A ADV CULT GEOG II 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 306 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 04.00 NTWTH 0483 101
410B ADV GEOG TECHNIQUES 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 310 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 02.00 NTWTH 0431 131
416A ADV CARTOGRAPHY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 310
1 09.00-10.50 T TH 0431 101
440 READINGS-MAJORS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ MAJORS CNLY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
465A REG GEOG-SJBSAH AFR 04.0 CR
1 08.00 NTWTH AG 144
467A REG GEOG-LATIN AMER 04.0 CR
1 10.00 NTWTH 0483 101

















PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 09.00 MWTH AG 154 GAY
718 REGIONAL PLANNING 03.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG MAJCPS ONLY
1 12.00 V WTH 0483 101 HOUSE
37A HONORS TUTORIAL 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOMAS
?7B HONORS READING 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOMAS
OA TUTORIAL IM GECG 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG WA'JCR AND SENIOR STANDING
I 09.00-10.50 F 0483 101
OB TUTORIAL IN GECG 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3E0G MAJCP AND SENIOR STANDING
1 09.00-10.50 F 0483 101
•OC TUTORIAL IN GECG 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ GFOG MAJCP AND SENIOR STANDING
1 09.00-10.50 F 0483 101
SEMINAR PHYS GEOG 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 06.00-08.35 PV N 0483 101 SHARPE
1 SEM-ECON GEOG 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 06.00-08.35 PN T 0483 101 FAIR
SEM CULTURAL GEOG 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 06.00-08.35 PV W 0483 101 LCBB
SEMINAR - PLANNING 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 470
1 06.00-08.35 PM T 048S 101 GAY
INDEP STUDY GECG 02.0 TO 10.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
RFSEARCH PHYS GECG 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 520
1 TO BE ARRANGED CARTER
DB RESEARCH-ECON GECG 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 521
1 TC BE ARRANGED THOMAS FRANK HENRY
5]3C RESEARCH REG GEOG 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 522
1 TO BE ARRANGED PENNINGTON
DO RESEARCH CULT GEOG 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 524
1 TO BE ARRANGFD PENNINGTON CAMPBELL
THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGFD
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOMAS
Gblogy (GEOL)
PHYSICAL GEOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ HIGH SCHCCL OR COLLEGE CHEM
1 11.00 M F PARK 111 DAVIS RICHARD W
09.00-11.50 W PARK 205
2 11.00 * F PARK 111 DAVIS RICHARD W
01.00-03.50 W PARK 205
PETROLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOL 31C
1 09.00 M TH PARK 111 SAWATZKY DON L
01.00-02.50 F PARK 103
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOL 302, 310B
1 12.00 NT F PARK 103 HOOD W
GEOMORPHOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOL 220
1 10.00 T F PARK 205 HARRIS STANLEY E JR
10.00-11.50 N TH PARK 205
STRATIGRAPHY+SEO 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOL 220, 2 2 1 ,31C A, 315,425 A + B
OR CONSENT OF INSTRUC
1 08.00 M F PARK 111 COHEN
04.00-05.50 TH PARK 205
81
411 MINERALOGY III 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3E0L 310 A + B
1 TO be'arranged
416 X-RAY CRYSTALLCG 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3E0L 310, NATH 150
1 04. 00-05. 50 N WTH COMM 6
440 INDEPENDENT STUDY 01.0 TO 34. CR
PREREQ SEOL 220, 2 2 1 , AC V ANCED STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
455 ENGINEERING GECLCGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SA 110A, E OR G EOL 220




528 INTRO TO MICROPALEC
PREREQ 3E0L 425
1 TO BE ARRANGED
540 ADVANCED STUDIES
PREREQ 30NSENT
1 01.00 f W
TOPIC GEOCHEMISTRY
541 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
PR&REQ CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR

























































































































T TH LAWSON 131 KENNEY
t W LAWSON 131 BIANCHI RINO
03.0 CR
N 0720 116 STEINHAUER j
7 TH 0720 118
05.0 CR
N7WTHF WHAM 338 GCODSELL
MWTHF 0875 132 SAPPENFIELD Ml
04.0 CR
CR 232
NT THF WHAM 338 t
PTW F LAWSON 131 KAHN MELVIN M
04.0 CR
j
N7 THF WHAM 328 ISAKOFF
04.0 CR
32
IM THF LAWSON 131 NELSCN RANDALIH
03.0 CR !
TWTH PHY SC 156 FILLER
82
SnC WELFARE LEGIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
02.00 PI THE WHAM 302
LATIN-AMERICAN GCVT 04.0 CR
03.00 f F WHAM 329
03.00 T TH WHAM 328
INTERN POL OF EUR 04.0 CR
03.00-04.50 T TH 0871 101
GOVT POL-SOV UMCN 04.0 CR
10.00 PT THF COMM 1006
GR BRIT COMMCNWEA 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 390 OR CONSENT OF INSTR
03.00 TWTHF WHAM 228
GOVT + POL OF ASIA 04.0 CR
03.00-04.50 V W 0720 114
POL-OEVELOPING AREA 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 39C CR CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00 M THF WHAM 201
INTERGOVT RELATTCNS 03.0 CR
11.00 f W F TECH A 422
URBAN PLANNING 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONCENTRATION IN GEOGRAPHY OR
CONSENT
09.00 MWTH AG 154
CROSS-LISTEO WITH GECG 470
PACIFIC + PAR EAST 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 303 CR HIST 370











PREREQ GOVT 415 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
10.00 P W F WHAM 212
SEM-INTERNAL REL 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOVT 370 f 472 CR 475 OR CONSENT
OF INSTRLCTOR
01.00-02.50 T TH WHAM 212
SEM INTERNAL ORG 04.0 CR
PREREQ 50VT 472 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
03.00-04.50 P W CL 326
SEM IN STATE GOVT 03.0 CR
PREREQ 30VT 466 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
01.00-03.30 TH CL 326
SEM-COMPARATIVE GOV 04.0 CR
01.00-02.50 W F CL 326
SEM PROB POL THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 30VT 360 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
07.00-09.30 PP TH CL 326
READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM INTERNATION LAW 04.0 CR
PREREQ GOVT 475 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
09.00 PI THF CL 326
INTERNSP PUB AFF 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM-CORRECT PRC PGT 04. CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
07.00-10.00 PM TH 0685 101
INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ GOVT 499 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
.




































1 TO BE ARRANGED JACC8INI
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ MINI CF 36 FRS TC BE EARNED FOR
DOC CF PHIL DEGREE
1 TO BE ARRANGED JACCBINI
Guidance and Educational Psychology (GUID)
305 FDUC PSYCHOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 201C
1 08.00 TWTHF WHAM 105 BLUMENFELD GER/Il
2 12.00 NT THF WHAM 105 BLUMENFELD GER^ji
3 04.00 NTWTH WHAM 105 BLUMENFELD GERJil
4 06.00-09.00 PN T WHAM 304 DEWEESE
RESTRICTED TO STUDEN T S WI Th PERMISSION OF
DR DEWEESE
412 MENTAL HYGIENE 04.0 CR
PREREQ SUID 305
01.00-02.50 N W PARK 111 DEICHMAN
422A CONST-USE EVAL INST 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305
10.00 NTWTH WHAM 228
01.00. -NTWTH WHAM 328
GT6. 00-09. 00 PN N WHAM 228 I
06.00-09.00 PN 1 WHAM 112
442 BASIC PRIN OF GUID 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305
06.00-09.00 PN W WHAM 228 CEWEESE HAROLD j;
481 SEMINAR 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PRFREQ SUID 305 AND CCNSENT OF
INSTRUCTCR + DEPT
TC BE ARRANGED
.01 SPEC RESEARCH PRCB 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING + CONSENT OF
DEPARTMENT
06.00 PN T TH WHAM 137
505 INTR TO STAT METH 04.0 CR
08.00 NTWTH WHAM 307 BEGGS
2 06.00-07.50 PN N W WHAM 328 BEGGS
506 ADV STATISTICAL NET 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 5C5
09.00-10.50 N W WHAM 317 BRACHT
507 DES ANAL OF EXPER 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 506
08.00-09.50 N W WHAM 319 BEGGS
09.00-10.50 T TH WHAM 317 NOUW
01.00-02.50 N W WHAM 329 BRAHT
4 06.00-09.00 PN T WHAM 305 LINDSEY
511 ED IMPL OF LEARN TH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
04.00-05.50 T TH WHAM 328 WILLIAMS
515 PSY ASPECTS OF ED 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCEC STANDING






ANAL-CLASSRM BEHAV 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 3C5
I
07.00-09.00 PN N W LAWSON 121 SULZER BETH W4
STANDARDIZED TEST 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 505
10.00-11.50 T TH WHAM 319 BRADLEY RICHAFJW
THEORY OF MEASURENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 505 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00-02.50 T TH WHAM 317 NCNEIL KEITH I
COUNSEL THEOR— PRAC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPARTMENT
06.00-09.00 PN T WHAM 301A NEEK CLINTON \fi





543 GUID THROUGH GROUPS
PREREQ GUID 442
F WHAM 319 BRADLEY










PRACT IN SEC GLID













HUM DEV IN ED-ADCL





























w TECH A 122
04.0 CR
CODY JOHN J
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
D CCNSENT OF INSTR
04.0 TO 08.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
Education (HED)
H ED CONCEPTS ADV
PREREQ
09.00 MTWTH ARENA 121
DRIVER-TRAFF SAFETY 04.0 CR
PREREQ A VALID DRIVERS LICENSE
08.00 HI THF L-APS 135
PRIN-FOUND H ED 04.0 CR
10.00 MTWTH ARENA 119
INTRO SAFETY EDUC 34.0 CR
PREREQ
06.30-09.00 PH W L-APS 135
METH MAT SAFETY EDU 04.0 CR
PREREQ
MWTH
DALY WILLI AM C
AUSTIN
BRACLEY RICHARD W
02.0 TO 08.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
AMBLE
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
TH WHAM 203 CEWEESE
34.0 CR
N IN A,B SEQUENCE
TH WHAM 329 DEICHMANN




02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PERMISSION
W WHAM 302 MCNEIL
01.0 TO 12.0 CR
YATES
02.0 CR
SSICN TO DOCTOR OF
S
WHAM 301B MCKENZIE WILLIAM R
02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PERMISSION
01.0 TO 12.0 CR
DEP/RTMENT
03.0 TO 09.0 CR






























ARENA 119. SMELSER JAMES ALLEN
85
350 METH MAT SCH HEALT 04.0 CR
PREREQ
1 02.00 TWTHF AREMA 119 PHILLIPS FRANCE
356 PUBLIC HEALTH II 05.0 CR
PREREQ
1 TO BE ARRANGEC RICHARDSON CHAR
400 HEALT APP SCH CHILD 04.0 CR
PREREQ NOT CPEN TC STLCENTS WHO HAVE
HAD 45C
1 06.30-09.00 PM W ARENA 123 LEFEVRE JOHN R
401 OIS PREVENT + CONTR 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W ARENA 121 FILLER
442S DRIV + TRAF SAFE EC 04.0 CR
PREREQ HED 302S
1 08.00 MWTH L-APS 133 RITZEL DALE
443S DRIV + TRAF SAFE EC 04.0 CR
PREREQ HED 442S
1 04.00-06.30 M L-APS 135
460 SCH HEALTH PROGRAMS 04.0 CR
PREREQ
1 09.00 mwth arena 123 vaughan andrew
475s traffic law enforce 04.0 cr
prereq h ed 433s cr ccnsent of instru
:tor
1 06.30-09.00 pm w tech a 122
485 international heath 04.0 cr
1 11.00 ntwth tech a 120 russell robert
490 FLO WK SCH COMM HEA 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MJORS IN DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED RICHARDSON CHAPS
520 SPEC PROJ-HED + SAF 04.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BOYDSTON DONALt;
526 EVAL IN HEO + SAFE 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T ARENA 121 CASEY LESLIE Rj
530S PROB RES ACCID PREV 04.0 CR
PREREQ H ED 443S, 525S OR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH ARENA 123
533C HUMAN CONSERVATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ H ED. 533A,E
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH ARENA 121 RICHARDSON CHAI|
590 FIELO INTERNSHIP 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRISSOM DEWARDi
597A SEM IN HED + SAFETY 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGFC BOYDSTON DONAUJi
597B SEM IN HED + SAFETY 01.0 CR
1- TO BE ARRANGED BOYDSTON DONAL )J
597C SEM IN HED + SAFETY 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BOYDSTON DONAL^
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR I
1 TO BE ARRANGED BOYDSTON DONAL
^
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ MUST MEET MNI^LM REQ OF 36HRS
FOR PH CEGREE







PRIN COL STU PERSCN 02.0 CR
06.30-08.00 PM W WHAM 302 SPEES
HIGHER EDU: IN U S 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
COL STUDENT-CULTURE 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 T TH WHAM 329
READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR




INTERN-COLL TEACH 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED HILL
523B INTERN-STUOENT PERS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
86
prerlq :onsent cf dept
to be arranoec tolle
intern-college acn 01.0 to 12.0 cr
prereq :onsent cf oept
tc be arranged noore malv in jr
internship 01.0 to 12.0 cr
prereo consent cf dept
to be arranged
individual study 02.0 to 06.0 cr




5g acad + fact admin 02.0 cr
01.00-02.50 f wham 317 *0ore malvin jr
jr college admin 02.0 cr
04.00-05.50 w wham 137 tolle donald j
adult + contin educ 02.0 cr
09.00-1D.50 N PHY SA 156 hAWLEY
5|5R SEMINAR-S03I0LCGY 03.0 CR
09.00 W F WHAM 329 FAWLEY
FED GOV + HI EC 03.0 CR
03.00-05.30 N WHAM 331A ROBINSON
PHILOSOPHY OF HI EC 04.0 CR
06.30-09.15 PM T WHAM 328 NOORE
55 COMMUNIT-JR COLLEGE 04.0 CR
04.00 T TH LAWSON 231 TOLLE DONALD J
5JI ECON ASPECT OF HIEC 04.0 CR
06.30-09.15 PN TH WHAM 328 KING JOHN E
5| ADVANCED RESEARCH C4.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
TO BE ARRANGED
Si THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGEC
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREO MININUN CF 36 FRS TO BE EARNED
FOR DCCTCP OF PHIL
TO BE A* ANGED
Hiory (HIST)

































U.S. HIST 1850-1896 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 300B CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
10.00 N W F 0720 107 SIMCN





















































F LS I 323





U S SOC-INT-1900 ON 03.0 CR
11.00 ¥ W F 0720 137
INTELLECTUAL-EURCPE 33.0 CR
12.00 M TH 0720 105
MOO EUR RENAISSANCE 03.0 CR
11.00 ¥ WTH 0720 138
ADV ENG HIST 33.0 CR
09.00 ¥ W F 0720 137
FRENCH REVOLUTION 03.0 CR
01.00 ¥ W F 0720 105
SOC+POL EUR-1914 33.0 CR
01.00 T TH 0723 102
01.00 F UNIT 4 131
AMER DIPL 1920-PRES 03.0 CR
02.00 ¥1 TH 0723 137
THE WEST-T^ANS MISS 03.0 CR
01.00 V W F WHAM 332
HIST OF S.EAST ASIA 03.0 CR
02.00 ¥ W F 0723 135
ADV^AFRICAM HISTCRf 03.0 CR
PREREQ HIST 449A CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
12.00 T THF 0720 136
RESEARCH + THESIS 33.0 CR
02.00 ¥ WTH 0723 134
HISTORY OF GERMANY 03.0 CR
09.00 ¥ W PULL 39
09.00 F WHAM 238
ANDEAN S AMER 33.0 CR
PREREQ 6 HRS CF 3C0 LEVEL SOC SCI OR
:ONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
11.00 ¥ W F 0723 136
BRAZIL SINCE INDEP 03.0 CR
PREREQ 6 HRS CF 3G0 LEVEL SOC SCI OR
CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
10.00 f W F 0723 133
SEMINAR-AMER HIST 04.0 TO 10.0 CR
03.00-04.40 ¥ W 0720 103
STUDIES-NESRO HIST 03.0 CR
01.00-02.50 T 0723 106
01.00 TH UNIT 6 131
READING IN HISTORY 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
TO BE ARRANGED
STUDIES IN MID AGES 03.0 CR
09.00-11.50 TH 0720 106
SEM IN EUROP HIST 03.0 TO 06.0 CR





























01.0 TO 39.0 CR
01.0 TO 48.0 CR
03.0 CR
T TH H EC 140B
H EC 120
T TH H EC 140B
W H EC 120
T TH H EC 140B
F H EC 120
7 TH H EC 140B



























5 06.00-07.25 PM N W H EC 233
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 03.0 CR
1 02.00 M TH H EC 140B ZUNICH MICHAEL
HOME EC FOR MEN 03.0 CR
1 11.00 f W H EC 140B HEISLER ARLENE
11.00 F H EC 120 HEISLER ARLENE
2 11.00 f W H EC 140B HEISLER ARLENE
11.00 TH H EC 120 HEISLER ARLENE
3 11.00 P W H EC 140B HEISLER ARLENE
11.00 T H EC 120 HEISLER ARLENE
4 11.00 f W H EC 140B HEISLER ARLENE
12.00 TH H EC 233 HEISLER ARLENE
5 06.00-07.25 PM "I TH H EC 233 HEISLER ARLENE
H ARTS SOC USAGE 03.0 CR
1 11.00 N W F H EC 5 CRAIG
2 02.00 M TH H EC 5 HEISLER ARLENE
HOUSING 02.0 CR
1 08.00 T H FC 140B AGAN
08.00-09.50 W H EC 5
2 08.00 7 H EC 140B AGAN
08.00-09.50 TH H EC 5
3 08.00 T H EC 140B AGAN
08.00-09.50 S H EC 5
EQUIPMENT 03.0 CI
1 10.00 v W H EC 5 NALCNE THELMA JEAN
09.00-13.50 F H EC 5
2 10.00 f W H EC 5 NALCNE THELMA JEAN
10.00-11.50 TH H EC 5 NALCNE THELMA JEAN
3 03.00 T TH H EC 5 NALCNE THELMA JEAN
03.00-04.50 F H EC 5 NALCNE THELMA JEAN
4 03.00 I TH H EC 5 NALCNE THELMA JEAN
03.00-04.50 W H EC 5 NALCNE THELMA JEAN
HOME MGT RESIDENCE 34.0 CR
DREREQ H + F 227,331
1 TO BE ARRANGED NALCNE THELMA JEAN
ADVANCED CHILD DEV 33.0 CR
1 08.00 V W F H EC 120 ZUNICH MICHAEL
CONSUMER PROBLEMS 34.0 CR
1 01.30 MW H EC 140B TROELSTRU
01.00 TH H EC 233 CRAIG KAREN E
2 01.00 MW H EC 140B TROELSTRU
12.00 TH H C 232
8 CHILD DEV PRACTICUN 33.0 CR
1 04.00 T H EC 120 PCNTCN MELVA F
ADDITIONAL HOURS TRA
ADV FAMILY HOUSING 34.0 CR
PREREQ H+F 323
1 06.00-09.00 PN T H EC 5 AGAN
SEL USE + CARE APPL 34.0 CR
PREREQ 324 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 36.30-09.00 PN N H EC 5 JOHNSTON BETTY JANE
FIELD EXPERIENCE 02.0 TO 06.3 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRM
AN
L TO BE ARRANGED
"READINGS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR AND CHAI
RMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INTERPER REL IN FAN 34.0 CR
PREREQ 227 CR GSe 341, 237, AND 331
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH H EC 120
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 38.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Iciie Economics (H EC)
H SPEC PROB-HONORS 02.0 TO 38.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
>*| RES INVESTIGATICN 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
89
Home Economics Education ( HEED
)
306 SEMINAR READINGS
1 04.00 1 TH
309B METHODS OF TEACHING
PREREQ 309A
I 09.00 f W F
310 EVAL AND ADULT ECUC
PREREQ 309 AND S ED 352
1 TO BE ARRANGED
313 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
PREREQ
1 TO BE ARRANGED
481 READINGS 02.
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
OF DEPART*ENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
505 H EC IN SE: SCHOOLS
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH
510A PRACTICUM IN SUPERV 01.
PREREQ 510 CR ED*F 456
INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
516 ADV METHODS IN H EC
1 06.30-09.00 PM
525 INTER VOC COOP ED
PREREQ STUDENT T
02.0 CR













CROSSLISTED WITH AG I
571 RECENT RESEARCH
1 06.00-08.30 PM T
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
1 TO BE ARRANGED




1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Industrial Technology (IT)
100 ORIENTATION
1 01.00 f W
300A PLASTIC PROCESS
PREREQ 3SA 101B
1 06.00-08.50 PM W
08.00-09.50 T
2 06.00-08.50 PM W
10.00-11.50 TH
3 06.00-08.50 PM W
01.00-02.50 T




1 06.00-07.50 PM N W
305C DESIGN ILLUSTRATION
PREREQ I T 305A CP 305E
1 08.00 f W
08.00-09.50 TH
306C INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
PREREQ I T 306B
1 08.00 T F
10.00-11.50 S
307 ANAL PROB IN TECH
PREREQ MATH 111A, B
1 10.00 VTWTHF
318 MATERIALS JOINING
1 11.00 * W
08.00-09.50 TH
2 11.00 I" W
01.00-02.50 P
3 11.00 V W
04.0 CR
W H EC 122A KEENAN DOROTHY
03.0 CR
CHING




02.0 TO 08.0 CR
01.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
F H EC 133
02.0 TO 39.0 CR










































1 TO BE ARRANGED










40 AUTO PROCESS CCNTR











1 08.00 ^ W
65 QUALITY CONTROL
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING
1 11.00 M THF
75 PROD+INVENT CONTROL
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING
1 12.00 M THF
f TECH D 14B
N W TECH A 111






































































INTRO TO CATALCGING 04.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTH PULL 310 MATTHEWS ELIZABETH
2 11.00 MWTH PULL 310 MATTHEWS ELIZABETH
LIB RES METHODS 32.0 CR
1 01.00 M W PULL 320 DALE
SCH LIB FUN MGT 04.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTH PULL 320 FLETCHER
LIB MAT FOR CHILD 34.0 CR
PREREQ OPEN TC JLMORS WITH CONSENT
OF INSTRUCTOR
1 11.00 MWTH PULL 320 FLETCHER KATHLEEN G
AOOL LIB MATERIALS 34.0 CR
PREREQ OPEN TC JLMORS WITH CONSENT
OF INSTRUCTOR
1 08.00 MWTH PULL 320 FLETCHER KATHLEEN G
BASIC REF SOURCES 34.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTH PULL 310 CCX DOROTHY J
CAT QF NON-BOOK MAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 308
1 05.45-07.25 7 TH PULL 310 vJOX COROTHY J
A-V METH IN EDUC 0*4.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTH PULL 316 PLANINC CARL
2 09.00 MWTH PULL 316
3 09.00-11.30 S PULL 316 MOORE
4 10.00 MWTH LAWSON 121 EDWARDS
5 10.00 MWTH PULL 316
6 11.00 MWTH PULL 316 PLANINC
7 12.00 MWTH PULL 316
8 01.00 MWTH PULL 316 INGLI
9 02.00 MWTH PULL 316 INGLI
10 03.00 MWTH PULL 316 EDWARDS
11 04.00 MWTH PULL 316
12 05.45-07.25 T TH PULL 316
13 05.45-07.25 M W PULL 316
14 07.35-09.15 PM T TH PULL 316
91
445 PREP TEACH-MADE NAT 3<t.O CR
PREREQ 417 CR CCNSEMT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 01.00-02.50 N7WTH PULL 305 EDWARDS SETH J
448 ADMIN OF A-V PROG 04.0 CR
PRERbQ 417 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 09.00 NTWTH PULL 320 INGLI
458 MED CF MOTION PICT 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W PULL 320 WENDT PAUL R
505 LIT OF HUMANITIES 33. CR
PREREQ I M 407
1 02.00 MW PULL 320 DALE
510 MASS COMM IN EDUC 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PN W PULL 310 BUTTS
514 SUR-RES + DEV IN IN 04.0 C
*
PREREQ 405, 4C6, 417 CR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTCR
1 06.30-09.00 PN N PULL 320
560 SEMINAR IN IM 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 07.35-09.00 "M 7 TH PULL 320
576 PROB INST MAT 02.0 TO 38.0 CR
PREREQ SONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THES>IS 05.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED WENDT
CROSS-LISTED WITH R-T 31C
Journalism (JRNL)
101 INTRC TO JOURN I 03.0 CR
1 08.00 * W F LAWSON 231 CLAYTON CHARLES
102 INTRO TO JOURN II 03.0 CR
1 11.00 * W F LAWSON 231 CLAYTON CHARLES
203 THE NEWS 33.0 CR
PREREQ 101, 102, CP 345,346
1 08.00-09.50 N 0869 131
08.00 W F 0869 131
RESTRICTED TO DEPARTNENT CONSENT
2 09.00 1 TH 0834 131
06.00-07.50 PM W 0834 131
3 11.00 7 TH 0834 131 NATHESON JOHN M
10.00-11.50 F 0834 101
4 01.00 * W 0869 137 VATHESON JOHN M
01.00-02.50 F 0869 137
301 NEWSWRIT EDIT I 33.0 CR
PREREQ 203
1 08.00 TH WHAM 332 GROTTA GERALD L
2 08.00 1 WHAM 332 GROTTA GERALD L
3 08.00 T WHAM 332
4 08.00 7 WHAM 302
ADDITIONAL HRS TBA FCR ALL SECTIONS
302 NEWSWRIT EDIT II 03.0 CR
PREREQ 203
1 10.00 MWTH 0869 131
2 02.00 N W 0869 131
03.00 7 TH 0869 131
303 NEWS + EDIT III 33.0 CR
PREREQ 301 AND 3C2
1 11.00 T 0834 131 GRANATO
2 11.00 TH 0869 137 GRANTOO
ADDITIONAL HRS TBA FCR ALL SECTIONS
|
310 RADIO TV NEWS 03.0 CR |
PREREQ JRNL 103, 201, 202 AND 303
1 01.00 N W F COMM 1016 CUGAS PAUL JOSlI
330 EDITORIAL WRITING 33.0 CR
PREREQ 303
1 10.00 N7 TH 0834 131 LAWHCRNE CLIFT(°
370 PRIN OF ADVERTISING 03.0 CR
PREREQ 101, 102, CR 345, 346
1 09.00 N F TFCH A 111 ROCHE BRUCE I
09.00 W AG 166




03.00 P W F
A0 COPY LAVOUT PROC
PREREO 370
04.00 P W F
03.00-04.50 T TH
AOV POL AND PRCBS
PREREO CONSENT CF DEPAR
11.00 P W F
01.00 P W F
ADVER CAMPAIGNS





09.00 f W F
12.00 V W F
NP PROD MANAGEMENT
PREREO 383A
08.00 N W F
12.00 P W F
RADIO-TV SPEC EVENT 01.
PREREQ R-T 31C
11.00 I







02.00 T TH S
PUBLICITY METHCDS
PREREQ NOT CPEN TC JRNL
C9.00 T TH S
INTR-MASS COMM THEC
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
01.00 P W F
SPECIAL PUBLICATION
PREREQ 369
12.00 V W F
SENIOR SEMINAR










01.00 P W F
RESEARCH METHODS






09.00 P W F
PRACTICUM 02.
























































































1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION












INTR TO BUS ADMIN




















RESEARCH IM BUS ADM





















431 ORGANIZ BEHAVIOR II
PREREQ MGT 340, 4
INSTRUCTOR
1 03.00-04.50 ¥
440 THE MGT PROCESS
PREREQ MBA STUDEN
1 12.00
440 ALSO MTS ON MTTF
MGT 340
452 BUS OPERATIONS ANAL
PREREQ MGT 340, 4
3SD 110, EC
1 03.00-04.50







480 REC PR0B-L4B0R LAW
PREREQ FIN 371 OP
395, OR CON
1 09.00-13.50
01.0 TO 38.0 CR











R EQLIVALENT, OR PER
INSTRUCTOR
CL 109 WESTBERG
T THF CL 24
04.0 CR
ND C, OR EQUIVALENT-
G OR CONSENT
TWTHF LS I 133 NADDEN
TWTHF LS I 133 MADDEN
04.0 CR
NGT 340 OR FIN 323
, OR CONSENT
1 TH TECH A 410
04.0 CR
SD 102, 103, GSD 110
CR CONSENT
T TH CL 24 BATEMAN
T TH 0861 132 LIPP
W F AG 150 BATEMAN
04.0 CR
5, M/STH 150A OR
CONSENT
T TH 0861 132 LAUGHHUNN






SD 11C OR EQUIVALENT
NT OF INSTR
W LAWSON 131 BISHOP
F LAWSON 131
F 0861 132 VIARS
04.0 CR





F WITH EITHER SEC
04.0 CR
51 OR MATH 150 OR
LIV.CR CONS.
1 TH CL 24
04.0 CR







ECON 310 OR GOVT
SENT CF INST
















09.00-10.50 F CL 109
ADMINISTRATIVE PCL 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, FIN 32C, MKTG 301 OR
EQUIV, + SR STANDING
1 08.00-09.50 N W CL 109 SHERMAN
2 08.00-09.50 7 TH CL 109 CEHCFF
3 10.00-11.50 T TH CL 109 8USSCM
4 10.00-11.50 f" AG 166 HUNT
10.00-11.50 W WHAM 319
5 12.00-01.50 N W CL 109 SHERMAN
6 12.00-01.50 T TH CL 109 CEHCFF
7 03.00-04.50 T TH AG 188 LIPP
8 03.00-04.50 W F WHAM 335 f-OLLINGWORTH
PROBS PERS MGT 04.0 CR






W F FELTS 130 BISHCP RONALD
MKTG FUNDAMENTALS 04.0 CR
PREREO ECON 214, JfiCCT 251A
1 11.00 MWTH LAWSON 151
2 03.00 MWTH LAWSON 221
INTERNATIONAL MKTG 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301
1 11.00-12.50 T TH H EC 238
TRANSPORTATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 3C1, ECON 215
1 08.00 TWTHF LAWSON 221
2 09.00 TWTHF AG 216
PROMOTIONAL C0NCEP1 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 3C1
1 09.00 ¥ AG 216
09.00 T TH WHAM 206
09.00 W CL 24
2 01.00 MWTH TECH A 420
3 02.00 MWTH TECH A 420
MKTG RES ANAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301, CNE CCURSE IN .
STATISTIC;<
1 10.00 TW F COMM 1022
10.00 TH WHAM 328
2 01.00 T TH AG 148
01.00 W F TECH D 131
3 04.00 MWTH WHAM 206
PROB IN RETAILING 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363
1 03.00 MWTH AG 144
SALES MANAGEMENT 04.0 C*
PREREQ MKTG 363
1 02.00-03.50 ¥ W CL 24
IND MARKETING MGMT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363
1 01.00 ¥ W AG 224
01.00 T TH WHAM 203
PHYSICAL DIST MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301, ECON 215
1 11.00 TW F AG 138
11.00 TH 0720 ID!
2 02.00 TWTHF AG 188
ADVERTISING MANAG 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363, MKTG 3 90
1 10.00-11.50 ¥ W CL 109
2 03.00-04.50 1 TH CL 109
MARKETING POLICIES 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261 p MKTG 363, 390, PLJS
4HRS IN MKTG, S ENIOR
1 10.00-11.50 1 TH PHY SA 458
2 01.00-02.50 T TH WHAM 305
3 01.00-02.50 T TH PHY SA 258
4 03.00-04.50 ¥ W WHAM 231
UNDERGRAD SEM-MKTG 04.0 CR
PREREQ BY INVITATION - 16 HOURS OF MK
95
TG
1 03,,00- 04,.50 T TH PHY SA 258
Mathematics (MATH)
111A COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREO >D 106 CP HS ECUIV
1 08..00 M THFS TECH A 410
2 08..00 MWTHF PHY SA 160
3 09.,00 TWTHFS PHY SC 118
4 09 .00 MWTHF PHY SA 160
5 10,.00 M TH*S TECH A 422
6 10,.00 MWTHF TECH A 420
7 11,.00 TWTHFS TECH A 420
8 11..00 MWTHF TECH A 410
9 12 .00 MWTHF PHY SC 420
10 01 .00 MWTHF PHY SC 218
11 01,,00 MWTHF PHY SC 118
12 02 .00 MWTHF PHY SC 218
13 03 .00 MWTHF PHY SA 160
14 03 .00 MWTHF ARENA 121
15 06 .00- 07,.25 PV N WTH PHY SC 116
16 07 .35- 09 .00 PM N WTH PHY SC 116
111B COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ J SD 107E *CP MATH 111A
1 08 .00 T THFS TECH A 408
08 .00 W TECH A 410
2 08 .00 MWTHF PARK 234
3 09 .00 TWTHFS PHY SC 438
4 09,.00 MWTHF BROWN 130
5 10 .00 TWTHFS PHY SA 160
6 10 .00 MWTHF BROWN 130
7 11,.00 MWTHF BROWN 130
8 11 .00 TWTHFS PHY SC 218
9 12 .00 MWTHF PHY SC 218
10 12 .00 MWTHF PHY SC 118
11 01 .00 MWTHF TECH A 320
12 01 .00 MWTHF BROWN 130
13 02 .00 MWTHF BROWN 130
14 02 .00 MWTHF PHY SC 118
15 03 .00 MWTHF TECH A 322
16 03 .00 MWTHF ARENA 119
17 04 .00 MWTHF TECH A 210
18 06 .00- 07 .25 PM N WTH TECH A 338
19 07 .35- 09 .00 PM V WTH TECH A 338
150A ELEM CALC -ANAL GECN 05. CR
PREREQ MATH 111B
1 08 .00 MWTHF ARENA 121
2 08 .00 MWTHF BROWN 130
3 09 .00 MWTHF ARENA 119
4 10 .00 MWTHF TECH A 322
5 11 .00 MWTHF 0861 131
6 12 .00 MW F ARENA 121
12 .00 TH TECH A 320
7 12 .00 MTWTHF TECH D 131
8 01 .00 MWTHF TECH A 220
9 02 .00 MWTHF TECH A 220
10 02 .00 MWTHF TECH A 210
11 03 .00 MWTHF TECH A 208
12 06 .00- 07 .25 PM f WTH TECH A 220
13 07 .35- 09 .00 PM N WTH TECH A 220
150B ELEM CALC -ANAL GECN 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150A
1 08 .00 MWTHF TECH A 210
2 10 .00 MWTHF TECH A 210
3 12 .00 MWTHF TECH A 410
4 01 .00 MWTHF TECH A 208
5 03 .00 MWTHF TECH A 210
6 04..00 MWTHF TECH A 220
7 06..00- 07,.25 PM f WTH TECH A 210
159A ELEM CALCULUS-HONOR 07.0 CR
PREREQ C(3NSENT CF OEPT
1 03 .00 MWTHF PHY SA 458
1598 ELEM CALCULUS-HONOR 07.0 CR
96
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 01.00 MWTHF PHY SA 458
'52A INTER CALC-ANAL GEC 35.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150B
1 08.00 MWTHF TECH A 220
2 09.00 MWTHF TECH A 220
3 12.00 MWTHF TECH A 438
4 03.00 MWTHF TECH A 220
5 07.35-09.00 PN ¥ WTH TECH A 320
52R INTER CALC-ANAL GEC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 09.00 NT THF TECH A 320
2 11.00 M THF TECH A 320
3 12.00 M THF TECH A 322
4 02.00 ¥ WTHF TECH A 338
59A INTFR-CALCIILUS-HCN 07.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150P CR 159B AND CONSENT
OF OEPT
1 09.00 MWTHF TECH A 122
59B INTFR-CALCJLUS-HCN 06.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 259A
1 11.00 MWTHF TECH D 131
01 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT 33.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150B
1 09.00 V W F TECH A 322
2 04.00 ¥ W F TECH A 320
05B MATH PHYS SCIENCES 33.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 305A
1 08.00 ¥ W F TECH A 320
2 03.00 M TH TECH A 320
TEACHING ELEM VATH 34.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 108B
1 08.00 MWTH WHAM 232
2 11.00 MWTH WHAM 238
3 02.00 MWTH WHAM 232
4 0-4.00 MWTH WHAM 332
TEACH SEC MATH /P/ 03.0 CR
PREREQ 320A
1 10.00 ¥ W F 0861 131
L9 INTR-ABSTRACT ALG 03.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 301 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 10.00 ¥ PHY SA 150
10.00 W F TECH A 220
ELEM MATRIX ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 301 CP CONSENT OF DEPT
1 11.00 ¥ W F TECH A 220
2 02.00 ¥ W F TECH A 238
15B CONCEPTS OF GECM 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 335A
1 09.00 ¥ WTH TECH A 210
INTRO TO ANALYSIS 33.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 301 CP CONSENT OF DEPT
1 12.00 ¥ W F TECH A 220
»5 READINGS IN MATH 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
OC STAT ANALYSIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 410B
1 10.00 M THF PHY SA 358
OD STAT ANALYSIS 04.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 410B
1 01.00 NT THF PHY SA 358
9B ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE 33.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 419A
1 03.00 TW F PHY SA 358
IB LINEAR ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 421A
1 12.00 ¥ WTH PHY SA 278
THEORY OF NUMBERS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 325 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 02.00 T THF PHY SA 278





























11.00 P W F
BOOL ALG-SWI THECRY
PREREQ MATH 428A
01.00 P W F







PREREO MATH 305 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
12.00 T THF TECH A 120
04.00 P W F
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
PREREO MATH 4758
03.00 V W F
PROBAfllLI TY
PREREO MATH 480B
10.00 K W F
INTRO MATH STAT
PREREQ MATH 483B




ADV TOP ORD DIF EC 03.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ ZONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
09.00-10.50 T TH TECH B 20
TH ORDIN DIFF EQUAT
PREREQ MATH 505B





03.00 P W F
ADV TOPICS-ALGEBRA
PREREQ MATH 5206
04.00 P W F
THEORY OF AUTOMATA
PREREQ MATH 5286
12.00 P W F
GENERAL TOPOLOGY
PREREQ 530B
02.00 7 THF TECH B 20
ADV TOPICS TOPCLCGY 03.0 TO 18.0 CR







01.00 7 THF TECH B 20
ADV TOPICS-ANALYSIS 03.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DEPT
10.00-11.50 7 TH PHY SC 410













































SP PROJ PROB + STAT
TO BE ARRANGED
SP PROJ MATH EDUC
P W TECH A 320
33.0 CR
T TH TECH A 122
01.0 TO 10.0 CR
01.0 TO 10.0 CR
01.0 TO 10.0 CR
01.0 TO 10.0 CR
31.0 TO 10.0 CR
98
TO BE ARRANGED
04.00 f TECH A 120
04.00 W TECH A 120
04.00 F TECH A 120
195F SP PROJ LOC-IC ECU 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
195G SP PROJ TOPOLOGY 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGEC
THESIS 01.0 TO 39.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
Microbiology (MICR)
02 GENERAL MICRO 05.0 CR
PREREQ 301
1 08.00 ¥ W F LS I 16 MCCLARY DAN
09.00 F LS I 6
09.00-10.50 V W LS I 6
08.00 ¥ W F LS I 16 NCCLARY DAN
11.00-12.50 ¥ W LS I 6
01.00 F LS I 6
08.00 ¥ W F LS I 16 MCCLARY DAN
01.00-02.50 ¥ W LS I 6
02.00 F LS I 6
08.00 ¥ W F LS I 16 MCCLARY DAN
03.00-04.50 ¥ W LS I 6
03.00 F LS I 6
UNDERGRAD RES PART 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ ^.00 GPA IN MICR AND/OR
CONSENT CF DEP/PTMENT
TO BE ARRANGED
VIROLOGY LECTURE 03.0 CR
PREREQ MICR 403 + 451
09.00 MWTH LS I 16 ShECHMEISTER ISAAC L
VIROLOGY LABORATORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ PREVIOUS CR CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT IN 441-3
1 01.00-03.50 T TH LS I 8
2 01.00-03.50 T TH LS I 8
SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 F LS I 16 CGUR MAURICE
2 04.00-05.50 F LS I 16 ROUHANDEH HASSAN
METH OF MICRO RES 05.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED CGUR MAURICE
RESEARCH 01.0 TO 15.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS IN MICRC 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
MOLECULAR VIROLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MICR 541
08.00 KTW AG 220 ROUHANDEH HASSAN
THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED


















1WTHF ALTG 114 KOENIGSTEIN NICH
01. CR
LEMASTERS
W ALTG 114 STIMAN HAROLD E
TH ALTG 114 LEMASTERS DONALD
01.0 CR
T TH ALTG 114 SIENER MELVIN L
01.0 CR
99
1 04.00-05.30 7 TH ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBERT
002B CHORUS ORATORIO 00.0 TO 31. CR
1 07.30-09.45 PP H H EC 140B KINGSBURY ROBERT
CLASS ALSO MEETS IN ALTG 115
002C MALE GLEE 2LUB 01.0 CR
PREREQ AUDITICN
1 08.00-09.30 PM T TH ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBER'
0020 WOMEN-CHORAL ENSEM 01.0 CR
PREREQ AUDITICN
1 03.00 P W ALTG 115 TAYLCR CHARLES C
03.00 F ALTG 116 TAYLCR CHARLES C
002E ANGEL FLT ANGELAIRE 01.0 CR
PREREQ MEMBERSHIP IN S.I.U. ANGEL
FLIGHT
1 07.30-09.00 PM T TH ALTG 2*8 TAYLCR S
003A UNIVERSITY ORCHESTR 01.0 CR
PREREQ :0NSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 03.00-04.30 N W F ALTG 114 STROUD
003B CHAMBER 0R:HESTRA 01.0 CR
PREREQ AUDITICN
1 TO BE ARRANGED STRAWN
010A CLASS APP-STRINGS 31.0 CR
1 09.00 7 TH ALTG 114 POULCS AND STROU
010B CLASS APP-WOODWINDS' 01.0 CR
1 08.00 T TH 0555 134 RESMCK ROBERT S
INTRAVAIA
010C CLASS APP-BRASS 31.0 CR
1 11.00 1 TH ALTG 114 STIMAN HAROLD E
LEMASTERS
010D CLASS APP-PERCUSS 31.0 CR
1 10.00 T TH ALTG 114 FLOYD SAMUEL
010E CLASS APP-PIANO 31.0 CR
1 08.00 N W ALTG 331 HARTLINE ELlSABEj!
MM2
2 08.00 T TH ALTG 301 BEDFCRD FRANCES
KP3
3 09.00 N F ALTG 331 HARTLINE ELlSABEj I
KP1
4 09.00 I TH ALTG 301 BEDFCRD FRANCES
SKP3
5 10.00 1 F ALTG 331 HARTLINE ELISABEiD
MM6
6 10.00 P W ALTG 331 BEDFORD FRANCES
KP3 !
7 11.00 f F ALTG 331 HARTLINE ELISABEJ
MM3
8 11.00 7 TH ALTG 301 BEDFCRD FRANCES
KP2
9 11.00 W ALTG . 331 BEDFCRD FRANCES
j
08.00 F ALTG 331
KP2
10 12.00 N W ALTG 331 HARTLINE ELISABf.i
MM3
11 12.00 T F ALTG 331 BEDFORD FRANCES 1
MM6
12 01.00 t W ALTG 331 HARTLINE ELISABIJI
MM1
13 01.00 T F ALTG 301 j
MM5
14 02.00 P W ALTG 331 HARTLINE ELISAB'M
MM6
15 02.00 T F ALTG 331
MM1
16 03.00 f W ALTG 331
KP3
17 03.00 7 F ALTG 331 BEDFORD FRANCES
KP1
010F CLASS APP-VOICE 01.0 CR
1 10.00 T TH ALTG 248 KAGEFF
2 01.00 T TH ALTG 248 KAGEFF
105B THEORY OF MUSIC 34. CR
PREREQ 105A






















¥ W F ALTG 116
PRIV APP MUS-VICLIN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CCNC CP SECCNOARY CONC OR




PRIV APP MUS-VIOLA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-CELLO 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
ZONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGEC
PRIV APP MUS-STRING 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGEC
PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED
TC BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-OfiOE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-CLAR 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CCNC CP SECCNDARY CONC 3R
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TG BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-BASSCN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGEC
PRIV APP MUS-SAX 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGEC
TO BE ARRANGEO
PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS 01.0 TO 04. CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-PIANC 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR





PRIV APP MUS-F HCRN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MJS-TRUMP 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-TRBCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED





























1400 PRIV APP MJS-TUBA 01.0 TO 34. CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED
140P PRIV APP MJS-BATCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
1400 PRIV APP MUS-VCICE 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
4 TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-ORGAN
PREREQ
140R 01.0 TO 34. CR
MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
140S PRIV APP MJS-HARPCH 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
1 TO BE .ARRANGED
? TRI RF ARRANGED
Mus 140, 240, 340, 440 restricted:
All registered should be entered on rosters
kept by Mr. Wharton and their cards should
bear his signature.
200 FUNDAMENTALS-MUSIC


































PRIV APP MUS-VIOLIN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON




PRIV APP MUS-VIOLA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV Aop MUS-CELLO 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-STRING 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-OBOE 01.0 TO 34. CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-CLAR 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGEC
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-BASSON 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON































PRIV APP MUS-SAX 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAME [\STR OR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED RESNICK ROBERT S
TO BE ARRANGED FUSSEY GEORGE A
PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 OTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAMF INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED FLOYD SAMUEL
PRTV APP MUS-PIANO 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 OTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC GRIZZELL MARY JANE
2 TC BE ARRANGED CENKER FRED H
3 TC BE ARRANGED MUELLER ROBERT E
4 TO BE ARRANGED BARWICK
40L PRIV APP MUS-F HCRN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED NADAF GEORGE
PRIV APP MJS-TRUVP 01.0 TO 34. CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED LEMASTERS DONALD D
TO BE ARRANGED CLSSCN PHILLIP H
PRIV APP MUS-TRBCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PRFREQ 3 OTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN HAROLD E
00 PRIV APP MJS-TL3A 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 OTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGFD STINAN HAROLD E
OP PRIV APP MUS-BATCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN HAROLD E
OQ PRIV APP MJS-VCICE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED KAGEFF
2 TO BE ARRANGED TAYLCR WILLIAM KLETT
3 TO BE ARRANGED LAWRENCE MARJORIE
4 TO BE ARRANGED WALLACE
OR PRIV APP MUS-ORGAN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED WEBB MARY ANN V
OS PRIV APP MLIS-HARPCH 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED VCRGAN
2 TO BE ARRANGED BEDFCRD
140, 240, 340, 440 restricted:
registered should be entered on rosters
Ipt by Mr. Wharton and their cards should
lar his signature.
3A EL MUS METH-MUS NAj 03.0 CR
PREREQ 200 CR ECLIVALENT
1 02.00 f W F
EL METH-NON MAJ 4-6
PREREQ 200 CR ECLIVALENT
I 12.00 * W F
EL METH-NON MAJ K-3
PREREQ 200 CR ECLIVALENT
1 10.00 * W F
ARRANGING
PREREQ 309A


















































































































































































































































T TH ALTG 116
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.3 TO 34.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 T 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT

































1 TO BE ARRANGED STINAN HAROLD E
00 PRIV APP MUS-TUBA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 OTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL DN
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN HAROLD E
tOP PRIV APP MUS-BATCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 OTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIPAN HAROLD E
OQ PRIV APP MUS-VQICE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED KAGEFF
2 TO BE ARRANGED TAYLCR WILLIAM KLETT
3 TO BE ARRANGED LAWRENCE MARJORIF
4 TO BE ARRANGED WALLACE
OR PRIV APP MUS-ORGAN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 OTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED WEBB MARY ANN V
OS PRIV APP MUS-HARPCH 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAMF INSTP OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED NCRGAN
2 TO BF MRANGED
f|» 140, 240, 340, 440 restricted:
iL registered should be entered on rosters
lit by Mr. Wharton and their cards should
t»r his signature.
;|1 ACCOMPANYING LAB 01.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED DENKER
OPERA WORKSHOP 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
03.00 1 TH ALTG 115 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
03.00-04.50 F ALTG 115 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
07.00-10.00 *>f* WTH ALTG 116 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
MUSIC HIST + LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MUS 105C CR CONSENT OF INSTRUC
TOR
1 10.00 TWTHF ALTG 116
CHAMBER MUS-VOCAL 01.0 CR
1 04.00 V W ALTG 115 KINGSBURY OBERT W
2 04.00 N W ALTG 116 TAYLCR CHA LES C
5B CHAMBER MUS-STRING 01.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED POULCS
3|5C CHAMBER MUS-WOCDWND 01.0 CP
1 TO BE ARRANGED HUSSEY GEORGE A
3£D CHAMBER MUS-BRASS 31. CR
1 07.00-08.30 PM T ALTG 114 NADAF GEORGE
CHAMBER MUS-PERCUSS 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED FLOYD SAMUEL
tC CHAMBER MUSIC LIT 03.0 CR
1 02.00 N W F ALTG 106 BARWICK
COLLEGIUM MUSICUM 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ MUSIC CCNC ENTRM ION ANO/OR
CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 01.00 T TH 0555 103 NCRGAN WESLEY K
STAGE BAND ARRANGNG 02.0 CR
PREREQ 309A
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN
4j>A PRIV APP MUS-VIOLIN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED POULCS
2 TO BE ARRANGED STRAWN
3 TO BE ARRANGED WHARTON JOHN S
<HB PRiv APP MUS-VIOLA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTP OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED BABER JOSEPH W
^fC PRIV APP MUS-CELLO 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
105
1 TG BE ARRANGFD STRCUD
440D PRIV APP MUS-STRING 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED BRANCH
440E PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED RESNICK ROBERT 5
2 TG BE ARRANGED BCTTJE WILL G
440F PRIV APP MUS-ORGE 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED FUSSEY GEORGE A
440G PRIV APP MOS-CLAR 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC RESNICK ROBERT
2 TO BE ARRANGED INTRAVAIA
440H PRIV APP MUS-BASSCN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED INTRAVAIA
4401 PRIV APP MUS-SAX 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED RESNICK ROBERT
2 TO BE ARRANGED HUSSEY GEORGE A
440J PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED FLOYD SAMUEL
440K PRIV APP MUS-PIANG 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TG BE ARRANGED GRIZZELL MARY J|
2 TC BE ARRANGED CENKER FRED H
3 TO BE ARRANGEC MUELLER ROBERT
4 TG BE ARRANGED BARWICK
440L PRIV APP MUS-F HCRN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED NADAF GEORGE
440M PRIV APP MUS-TRUNP 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED LEMASTERS DONAL
2 TO BE ARRANGED CLSSCN PHILLIP
440N PRIV APP MUS-TRRCNE 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN HAROLD t
4400 PRIV APP MUS-TUBA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN HAROLD f
440P PRIV APP MJS-BATCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN HAROLD !
440Q PRIV APP MUS-VCICE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED KAGEFF
2 TO BE ARRANGED TAYLCR WILLIAM |
3 TO BE ARRANGEC LAWRENCE MARJOf
4 TO BE ARRANGED WALLACE
440R PRIV APP MUS-ORGAN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED WEBB MARY ANN '
440S PRIV APP MUS-HARPCH 01.0 TO 04.0 CR




SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
is 140, 240, 340, 440 restricted:
LI registered should be entered on rosters







1 TO BE ARRANGEC










READ IN HIST + LIT
TO BE ARRANGEC





























1 TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-VIOLIN
PREREQ
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
02.0 TO 06.0 CR




02.0 TO 09.0 CR
ANC CONSENT OF
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-VIOLA




01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-CELLC 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-STRING 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-OBOE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-CLAR 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-BASSCN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVICUS LEVEL ON












































































































































































































































01.0 TO D4.0 CR
PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
OR CONSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
FREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
FREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
FREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
FREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 04.3 CR
FREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 C*
FREVICUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
OR CCNSENT
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
01.0 TO 00.0 CR
01.0 TO 00.0 CR
02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TH ALTG 115
F ALTG 115
WTH ALTG 116
03.0 TO 09.0 CR
Philosophy (PHIL)











































20 GENERAL LOGIC 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTH H EC 206 CLARKE DAVID S
5 BLACK SOCIAL PHIL 03.0 CR
DREREQ JR STANDING OR PERMISSIONOF
3EPT
1 03.00 1 TH H EC 233 ALLEN
03.00 F LAWSON 131
5 PHIL OF ART 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH 0861 132
5 LOGIC OF SOCIAL SCI 33.0 C*
1 11.00 T THF H EC 233 NCCLURE GEORGE T
10 ADVANCED LOGIC 04.0 CR
PREREO PHIL 32C AND CCNSENT OF INS
1 01.00 MWTH 0871 131 CLARKE
2 RECENT EUROP PHIL 03.0 CR
1 IC.00 V W F H EC 238 GILLAN
>0 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INS IN ALL CASE REQ
JIRED
1 TO BE ARRANGED HAHN LEWIS EDWIN
2 04. 00-06. 30 F H EC 211 LIU
PHILOSOPHY OF CULTUFE-3 FRS CREDIT
3 07.00-09.30 PV W H EC 211 HAYWARD
WHITEHEAD SYMBCLISM-3 HRS CREDIT
'7C HONORS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 497B
1 04.00-06.30 W H EC 211 GILLAN
PHIL OF JOURNALISM 03.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 TH H EC 211 MOORE WILLIS
SEM AM IDEALISM 33.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM 1 H EC 238 HCWIE JOHN
SEMINAR IN HEGEL 03.3 CR
1 04.00-06.30 W H EC 238 CIEFENBECK
GEN GRAD SEMINAR 02.0 TO 35.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HAHN
GEN GRAD SEMINAR 01.0 TO 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HAHN LEWIS EDWIN
2. 04.00-06.30 f* H EC 238
UTILITARIANISM
3 04.00-06.30 I H EC 238 EAMES ELIZABETH R
ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY
4 07.00-09.30 PM t H EC 238 EAMES S MORRIS
VALUE THEORY
READINGS IN PHIL 01.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HAHN LEWIS EDWIN
THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC HAHN LEWIS EDWIN
6D DISSERTATION 03.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HAHN LFWIS EDWIN
/ska\ Education for Men (PEM)
lb A M TEACH SWIMMING 01.0 CR
PREREQ IF NCNSWlNfER--*UDIT GSE 100A
BEG SWIM
1 08.00 V W F PULL P 11 ESSICK RAYMOND B
2 09.00 V W F PULL P 11 ESSICK RAYMOND B
13B M TEACH GOLF 01.0 CR
1 08.00 f W ARENA 555 HOLDER LYNN C
2 08.00 T TH ARENA 555 HOLDER LYNN C
3 09.00 T TH ARENA 555 HOLDER LYNN C
U|C M TEACH TENNIS 01.0 CR
|
1 08.00 f W TENNIS 100 LEFEVRE JOHN R
2 08.00 T TH TENNIS 100 LEFEVRE JOHN R
l(
1(
D M TCH IND-TEAM ACT 01.0 CR
1 09.00 M TH ARENA 555 REESE
2 10.00 M TH ARENA 555 REESE
3 12.00 V W F ARENA 555
E M TCH BASIC RHYTHMS 01.0 CR
1 10.00 f W F ARENA 555 FRANKLIN C C JR
2 02.00 f W F ARENA 555 FRANKLIN
109
100F M TCH EXER-FITNESS 01.0 CR
1 12.00 N W ARENA 555 GOOD LARRY
12.00 F ARENA 125 GOOD LARRY
100G M TEACH FOOTBALL 02.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 f W ARENA 555 PAZIE ROBERT
2 01.00-02.50 T TH ARENA 555 REESE
100H M TEACH BASKETBALL 02. CR
1 11.00 MW ARENA 555 IUBELT GEORGE
11.00 F ARENA 123
2 12.00 MW ARENA 555 IUBELT
12.00 TH AREMA 121
1001 M TEACH BASEBALL 02.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 N W ARENA 555
2 01.00-02.50 1 TH ARENA 555
100J M TEACH TRACK-FIELO 02.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH ARENA 555 HARTZOG LEWIS £
100K M TEACH GYMNASTICS 02.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTH ARENA 555 PEADE WILLIAM T j
100M M TEACH WRESTLING 02.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTH ARENA 123 LONG LINN L
ioi orient-pra:t p e 02.0 cr
1 11.00 T TH ARENA 123 NARTIN MORRIS GL
172 VARSITY TRACK 02.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF STAD 18 HARTZOG LEWIS B
173 VARSITY TENNIS 02.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF TENNIS 100 LEFEVRE JOHN R
175 VARSITY BASEBALL 02.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF ARENA 555 LUTZ ROLLIN J
176 VARSITY GOLF 02.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF ARENA 555 HOLDER LYNN C
230 TECHNIQUES BALLET 02.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 04.00 f GYM 206
SEE PEW FOR REGISTRATION
303 KINESIOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 300
1 08.00 MWTHF GYM 204 THORPE JOANNE LEl
2 11.00 MWTHF LAWSON 121 GOOD LARRY
CROSSLISTEO WITH PEW
305 PE - ATYPICAL STUD 02.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 300
1 09.00 I TH ARENA 125 GREENE NORMAN C
317 LIFE SAV+WATER SAFE 01.0 CR
j
1 04.00 MWTH PULL P 11 CARRCLL
CROSSLISTEO WITH WCNENS F E MEETS FIRST
9 WEEKS ONLY
330B THEO FOOTBALL COACH 02.0 CR
PREREQ PEM 217
1 08.00 MW ARENA 123 TOWERS RICHARD N
FIRST 9 WEEKS CNLY
341 PRIN OF P E 03.0 CR I
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 10.00 f W F ARENA 121 SHEA EDWARD J
350 M-M TEACH PE EL SCH 03.0 CR
1 01.00 MWTH ARENA 125 FRANKLIN C C JRl
354 ORG-ADM RHY ED-ATHL 03.0 CR I
1 08.00 V W F ARENA 125 STOTLAR
2 09.00 f W F ARENA 125 STOTLAR JOHN W
355 ASSISTING TECH 02.0 CR
1 06.00 PM f ARENA 125 WILKINSON JAMESJ
TO BE ARRANGED WILKINSON JAMESi
370 TESTS MEAS PHY ED 03.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 12.00 MWTH ARENA 123 FRANKLIN C C J«|
376 CARE-PREV ATH INJ 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 300
1 12.00 MWTH ARENA 125 SPACKMAN R0BER1[ J
377 HORSEBACK RIDING 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ILLNER JULEE
SEE PEW FOR REGISTRATION
378 CANOEING-BOATING 01.0 CR
PREREQ INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING OR EQUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEE PEW FOR REGISTRATION
420 EFFECTS MOTOR ACTIV 04.0 CR
110
1 10.00 M THF ARENA 125 KNOWLTON RCNALD G
2 02.00 MWTH AREMA 125 ACKERMAN
5A IND RES-DANCE 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 FC BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH PEfc
5B IND RES-KINESICLCGY 02.0 TO 34. CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW
5C INO RES-MEASUREMENT 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH PEfe
5D IND RES-MOTOR DEVEL 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WTTH PEW
5E IND RES-PHSL OF EX 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW
5F IND RES-HIST + PHIL 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW
il CURRICULUM IN PE 04.0 CR
07.00-09.30 PV f> GYM 204 CAVIES
CROSSLISTED WITH PE*
>fc SEMINAR IN P E 04.0 CR
07.00-09.30 PM W ARENA 125 SHEA EDWARD J
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW




tf SUPERV PHYS ED 04.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PN 7 GYM 234
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW
METABOLIC ANAL-HUV 04.0 CR
PREREO PEM 420
1 07.00-09.30 PM TH ARENA 125 KNOWLTON RONALD G
READING IN P E 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SHEA EDWARD J
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SHEA EDWARD J
bC DISSERTATION 02.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SHEA EDWARD J
Phical Education for Women (PEW)
21 INTERMED SWIMMING 01.0 CR
PREREQ PASS BEGINNING SWIM TEST
1 01.00 f W F PULL P 11
2 02.00 f W F PULL P 11 COOPER CAROL
TENNIS 01.0 CR
1 10.00-11.30 1 TH GYM 237 GOTTEN SARAH ELLEN
2 11.00-12.30 7 TH GYM 237 COTTEN
3 02.00-03.30 T TH GYM 237 COTTEN SARAH ELLEN
23 TECHNIQUES BALLET 32.0 CR
04.00 f GYM 206 CAVICSON
03.00-04.50 1 TH GYM 206 DAVIDSON
CROSSLISTED WITH THE* 23C
,r*' THEO-TECH ;ONT ONCE 02.0 CR
02.00-03.50 MWTH 0813 131 GRAY WINSTON G
CROSSLISTED WITH THE* 24C
T DANCE WORKSHOP 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
1 07.00-09.00 PM T TH 0813 101 GRAY DAVIDSON
CROSSLISTED WITH THEA 273
KINESIOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ ANATOMY
I 08.00 P-1WTHF GYM 204 THORPE JOANNE LEE
11.00 PTWTHF LAWSON 121 GOOD
CROSSLISTED WITH PE* 303
0' TECH-TEACH SPORTS 02.0 CR
1 10.00-11.30 W F GYM 237 POTTER
M LIFE SAV WATER SAFE 31.0 CR
PREREQ PASS INTERRED SWIM TEST
04.00 MTWTH PULL P 11 GOOD




TCHG ELEM SCH ACT 04.0 CR


































ORGAN ADMIN CF PE
PREREQ PEW 354
09.00 MWTH
TECH UF TEACH SWIM
PREREQ PEW 211 CP EQUIV

















































CURRICULUM IN P E
07.00-09.30 PM f
CROSSLISTED WITH PE* 501
SEMINAR IN P E
07.00-09.30 PM W
CROSSLISTED WITH PEN 503
PROBLEMS IN PE




CR0SSLISTE3 WITH PEN 509
READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP AND DEPT
CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 02.0 TO 48.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 34.0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 34.0 CR














PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 111
03.00-05.50 W PHY SC 407
06.00-08.50 PM * PHY SC 437




























1 08.00 * W F PARK 309 CUTNELL JOHN D
08.00 TH PARK 309
2 08.00 MW F PARK 309
I COLLEGE PHVSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 2G6A CR 2C6C
1 12.00 T PARK 339
12.00 f W F PARK 339
COLLEGE PHVSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 2C6B CR 2C6A
1 11.00 N W F PARK 338
11.00 TH PARK 331
2 11.00 N W F PARK 338
11.00 T PARK 301
3 12.00 f> W F PARK 338 PEARSON EOWIN F
12.00 T PARK 338
4 12.00 V W F PARK 308 PEARSON EDWIN F
12.00 TH PARK 338
» COLLEGE PHYS LAB 31.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206
1 10.00-12.50 TH PHY SC 403
2 10.00-12.50 T PHY SC 403
i COLLEGE PHYS LAB 31.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206
1 08.00-10.50 TH PHY SC 405
COLLEGE PHYS LAB 31.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206
1 10.00-12.50 T PHY SC 407
2 10.00-12.50 TH PHY SC 407
3 02.00-04.50 TH PHY SC 437
4 03.00-05.50 T PHY SC 437
1A UNIVERSITY PHYSICS 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 1506 (OR EQUIVALENT)
03.00 N W F PARK 338
03.00 T TH PARK 338
06.00-07.50 PI" T PHY SC 403
03.00 f W F PARK 338
02.00 T TH PARK 331
03.00-04.50 T PHY SC 433
03.00 P W F PARK 338 CARRELL
03.00 T TH PARK 309
04.00-05.50 TH PHY SC 433
UNIVERSITY PHYSICS 35.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 211A CR 21 1C
09.00 f W F PARK 338 SAPOROSCH
01.00-02.50 W PHY SC 435
10.00 T TH PARK 309
09.00 N W F PARK 308 SAPOROSCH
09.00 T TH PARK 309
01.00-02.50 TH PHY SC 405
09.00 P W F PARK 338 SAPOROSCH
09.00 T TH PARK 338
01.00-02.50 T PHY SC 405
UNIVERSITY PHYSICS 05.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 211A CR 211B
08.00 V W F PARK 308
08.00-09.50 S PHY SC 437
08.00 T TH PARK 338
08.00 f W F PARK 338
08.00-09.50 T PHY SC 437
10.00 T TH PARK 338
08.00 ^ W F PARK 338
08.00-09.50 TH PHY SC 437
11.00 T TH PARK 338
01.00 f W F PARK 308
02.00-03.50 V PHY SC 407
01.00 T TH PARK 338
01.00 P W F PARK 308
01.00-02.50 T PHY SC 407
06.00 PM T TH PARK 309
UNIVERSITY PHYS IV 35.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 111 2C6 OP PHYS 211
03.00 VTW F PHY SC 218 MARSHALL LAURISTON
















PREREQ MATH 305A CR CCNS INSTR PHYS
111A OR 2C6A CR 211A
L 11.00 * W F PARK 339
ELEC MEAS D2 -° CR
PREREQ PHYS 3056 CR CONCURRENT ENR IN
PHYS 305e
1 02.00-04.50 T TH PHY SC 436
ELEC CIRC LAB 32.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 309
1 08.00-10.50 1 TH PHY SC 406
404B PHYSICAL ELECTRONIC 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 404A
I 01.00 * W F PHY SA 258
405 ELECTRONICS °3-0 CR
PRFRE Q PHYS 3C5 £ND 3CS OR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 10.00 N W F PHY SC 406
410B INTRO TO EM WAVE TH 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 410A
1 11.00 f W F PHY SA 258
415A MODERN PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 407, FHYS 301 305B, OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.00 f W F PARK 309
4150 MODERN PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 415C
I 09.00 N W F PARK 301
418 MOD PHYSICS LAB 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
420 SPFCIAL PROJECTS I 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 3C1 AND 3C5
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
449C SERV INST-PHYS TEAC
I 09.00-11.50
504C X-RAY DIFF LAT OYN
PREREQ PHYS 5048




1 08.00 H W F
511C • MATH METH OF PHYS
PREREQ PHYS 5118
1 09.00 * W F
520 SPECIAL PROJECTS 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
530C ELECTROMAG THECRY
PREREQ PHYS 5308
1 11.00 M W
531C QUANTUM MECHANICS
PREREQ PHYS 531B
1 10.00 V w
532C ADV QUANTUM MECH
PREREQ PHYS 5328
1 11.00 V w
550C AT AND MOL SPECTRA
PREREQ PHYS 550B
1 12.00 N W
560C STAT MECHANICS
PREREQ PHYS 5608
1 09.00 H W
570C SOLID STATE PHYS
PREREQ PHYS 570B
1 10.00 V w
575 GRAD SEMINAR























F PHY SC 410
33.0 CR
F PHY SC 410
03.0 CR
F PHY SC 410









SEL TOPICS PHYS 03.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED KLEIN WILLIAM R
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
lysiology (PHSL)
HUMAN ANATOMY 04.0 CR
1 01.00 VTWTH LS I 16 MICKUS
ON HUMAN ANATOMY 05.0 CR
1 11.00 MTWTH LS I 16
08.00-09.50 F LS I 18
2 H.OO MTWTH LS I 16 FCOTE FLORENCE
10.00-11.50 F LS I 18
3 11.00 MTWTH LS I 16 FOOTE FLORENCE
08.00-09.50 S LS I 18
5C ADV COLLEGE PHSL 05.0 CR
PREREO SSA 2016 AND 5 FRS CHEM
1 08.00 f W F LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
08.00-09.50 7 TH LS I 113
WC ADVANCED ANATOMY 05.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 M WTHF LS I 18 FOOTE FLORENCE
58 EXP ANIMAL SURGERY 04.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 M W F LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
«DC CELLULAR PHYSICLCGY 04.0 CR
1 09.00 M W F AG 148 CUNAGAN TOMMY TOLSON
02.00-03.50 T LS I 120 DUNAGAN TOMMY TOLSON
<]) SPECIAL PROBLEMS 04.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ ZONSENT CF DEPT
1 02.00-03.50 V W F LS I 111
08.00-09.50 S LS I 111
<tpC MAMMALIAN PHSL 04.0 CR
prereq adequate training in bio scien
:es anc cfem
r 1 08.00 M W F LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
08.00-09.50 T TH LS I 113
C BIOPHYS INST 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 4716
1 04.00 T THF STAD 5 RICHARDSON ALFRED W
J) ADV SEMINAR 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 10-00 S LS I 16 RICHARDSON ALFRED W
EXPER ENDO:RINCLCGY 03.0 CR
1 11-00 f W AG 148 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
10.00-11.50 F LS I 120 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
PHYSIOLOGY READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
6 ADV COMPAR PHYSICL 04.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 540A
1 01.00 M w F AG 148 MILLER DONALD M02.00-03.50 M LS I 120 MILLER DONALD M
RADIATION BIOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ GEN PHYSICS ANC BIOCHEM OR
EQUIV
1 08.00 T TH LS I 16 DUNAGAN TOMMY TOLSON02.00-03.50 TH LS I 120 DUNAGAN TOMMY TOLSON
BIOPHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 1 YR OF PHYSICS
1
TL^??" 00 M W F AG 220 RICHARDSON ALFRED WTHESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 MTWTHF LS I 111
DISSERTATION 04.0 TO 36.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 MTWTHF LS I 111
'rjiidents Scholars (PR S)
-C HONORS SEMINAR 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC N
HONORS PAPER 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ APPROVAL CF PRES SCHOL PROG +
DEPT CONCERNED
1 TO BE ARRANGED
UNDERGRAD HON THES 03.0 TO 39.0 CR





Plant Industries (PL I)
109 PRIN-FIELD CROP PRC
1 09.00 M THF
08.00-09.50 W




1 11.00 t> WTHF
10.00-11.50 T
2 11.00 N WTHF
08.00-09.45 W
304 LANDSCAPE 3AR0ENING
1 01.00 N F
01.00-02.50 T




1 02.00 TW F
01.00-02.50 N
347 GARDEN FLOWERS
PREREQ SSA 201B CR CONS
DEPARTMENT





390 SPEC STUD PLANTS 01.
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPT
1 09.00-11.50 S
402 SOIL MORPH + CLASS
PREREQ PL I 301
1 08.00 NT TH
08.00-09.50 F
403 SOIL CHEMISTRY
PREREQ PL I 301
1 01.00 NT F
01.00-02.50 W
407A SOIL FERTILITY
PREREQ ONE COURSE IN SC
1 03.00 N W F
407B SOIL FERTILITY




PREREQ SSA 201B CR CCNC
ENROLLMENT
1 12.00 N W
01.00 T
08.00-09.50 TH
2 12.00 f W
02.00 T
12.00-01.50 TH
3 12.00 M W
03.00 1
03.00-04.50 TH
419 FORAGE CROP MANAGE
PREREQ SSA 201B CP EQLI
1 04.00 M W F
08.00-09.50 T
2 04.00 N W F
11.00-12.50 T
437 COMMER VEGET PROD
PREREQ PL I 264 CR CONS
DEPARTMENT








































































































!0 READINGS C1.0 TO Ob.O CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
•5 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE A^RANGEC
SEMINAR 01.0 C*
1 04.00 T AG 181
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
fdiology (PSYC)
















































































































































































































































OFFERED THIS QUARTER FOR FOUR CREDITS
ONLY
TH OF LEARNING 34.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 211B CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
10.00-11.50 I TH AG 220
ADV IN PHSL PSYCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 314 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
3RADS BY CCN OF INSTR
10.00-11.50 M TH TECH B 20
PSYCOPATHOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 305 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
10.00-11.50 T F 0862 131
CLASS MTS TU IN 0875 RM 1C1,FRI IN 0875
RM 102
TH OF PERSONALITY 34.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 305 CP CCNSENT OF INSTR




PSYC 211B, AND 301 OR CONSEMT
OF INSTRUCTOR




PREREQ PSYC 307 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
















RES DES INFER III
PREREQ MATH 41CP CR 411
10.00 P F
09.00-13.50
EXP APP TO PERS
F WHAM 238
01.0 TO 16.0 CR
INSTR AND DEPT

































PREREQ PSYC 530 *ND CCNSENT OF INSTR
01.00-02.50 W F WHAM 212
GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY 02.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 537 AND CCNSENT OF INSTR
10.00-11.50 P AG 218
PSYCH TREAT CHILD 02-0 CR






PREREQ PSYC 461 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
T TH TECH A 120
34.0 CR
08.00-09.50
IND MOT AND MORALE
PREREQ PSYC 320 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00-02.50 W F PHY SC 410
HUMAN ENGINEERING 02.0 TO 04.0 CR




PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
F AG 218
























TH 0481 202 RINGUETTE
TH 0481 202 RAFFERTY JANET
01.0 TO 18.0 CR
INSTR IN CHARGE
HARREN VINCENT
01.0 TO 18.0 CR
INSTR IN CHARGE
1 RESEARCH I M PSYC 01.0 TO 36.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
3E PRACT-CLIN PSYC ' 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PRERFQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED RADER
SEC 1 FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS





1 TO BE ARRANGED
3H PRACT-INDUST PSYC
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO BE ARRANGED WESTBERG WILLIAM C
PRACT-CHILD PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED C DCNNELL, JAMES
3L PRACT-TEACHING PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED CARRIER NEIL ALAN
ADVANCED SEMINAR -01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED SELTZER DONALD
3 TO BE ARRANGED FNATIOW
4 TO BE ARRANGED PURCELL
5 TO BE ARRANGED BRODSKY
6 TO BE ARRANGED GETTYS
7 TO BE ARRANGED VAN ATTA
8 01.00-02.50 N W WHAM 137 NlTCHELL THOMAS
9 04.00-07.00 T COMM 1017 LEVITT ROBERT A
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 45.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
io-Te!evision (R-T)
RADIO-TV SPEAKING 04. CR
1 11.00 MWTH COMM 1016 RICHTER
2 03.00 NTWTH COMM 1016 LYNCH
SURVEY OF BROACCAST 03.0 CR
1 03. QO N W F COMM 1046 BARTLETT BYRON A
PRODUCTION ANALYSIS 03.0 CR







AUDIO CONTROL PRACT 01.0 CR
1 12.00 T COMM 1016 hALL
2 12.00-01.50 TH COMM 1016 hALL
RADIO - TV NEWS 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 1C3, 201, 202 AND 303
1 01.00 N W F COMM 1016 DUGAS PAUL JOSEPH
PROGS AND AUDIENCES 05.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 251
1 02.00 NTWTHF COMM 1046 CYBVIG
LAWS AND POLICIES 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 251
1 10.00 NTWTH COMM 1046 RIMERMAN MARVIN H
TV ANNOUNCING 03.0 CR





1 10.00-11.50 F COMM 1016 RICHTER E WALTER
07.00-10.00 PM TH COMM 1016 RICHTER E WALTER
TV PRODUCTION
PREREQ R-T 252
1 09.00 N WTH COMM 1015 PICTCR ROBERT R
09.00-10.50 T COMM 1015 PICTCR ROBERT R
09.00 N WTH COMM 1015 PICTCR ROBERT R
09.00-10.50 F COMM 1015 PICTCR ROBERT R
119




369 TV DIRECTING 04.0 CR
PR'EREQ R-T 364
1 08.00 T TH COMM 1015 ROCHELLE DAVID
TO BE ARRANGED
370 TELEVISION FIL^S 02.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 TH COMM 1046 VENDENHALL HARL
371 TV STAGING 03.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 364 CR CONSENT OE INSTR
1 04.00 1 TH COMM 52C WALKER MYERS B
07.00-09.30 PM 1 COMM 52C WALKER MYERS 8
373 ADV RADIO PROD LAB 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 363 CR CONCIRRENT ENRIN
R-T 363
1 04.00 I TH COMM 1046 LYNCH CHARLES T
374 ADV TV PROO LAR 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PRERhQ R-T 364
1 05.00 f COMM 1046 LAFFERTY REN A
375J IND RESEAR3H PROBS 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREO :ONSENT CF INSTR
1 11.00 TH COMM 1046 RIMERMAN MARVIN
377 R-TV ADVERTISING 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 37C AND 371
I 04.00 ¥ W F COMM 1046
383 BROADCAST WRITING 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 363 ANC 364
1 08.00 ¥ W COMM 1016 LYNCH CHARLES T
08.00-09.50 F COMM 1016 LYNCH CHARLES 1
393 RADIC-TV + SOCIETY 33. C*
PREREQ R-T 251, 351, 352
1 11.00 ¥ W F COMM 1046 RIMERMAN MARVIN
453 RADIO-TV IN EDUC 03.0 CR
1 12.00 N W F COMM 1046 RICHTER E WALTt,
467 RADIO-TV PROD SURV 03.0 CR
i
1 01.00 ¥ W F COMM 1046 RIMERMAN MARVlfji
475 INDIV PRODUCT PRCB 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 01.00 T COMM 1046 ROBBINS
Recreation and Outdoor Education (REC)
201 LEISURE AND REC 03.0 CR
i 08.00 ¥ W F WHAM 235 CBRIEN WILLIAM I
202 PROG IN REC 33.0 CR
PREREQ REC 201
j
1 09.00 ¥ W F 0720 135 CBRIEN WILLIAMj
301 OUTDOOR EDUCATION 04.0 CR j
1 10.00-11.50 ¥ W 0723 135
2 02.00-03.50 T TH ARENA 123 |
302 INSTITUTIONAL REC 03.0 CR ]
1 06.00-07.15 PM T TH H C 202 GIDECN CHARLES
310 SOCIAL RECREATION 33.0 CR
PREREQ REC 201t 2C2 |
1 01.00-02.50 T TH LS I 323 LUCKENBACH
320 NATURE INTERPRET 03.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 S H EC 132 I
325 LEISURECRAFTS 03.0 CR
PREREQ "REC 201, 2C2
I
1 07.00-08.15 PM ¥ W H C 232 TAYLCR
330 CAMPCRAFT 33.0 CR
1 09.00-15.00 S TECH A 320 ABERNATHY j
340 REC ACT FOR SP POP 03.0 CR
PREREQ REC 302
I
1 01.00 ¥ W F 0723 132
360 PLAYGND ADMIN 04.0 CR I
1 TO BE ARRANGED RIDINGER
365 ORG ADMIN-:OMM REC 04.0 CR
PREREQ REC 201, 2C2, AND 15 HRS IN
REC
1 10.00 ¥ W PARK 338 CBRIEN WILLIAf
10.00 T TH PARK 111
368 CAMP MGT 34.0 CR
PREREQ REC 201, 2C2, AND 15 HRS IN
REC
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH H EC 201
380 FIELD WORK 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
120
03.0 CR






















N H EC 120
02.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREO 20HRS RECREATICN
1 TO BE ARRANGED ABERNATHY
90 INTERNSHIP IN REC 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OFPAPTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED ABERNATHY
25 REC AREAS AND FAC
I 02.00 * ABERNATHY WILLIAM
00 PRIN OF REC
1 06.30-09.00 PP
10 OUTDOOR ED WKSHP
1 06.30-09.00 PM
25 SPEC POP WKSHOP




SURV PLAN OF FAC
1 06.30-09.00 PK
SEM-REC OUT ED
1 06.30-09.00 Pf FREEBURG WM
INDEPENDENT STUDY
I TO BE ARRANGED TAYLCR LOREN ESTEN
ehabilitation (REHB)
14 DEV EMP OPPORT 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREO SPECIAL STANDING OR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 TO BE A^RANGEC VIECELI
READINGS IN REHB 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
1C REHB ADMINISTRATION 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 09.00-10.50 S WHAM 317 LEE ROBERT EDWARD
)3 CASE MGT IN REHAB 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 10.00-11.50 W WHAM 305
VOCATIONAL APPRAIS 02.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 511 CR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTCR
1 10.00-11.30 F WHAM 305
SCH OF REINFORCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 533
1 03.00-04.50 W F WHAM 328 CAMPBELL ROBERT L
16A IND ASSESS IN REHB 04.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 532, CCNSENT OF INSTRUC
TOR
1 02.00-03.50 W WHAM 319
02.00-03.50 F WHAM 206
2 REHB COUNSELING RES 04.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 551
1 05.45-09.15 ¥ LAWSON 201 GRENFELL
8 PRO INST AND BEHAV 04.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 520 CR 485 OR CONSENT
OF INSTRUCTOR
1 01.00-02.50 W WHAM 312 SANDERS RICHARD M
01.00-02.50 F WHAM 137
1 PSYC-SOC ASPECT-DIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 09.00-04.30 fTWTHFS 0406 101 GARDNER
MEETS APRIL 27 - MAV 2
3 AVER CONTR AG BEH 04.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 526
1 07.35-09.15 PM T TH WHAM 312 AZRIN NATHAN H
VERBAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 03.00-04.50 ¥ W ABBOTT 129 HOPKINS BILLY L
SEM IN SEL TOPICS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT Of DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEM IN BEHAV MODIFI 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 W ABBOTT 129 SULZER EDWARD S
121
578 SEM IN CORK REH CC 02.0 CR
PREREQ* :ONSENT CF INSTR
1 TQ BE ARRANGED
585A PRACTICUM IN REHAB 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TQ BE ARRANGED
585B PRACTICUM IN REHAB 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
585C PRACTICUM IN REHAB 01.0 TO 24.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
589 INTERNSHIP IN REHAB OC.O TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 585 AND CCNSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
590 INDEPENDENT PRGJ 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH IN REHAB 01.0 TO 16.0 CI
PREREQ 30NSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01. TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Religious Studies (RELS)
330C HIST WES REL THOUGH D3.0 CR
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING OR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTCR
1 03.00 T THF WHAM 210
Secondary Educdtion (S ED)














315 HIGH SCHOOL METHODS
PREREQ S ED 310
1 08.00
2 06.00-07.25 PM
352 SEC STUD T3H
1 TO BE ARRANGED
AGRICULTURE
2 TO BE ARRANGED
ART
3 TO BE ARRANGED
BIOLOGY
4 TO BE ARRANGED
BUSINESS
5 TO BE ARRANGED
CHEMISTRY
6 TO BE ARRANGED
ECONOMICS
7 TO BE ARRANGED
ENGLISH
8 TO BE ARRANGED
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
9 TO BE ARRANGED
GENERAL SCIENCE
10 TO BE ARRANGED
GEOGRAPHY
11 TO BE ARRANGED
GOVERNMENT
12 TO BE ARRANGED
HEALTH EDUCATION
04. CR
P WTHF WHAM 326
NTW F WHAM 326
VTW F WHAM 326
VTWTH WHAM 326
N WTHF WHAM 326
MWTH WHAM 326
f WTHF WHAM 326
MH F WHAM 326
¥ WTHF WHAM 326
MWTH WHAM 319
P W WHAM 326
f W WHAM 326
03..0 CR
H W F WHAM 203
T TH WHAM 321







13 TO BE ARRANGED
HISTORY
14 TO BE ARRANGED
HOME ECONOMICS
15 TO BE ARRANGED
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
16 TG BE ARRANGED
JOURNALISM
17 TO BE ARRANGED
MATHEMATICS
18 TO BE ARRANGED
MUSIC
19 TO BE ARRANGED
MUSIC
20 TO BE ARRANGED
PHYSICS
21 TO BE ARRANGED
SOCIOLOGY
22 TO BE ARRANGED
SOCIAL STUDIES
23 TO BE ARRANGED
SPEECH
24 TO BE ARRANGED
INSTRUCTIONAL NATERIJLS
25 TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS IN S EDLC 02.0 TO 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED SAMFORD CLARENCE D
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCH 34.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTH WHAM 328 STEPHENS
TEACH READ IN H S 04.0 CR
PREREQ SUID 305
1 0*3.00 M THF WHAM 231 CUSENBERY MIRIAM C
2 12.00 MWTH WHAM 328
TCH NAT SCl-SEC SCH 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH PULL 334 FUNGERFORD HAROLD R
SOC ST IN SEC SCH 33.0 CR
PREREQ 5UID 305
1 11.00 H W F WHAM 201 SAMFCRD
)6 READING IN SEC SCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 352 CP TEACHING
EXPERIENCE
1 06.30-09.30 PM P WHAM 144
READINGS IN READING 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
PRACTICUM IN RD 04.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 521C
1 TO BE ARRANGED HILL
ORG + ADMIN RD PRCG 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 144
6 INTERN IN READING 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 509 AND 514
1 TO BE ARRANGED HILL FISHCO
1C DIAG-CORR READ DIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 505 CR 44C OR CONCURRENT REG
WITH 505 TEACH EXPER
1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 144
2 HIGH SCH CUJRRICULUP 04.0 CR
PREREQ 1 GRAD CCLPSE IN CURRICULUM
1 06.30-09.00 PH TH WHAM 326
1 DOC SEM-CURR INST 04.0 CR
PREREQ DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
1 03.30-06.00 V WHAM 328 BUSER ROBERT L
-5A IND RES-CURRICULUM 02.0 TO 34.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SAMFCRD CLARENCE D
5 5B IND RES-SUPERVISION 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SAMFORD CLARENCE D
55C IND RES-LANG ARTS 02.0 TO 34.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
550 IND RES-SCIENCE 02.0 TO 04.0 CR






























02.0 TO 34.0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 34.0 CR




05.0 TO 09.0 CR
03.0 TO 09.0 CR







IND RES-JR H METHOD
TO BE ARRANGED
WKSHP-PROB SEC ED








arial and Business Education (SEC)
TYPEWRITING 03.0
09.00 NTwTH CL
02.00 M THF CL
TYPEWRITING 33.0
PREREQ SEC 201A CP EQLIV
03.00 M THF CL
TYPEWRITING 33.0





PREREQ SEC 2.21A CR EQLIV
08.00 NTWTHF CL
SHORTHAND-TRANS 34.0
PREREQ SEC 221B CP EQLIV
04.00 MWTHF CL
DUPLICATING 01.0





PREREQ SEC 201C CP EQLIV
12.00 NTWTH CL
ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0
PREREQ SEC 221C CP EQLIV
10.00 NTWTHF CL
ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0
PREREQ SEC 324A CR EQLIV
11.00 NTWTHF CL
EXECUTIVE S,EC PRCC 34.0
PREREQ SEC 304
09.00 NTwTHF CL
OFFICE CALC MCHNS 04.0
09.00 NTWTHF CL
TEACH TYPEWRITING 03.0
PREREQ SEC 304 CR EQUIV
06.00-07.25 PH N W CL
TEACH GEN BUS SUBJ 03.0
07.35-09.00 PN T TH CL
TCH BKPG ACCT /P/ 03.0
PREREQ ACCT 2518 CR ECLIV
06.00-07.25 ?¥ T TH CL
ADMIN + SUPV-BUS EC 04.0
09.00-11.30 S CL
INTER VOC COOP ED 33.0
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING
09.00-11.30 S TECH D
READINGS IN BUS ED 02.0 TO 05.0
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTB
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES IN BUS ED 02.0 TO 05.0



























































1 TO BF ARRANGED
99 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
ociology (SOC)
01 PRINCIPLES OF SOC 34. CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
1 08.00 TWTHF 0862 131
2 09.00 TWTH 0862 131
09.00 F 0723 132
!
12 ELEM SOC RESEARCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 201R CR 301 OR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
01.00 TWTHF TECH A 422 RAINEY
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 04.0 CR
PRERFQ SOC 301
1 02.00-03.50 h W 0862 102
SOC OF RELIGION 34.0 CR
PREREO 3SB 201B CP SOC 301
1 02.00 MWTH WHAM 338 VCLEAN MILTON D
CRIMINOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 201B C P SOC 30 1
1 09.00 MWTH 0871 132 VANDIVER RICHARD D
SOCIOLOGY OF ED 04.3 CR
PREREQ 3SB 201B CP SCC 301
1 10.00-11.50 T TH WHAM 112
SOCIAL WELFARE 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 2018 CP SOC 301
1 10.00 TWTHF AG 154
INTROO INTERVIEWING 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 2018 CP SOC 301
1 01.00 M THF WHAM 112 BRELJE MARTHA ELAINE
2 04.00 NT THF 0720 118
6 READINGS IN SOC 01.0 TO 35.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INST«
1 TO BE ARRANGED
6H HONORS REA3INGS-S0C 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PRERLQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SOCIAL CHANGE 04.3 CR
PREREQ 3SB 201B CR SCC 301
1 06.00-09.30 PV N WHAM 231 ALIX
RESERVED FOR SCC MAJCRS
SOC BEHAVIOR PERS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 321 CR PSYC 305 OR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 11.00-12.50 * W WHAM 112 ROSSEL ROBERT D
RESERVED FOR SCC VAJCRS
SOC CF MEDICINE 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 301 CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCT
OR
1 1C. 00-11. 50 T PHY SA 278
10.00-11.50 TH AG 224
RESERVED FOR SCC ^AJCRS
PROC IN SO: WORK 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 375 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00 M THF 0861 131
*f SOC kK-SEL AGENCIES 33.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 481 ANC CONSENT OF INSTR
1 02.00 f WHAM 212 BRELJE MARTHA ELAINE
02.00 T CL 25
PROB IN CORRECTIONS 34.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 472 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BF ARRANGED
*\ INDEP STUDY COM DEV 01.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOMAS RICHARD M
COMMUNITY 3EVEL 04.0 CR
PREREQ 4 HRS SCC CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOMAS RICHARD
INDEPT STU3Y CORRS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR























































































































S SCC OR CCNSENT OF INSTR
T CL 326 NALL
SCI 04.0 CR
420 CP CCNSENT OF INSTR
f AG 170 MUNCH
RCUP 04.0 CR
26 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
PM N CL 25 RCSSEL
OMM 34.0 CR
S SCC OR CCNSENT OF INSTR
W F AG 170 WAKELEY
ACY 04.0 CR















































































04.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTR
02.0 TO 08.0 CR
CMMUMTY DEVEL
34.0 CR
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
INSTR AND DEPT
02.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTR AND DEPT
02.0 TO 09.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN





T TH WHAM 112
M W WHAM 238










































1 10.00-12.50 I WHAM 231 RAINEY DAN S
14 THE EXCEPT CHILO 04.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 301 CP 303 OR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 11.00 MWTH WHAM 202
UNDERGRADUATE STLDEMSONLY
2 02.00 MWTH WHAM 236
UNDERGRADUATE STUDEMSONLV
3 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 332 NCKAY B ELIZABETH
GRADUATE STUDENTS CM.Y
MET + MAT-ED E* DIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 410A *ND CCNSENT OF INSTR
04.00-05.50 1 TH WHAM 337
METH + MAT TEACH VR 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 410B *ND CCNSENT OF INSTR
02.00-03.00 T WHAM 228 RAINEY
READ + INDEP STUDY 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414 «ND CCNSENT OF STAFF
TO BE ARRANGED
SPEC RES PROB 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF STAFF
TO BE ARRANGED
ITIN TEACH EX CHILC 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 410A, B, CR D
06.30-09.00 Py W WHAM 201 MORGAN
PRACTICUM IN SP ED 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 410A, B, C f OR D, AND
CONSENT CF STAFF
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM ED-LEA BEH DISC 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
TO BE ARRANGED
IND INVESTIGATION 05.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGEC
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
(SPCH)
PUBLIC SPEAKING 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 103
02.00 MWTH COMM 1020 HIBBS RICHARD PAUL
03.00 MWTH COMM 1020 WILEY RAYMOND D
TRAINING SPKG VCICE 04.0 CR
PREREQ C»SD 103
08.00 M THF COMM 1006 FARGHER GEORGANN P
CROSSLISTEO WITH SP+A 104
PARLIAMENTARY LAW 02.0 CR
11.00 N W BAILEY 130 BRENIMAN
PRIN OF DISCUSSION 03.0 CR
02.00 t W F COMM 1018 POTTER
03.00 f W F COMM 1021 GOOCIEL EUNICE P
ARGUMENT DEBATE 04.0 CR
08.00-09.50 T TH COMM 1017
10.00 M THF COMM 1020 KLEINAU MARVIN DALE
FORENSIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
TO BE ARRANGED KLEINAU MARVIN DALE
PHONEMICS-AMER ENGL 04.0 CR
PREREQ SPCH 200 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
AND DEPT OAIRMN
02.00 MWTH COMM 1022 GARBUTT
PERSUASION 04.0 CR
11.00 MW PULL 39
11.00 TH WHAM 201
02.00 MWTH 0862 102
BUS PROF SPEAKING 04.0 CR
01.00 MWTH COMM 1020 JENNINGS
FORENSIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED KLEINAU MARVIN DALE
127
323 ORAL INTERP II 34.0 CR
PREREQ " 3SC 200 CP CONSENT OF INSTR






406 tchs sec s:hl SPCH
PREREQ 16 MRS CF SPCH
08.00-09.50 N W
408 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPCH
03.00 N WTHF
417 CONTEMPORARY PUB AC
09.00-09.50 T TH
422 ORAL INTERP PRCSE
PREREQ SSC 20C, SFCH 323 OR CONSENT
OF INSTRUCTOR
12.00 NTWTH




450C LAB INTERPER CCM
02.00-03.50 1 TH




523 SEM-PROB IN INTERP
PREREQ 18 HRS INTERP AND THEATRE AMD
:ONSENT CF INSTR
02.00-03.50 N W COMM 2012
524A SEM RHET + PUB ADD 03.0 CR
09.00-11.50 F COMM 2012
530 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
540 SEM-EXP COMM RES 34.0 CR
PREREQ SPCH 428 *ND 429







































02.0 TO 39.0 CR
01.0 TO 48.0 CR


























SANDERS KE ITH R
j

















PREREQ SP+A 212 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00 NT THF COMM 1036
IND STUDY-SP+A 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PRERLQ ADVANCED STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED
PRAC SP + HEAR THER 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING IN DEPARTMENT
10.00 N TH COMM 1006
APHASIA 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP + A 412, 414 CR CONSENT OF IN
STR
11.00 NT THF COMM 1006 PACE SUE ANN
CLINICAL AUDIOMETRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP + A 406 jB N D 416 OR CONSENT OF
INSTR
09.00 NT THF COMM 1006
SP CORR FOR CL TCH 04.0 CR
128
KCFARLAND
PREREQ PRACTISING TEACHER, SR OR GRAO
IN EDUC
1 06.30-09.30 PN N COMM 1006 BRACKETT I P
15 READINGS IM SP+A 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREO ADVANCEC STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED RRACKETT I P
21 SEM ARTIC * DEL SP 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 * TH COMM 1009
22C SEM-ORG SPSH PROB 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 522B CR CCNSENT OE INSTR
1 03.00-04.50 f TH COMM 1037 KOEPP-BAKER HERBERT
28 SEM EXPER AUDICLCGY 34.0 CR
PREREO St> + A 516 CR 52C OR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T F COMM 1009 COPELAND ALFRED
SEM IN ST 3EHAVICR 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 529B CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 02.00-03.50 T F COMM 1039 PRUTTEN GENE JEROME
RES PROB IN SP+A 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED FOSHIKO
U SEM IN EXP5R PHCN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 N TH COMM 1009 FCSHIKO MICHAEL S
19 THESIS 02.0 TO 39.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED KOEPP-BAKER HERBERT
)0 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
] 1 TO BE ARRANGED KCEPP-BAKER HERBERT
chnical & Industrial Education (TIED)
10
ORIENTATION 02.0 CR
1 01.00 f W TECH A 111 VAN ROOY
IB VISUAL COMMUNICATNS 33.0 CR
1 10.00 N F PULL I 17 KENNEKE LARRY
09.00-10.50 W PULL I 17
CONSTR MTDS PRI TCH 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 MWTH PULL I 139 VAN ROOY
2 01.00-02.50 MWTH PULL I 139 VAN ROOY
3 03.00-04.50 NTWTH PULL I 109 VAN ROOY
DIVERSIFIE3 CRAFTS 04.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 MWTH PULL I 139
2 06.00-09.00 PP h W PULL I 139
3 06.00-09.00 PM T TH PULL I 109
MATERIALS-PROCESSES 04.0 CR
1 08.00 T TH PULL I 14B BCRTZ
09.00-10.50 TH PULL I 14B
ELECTRONICS-INSTRUN 04.0 CR
1 08.00 N W TECH D 106
08.00-09.50 F TECH D 106
INDUSTRIAL INTERN 03.0 TO 24.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF COORDINATOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
T AIDS IN TECH EC 03.0 CR
1 06.00-08.30 PM T TECH A 208 KENNEKE
ty STU TCH IN TECH PRC 08.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ 9 QTR HRS PROFESSIONAL I ED
3RAD STUCENTS CNLY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
)B ENTRPRS-MANMACH SYS
PREREQ 420A
1 04.00 f W
03.00-04.50 F
PRIN ENTRPRS TEACH
PREREQ 16 HCURS IN TIEC
I 02.00 P W F
CURR DEVEL ENTRPRIS
PREREQ 20 HCURS IN TIEC
1 03.00 V W
03.00 T
PRACTICUM IN TECH 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN TECHNICAL SUBJECTS
1 TO BE ARRANGED











































ORG CF SUBJ MATTER 03.0 CR
PREREQ TIED 488
06.00-08.30 PN W TECH A 208
PRIN OCCUP TEACH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN TEACHING SPECIALTY
06.00-08.30 PM TH TECH A 238
LEG ORG + AD OCC ED 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PN f TECH A 208
EVAL-OCCUP ED PROG 04.0 CR
PREREQ 1 COURSE IN TESTS AND MEASUREM
ENTS
06.00-09.00 PN TH TECH A 222
INTER VOC COOP ED 03.0 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING
09.00-11.30 S
CROSS-LISTED WITH SEC 525
OCCUP INFO AND GUIC 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM TH WHAM 236











02.0 TO 06.0 CR
04.0 CR
TECH A 210
























CROSSLISTED WITH PEW 240
DANCE WORKSHOP 01.0 TO 32.0 CR
07.00-09.00 PI* T TH 0813 101
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW 273
DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
07.35-09.00 P^ T TH COMM 1045
INT TO PLAYWRITING 04. CR











MW F COMM 2042 PAYNE
01.0 TO 03.0 CR






f W COMM 1045
32.0 CR
GRAY
f GYM 236 DAVIDSON ELLEV*
T TH GYM 236 DAVICSON ELLEV/
230
32.0 CR
f TWTH 0813 131 GRAY WINSTON G [





































HARRISON EEL Pi 1
DAVIDSON ELLEV J
CROSSLISTE WITH PEW 416
til ADVANCED ACTING 34. CR
PREREQ THEA 217 317
1 01.00-02.50 T TH COMM 1037 ABRAMS SHERWIN
e38 CONTEMP DEVEL THEA 04.0 CR
1 04.00 MW F COMM 1021 KOZLENKO
102 ADV DIRECTING 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MW F COMM 1037 ABRAMS SHERWIN
03B STAGE LIGHTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT GRAD
STANDING
1 12.00 MW F COMM 2042 HENDREN PHILIP R
06 THE AMERICAN THEA 04.0 CR
PREREQ THEA 313 CR ECLIV
1 03.00 MWTH 0875 101 KOZLENKO
26 SEM IN THEATRE ARTS 03.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STANCING CONSENT
OF DEPARTNENT
1 09.00-11.50 S LAWSON 201 MARSHALL HERBERT P J
30 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
99 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
oology (ZOOL)
32 GEN INVERT ZOOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ SSA 201B
1 02.00 T TH LAWSON 231 BLACKWELDER R E
08.00-09.50 f W F LS I 130
2 02.00 T TH LAWSON 201 eLACKWELDER R E
10.00-11.50 f W F LS I 130
3 02.00 T TH LAWSON 231 BLACKWELDER R E
01.00-02.50 N W F LS I 130
4 02.00 T TH LAWSON 201 ELACKWELDER R E
03.00-0^.50 N W F LS I 130
COMPAR ANATOMY VERT 05.0 CR
PREREQ ZOOL 103
1 08.00 T TH LS I 205
08.00-09.50 N W F LS I 238
2 08.00 1 TH LS I 235
l0.00-il.50 f W F LS I 238
)0 VERT EMBRYOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ ZOOL 202
1 08.00 f W F LS I 235
01.00-02.50 T TH LS I 213
2 08.00 f W F LS I 205
03.00 7 TH LS I 213
9 ELEMENTARY CYTCLCGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ PREQ 15 HRS OF eiOLOGY
1 10.00 N W F LS I 205 HAAS HERMANN J
10.00-11.50 7 TH LS I 211 hAAS HERMANN J
ANIMAL ECOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ ZOOL 102, 1C3
1 01.00 f W F LS I 205 LEFEBVRE EUGENE A
08.00-11.50 TH LS I 234
2 01.00 f W F LS I 235 LEFEBVRE EUGENE A
01.00-04.50 TH LS I 234
PROBLEMS IN ZOOLOGY 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ 4.25 GPA, SENIOR STANDING, AND
3EPT OR F*C APPROVAL
1 TO BE ARRANGED
ZOOL SENIOR SEMINAR 0C.5 TO 01.5 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 12.00 TH AG 218
2 12.00 TH LS I 323
3 04.00 TH LS I 235
^ GENETICS 35.0 CR
PREREQ 15 QRT HRS OF EIO SCIENCE AND
CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 09.00 N W F LS I 235 ENGLERT
08.00-09.50 T TH LS I 239
2 09.00 N W F LS I 235 ENGLERT










404 ZOOLOGY FIELD S
PREREQ CONSF



















































1 TO BE AKRANG
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANG
600 DISSERTATION
1 TO BE ARRANG
f W F LS I 205
f F LS I 239
f W F LS I 235
N F LS I 209
04.0 CR
OF ZCCL INCLUDING 103
T TH LS I 235
W LS I 234










































7 TH LS I 235
W F LS I 211
34.0 CR
CL INCLUDING 102
W LS I 235




W LS I 235
F LS I 234
04.0 CR
COLOGY INCLUDING 103
7 TH LS I 235
S LS I 234
34.0 CR
W H C 232
7 TH LS I 213
W H C 232
7 TH LS I 213
04.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
7 TH LS I 235
W LS I 213
04.0 CR
INS7RUCT0R
7 TH LS I 235




7 TH LS I 235
F LS I 234
03.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
W F LS I 235
04.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR





S IN fi B*0 SCIENCE
W LS I 235
03.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
02. o TO 09.6 CR
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
BEATTY JOSEPH AL























General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
101A INTRG-PHYS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
901 10.00 MWTH M3 133 COLLINS JASON J
902 01.00 MWTH M3 131 COLLINS JASON J
903 03.00 MWTH M3 133 COLLINS JASON J
101B INTR0-PHYS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
901 01.00 MWTH F3 144 SMITH DONALD
Genera 1 Studies Area B—Man's Social Inheritance and Social
Responsibilities (GSB
01B CULT-SQCIETY BEH/W 04.0 CR
901 10.00 MWTH H3 153
902 12.00 MWTH M3 133
01C CULT-SOCIETY-BEHAV 04. CR
: 901 09.00 MWTH HI 143
902 10.00 MWTH HI 143
903 11.00 MWTH HI 143
904 12.00 MWTH HI 143
; 905 01.00 MWTH HI 143
1
906 03.00 MWTH AVTECH 131
jllA POLITICAL ECONOMY 34. CR
f 901 10.00 MWTH MI 112
• 902 12.00 MWTH FI 112
11B POLITICAL EC0NCMY 04.0 CR
1 901 08.00 MWTH H 154
\ 902 11.00 MWTH AVTECH 131 CISSELL ALLEN
903 12.00 MWTH HI 154 SHIN WANGSHIK
~
r
904 01.00 MWTH HI 154 SHIN WANGSHIK
'905 03.00 MWTH HI 154
! 906 04.00 MWTH HI 154 CISSELL ALLEN
enerc 1 Studies Area D—Organization and Communication of
Ideas (GSD)
31 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
i 901 09.00 ¥ W F H3 153
i
902 10.00 ¥ W F H3 153
I 903 11.00 V W F H3 153
,
904 12.00 ¥ W F H3 153
905 01.00 ¥ W F H3 153
906 04.00 ¥ W F AVTECH 102
)2 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
901 08.00 ¥ W F H3 153
902 10.00 ¥ W F H9 131
903 12.00 ¥ W F L3 109
904 01.00 ¥ W F H9 101
905 02.00 ¥ W F H3 153
13 ORAL C0MM OF IDEAS 33.0 CR
901 08.00 MWTH AVTECH 131
902 09.00 MWTH H9 131
903 11.00 MWTH H9 131
904 12.00 MWTH H9 131 WORKUN ARTHUR
905 02.00 MWTH H9 131
1906 04.00 MWTH H9 131
jathematics (MATH)
1A COL ALGEBRA TRIG 35.0 CR
,901 09.00 MWTHF M3 103
902 01.00 MWTHF M3 133
903 03.00 MWTHF H3 151
'counting (*ACC)
UA ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
1 10.00 ¥ F FI 111
11.00-12.50 1 TH FI 111
2 01.00 ¥ F FI 111
01.00-02.50 T TH FI 111
133
101B ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ *ACC 101A
1 10.00 MWTHF H4 233
2 11.00 MWTHF H4 233
101C ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ *ACC 1C1B
1 8.00 MWTHF FI 111
2 09.00 MWTHF FI 111
3 12.00 MWTHF FI 111
4 03.00 MWTHF FI 111
109A CALC MACH 33.0 CR
1 11.00 MWTHF FI 113
2 01.00 MWTHF FI 113
3 03.00 MWTHF FI 113
109B CALC MACH 33.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTHF FI 113
126 FUNO OF BUSINF SS 03.0 CR
1 09.00 N W F H4 133
2 01.00 » W F H4 233
201B ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTHF FI 138
2 02.00 MWTHF FI 138
226A BUSINESS LAW 34.0 CR
1 11.00 MWTH FI 138
2 03.00 MWTH FI 138
mort scien:f majors CNLY
226B BUSINESS LAW 34.0 CR




1 08.00 MWTHF FI 138
2 03.00 MWTHF FI 111
275 CREDITS :OLLECT 04.0 CR
PREREQ *ACC 1C1C
1 10.00 M W TH F FI 138
2 01.00 MWTHF FI 138
Architectural Drafting (*AD)
121B ARCHITECT DESIGN 04.0 CR
PREREQ *AD 1L10A, 1A6A,CR CONSENT 3F AD
VISER
1 09.00-11.50 N W F MI 138
2 02.00-04.50 f W F MI 113
150 BASIC CONSTRUCTICN 03.0 CR
1 08.00 N W F MI 112
151 MATERIALS - METHODS 04.0 CR
PREREQ *AD ]L10 CR CONSENT OF ADVISER
1 08.00-11.50 T TH MI 138
12.00 W MI 112
2 01.00-04.50 T TH MI 108
12.00 W MI 112
152 SITE ENGINEERING 02.0 CR
PREREQ *AD 110 ANC GSC 114C, OR CONSEN
T OF ADVISER
1 08.00-10.50 T TH HI 144
2 02.00-04.50 T TH HI 144
153A MECH + STRENGTH-MAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111/\
1 01.00 P W F MI 112
12.00 TH MI 112
221C ARCHITECTURAL DES 04.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 f W F MI 113
2 01.00-03.50 P W F MI 138
250C MATERIALS « METHODS 34.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 T TH MI 113
12.00 W MI 113
2 01.00-04.50 T TH MI 113
11.00 W MI 113
254 MECH EQUIP OF BLDGS 04.0 CR
PREREQ FOURTH-QRT STATLS IN CONCENTRA
TION OR CCNSENT OF ADV
1 11.00 V W F MI 112
12.00 T MI 112
RICHEY HELEN E
CUNDIFF JOHN WIL
CUNDIFF JOHN Wit 1*
NARKWELL JAMES K











290B STRUCT THE-WD + STL
1 02.00 ¥
03.0 CR
W F HI 144 LITTLE HAROLD EDMOND
Aviation Technology (*AT)
101 ARCFT RECIPROCAT PP
1 09.00 ¥
10.00-12.50 ¥
102 CARB + LUB SYSTEMS
1 02.00 ¥
09.00-12.50 T TH




































































F AVTECH 101 BURKEY PAUL
F AVTECH 134
06.0 CI
F AVTECH 102 SCHAFER JOSEPH ALLEN
AVTECH 1H
06.0 CR
AVTECH 102 CARCSA EDMUND A
AVTECH 134
05.0 CR
AVTECH 132 BURKEY PAUL
F AVTECH 133 BURKEY PAUL
T TH AVTECH 134 BURKEY PAUL
T TH AVTECH 134 BURKEY PAUL
34.0 CR
W AVTECH 132 SCHAFER JOSEPH ALLEN
T TH AVTECH 132
T TH AVTECH 134
35.0 CR
W AVTECH 133
T TH AVTECH 132
T TH AVTECH 134
34.0 CR
W AVTECH 132 RICh DAVID LOUIS
TH AVTECH 131
T TH AVTECH 134
W AVTECH 133 RICH DAVID LOUIS
F AVTECH 133 RICH DAVID LOUIS
AVTECH 134
06.0 CR




F AVTECH 132 SCHAFER JOSEPH ALLEN
F AVTECH 134
03.0 CR
¥ F AVTECH 133 RICH DAVID LOIJIS
W AVTECH 133
T AVTECH 131 RICH DAVID LOUIS
T TH AVTECH 132
05.0 CR
¥ F AVTECH 133 CANNCN RICHARD
¥ F AVTECH 134 CANNCN RICHARD
W AVTECH 131 CANNCN RICHARD
T TH AVTECH 133 CANNCN RICHARD
F AVTECH 132
T TH AVTECH 134
05.0 CR




T TH AVTECH 131 CHMAN LENNART R
W AVTECH 134 CHMAN LENNART R
34.0 CR
T TH AVTECH 103 RlTER RUSSELL W
T TH AVTECH 134 RITER RUSSELL W
32.0 CR
W AVTECH 134 CHMAN LENNART R




F AVTECH 104 RITER RUSSELL W
NTWTHF AVTECH 134 RITER RUSSELL W
MWTHF AVTECH 131












1 TO BE ARRANGED
230B PRIVATE PILOT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
231 BASIC FLIGHT
PREREQ *AT 230
1 TO BE ARRANGED
232 INTERMEDIATE FLIGHT
PREREQ *AT 231
1 TO BE ARRANGED
233 ADVANCED FLIGHT
PREREQ *AT 232








T TH AVTECH 134











101A AUTO LAB— ENG 35.0
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF L2
101B AUTO LAB-BR + STEER 05.0
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF LI
101C AUTO LAB-ISN + CARB 35.0
1 11.00-01.50 MWTHF L2




1 01.00 MWTHF L2
125B AUTO THE-B* STEER 05.0
1 02.00 MWTHF L2
125C AUTO THE-ISN + CARB 05.0
1 C9.00 MWTHF L2
2 03.00 MWTHF L2
201A AUTO LAB-POWER OPT 05.0
PREREQ 101C ANC 125C
1 01.00-03.50 MWTHF L2
201B AUTO LAB-TRANS PCWR 05.0
PREREQ 101C AND 125C
1 09.00-11.50 MWTHF L2
201C AUTO LAB-DI AGNCSIS 35.0
PREREQ 101C AND 125C
1 02.00-04.50 MWTHF LI
220A AUTO TH-POWER CPT 05.0
PREREQ 101C AND NLST EE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY WITH 201
1 04.00 MWTHF L2
220B AUTO TH-TRANS POWER 05.0
PREREQ 101C AND NLST EE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY WITH 201
1 08.00 MWTHF L2
220C AUTO TH-DIAGNOSIS 05.0
PREREQ 101C AND *LST EE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY WITH 201




































































210C ADVER STORY ILLUS









NI 107 HOFFMAN RICHARD
.
2 01.00-04.50 * W I
230C TFCHNICAL ILLUST
1 08.00-11.50 T TH
2 02.00-05.50 T TH
Corrections and Law Enforcement
105 CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR
1 04.00
L 1 3 COR AND THE CONM
1 06.30-09.00 Pf TH
>09 LAW AND CORR
1 06.30-09.00 PM N
11 LAW AND POLICE WCRK
1 06.30-09.00 PV W
>i3 sp prob - :rime CCN



























































































l>7 AUTO DP CONCEPTS
1 10.00
10.00












;|7 DP FIELD PROJ
PREREQ *DP 206A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
Ij-ntal Laboratory Technology (*DT)
1LC DENTAL PROSTHET LAB
1 02.00-04.50 h W F
01.00-04.50 T TH






























































































































01.00-04.50 T TH F3 127
125C DENT PROSTH THEORY 33. CR
1 01.00 ¥ W F F3 128
2 01.00 * W F FI 139
201C CROWN + BRIDGE -AB 06.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 * W F F3 128
08.00-11.50 T TH F3 128
2 09.00-11.50 f W F F3 127
08.00-11.50 T TH F3 127
202 PROFESSIONAL ETHICS 32.0 CR
1 01.00 1 TH FI 110
225C CROWN + BRIDGE THEC 03.0 CR
1 08.00 f W F F3 128









101C BASIC ELEC AP + SYS
1 09.00-13.50 MWTHF
2 01.00-02.50 VTWTHF




1 Og.OO ¥ W F
2 03.00 f W F
139 COMPUTER SYST APPL
PREREQ *ELT 225P
1 01.00 ¥ W F
141 ELECT DISTRIBUT I
PREREQ *ELT 129, *ELT 125A,8
1 08.00 T TH M3
08.00 ¥ W F M3
09.00-10.50 V W F M3



































Forest Products Technology ( *FP
)
101C WOODWORK-FURN CONST
1 09.00-11.50 V W F
08.00-13.50 T TH
125C PROD WOODWKG THECRY
1 08.00 ¥ W F
131 LUMBER GRADING
1 11.00 T TH
12.00 TH
179 FURN DRAFT + DESIGN




225C PROD WOODWKG THECRY
1 01.00 ¥ W F
250 PLANT ORG AND CPER
PREREQ 101 AND 2C1A,B CR CONSENT
OF ADVISER






























































1 09.00 ¥ W
2 11.00 M W
3 02.00 V W























1 09.00 ¥ W
2 10.00 ¥ W
3 12.00 ¥ W
4 02.00 N W
5 04.00 ¥ W
05A BUS + TECH MATH
PREREQ SATISFACTCRY ACT MATH SCORE OR
*GE\ 106
1 08.00 v W F HI 151
2 01.00 ¥ W F HI 151
D5B BUS TECH MATH 03.0 CR
PREREO SATISFACTCPY ACT MATH SCORE OR
*GEN 106
1 11.00 N W F H3 151
2 12.00 N W F H3 151
3 02.00 * W F H3 151
4 03.00 N W F AVTECH 102
5 04.00 ¥ W F H3 151
5A INTRO TO CHEMISTRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ DENTAL HYGIENE STUDENT OR
ZONSENT CF ADVISOR





PREREQ 3SA 101A,*GEN 1C7
1 08.00 ¥ W
08.00-09.50 T TH
2 10.00 ¥ W
10.00-11.50 T TH
11 INTRO TO PHYSICLCGY
1 11.00 VTWTHF
JOB ORIENTATION
1 12.00 T TH



































AVTECH 131 CILLARD DALE OWEN






1 08.00-09.50 ¥ W
SOILS
1 10.00 ¥ W
I
B CIVIL CONSTRUCTICN
1 01.00 ¥ W
ROUTE SURVEYING
PREREQ *HCT 101A,e,C
1 02.00-04.50 ¥ W F
ROADWAY DES CONST
1 02.00-04.50 T TH
05.0 CR
















PUB HLTH LAWS + REG
1 04.00 ¥ W
2|A PSYCH FUNERAL SERV
PREREQ PSYC 305 CP 307
1 11.00 ¥ W F
2lB PSYCH FUNERAL SERV
PREREQ *MS 210A
1 02.00 ¥ W F
2iB EMBALM TH * PRAC
1 03.00 ¥ W F
02.00-04.50 T TH
25 MORTUARY MANAGEMENT
PREREQ MUST BE TAKEN IN A,B SEQ PRERE
Q 101



















Machine Drafting and Design Technology
101C GRAPHICS
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF MI
2 02.00-04.50 MWTHF MI
127 ELEC HYD PN CONTRLS
PREREQ 101 VTI G 107
1 08.00 I* W F LI
2 03.00 f W F LI
175A TECHNICAL DRAWING 03.
1 09.00 MWTHF H3
2 02.00 MWTHF H3
3 03.00 MWTHF AVTECH
4. 04.00 MWTHF AVTECH
175C TECHNICAL DRAWING 04.0
1 08.00 MWTHF H3
201C MACH DRAFTS DESIGN 07.0
PREREQ 227 CONCUR PENTLV OR CONSE
ADVI SER
1 11.00-01.50 MWTHF MI
227 TOOL DESIGN 03.0
PREREQ 201C CCNCL PRENTL Y, OR CONS
OF ADVISER















































1 08.00 V W F




























PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN 201C
AND 2 2 5C
1 10.00 f W F L3
KOENECKI
MITCHELL W IN I F |:D





109 BRITT DAVID A
Physical Therapy (*PTH)
211 PHYS REHAB TECH
PREREQ PE 303, PFSL 300
1 02.00 N W
Retailing, Cooperative (*RET)
127A SALESMANSHIP



































.5 MARKETING PROBLEMS 04.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTH FI 112
!4 RET STORE ORG NGT 04.0 C*
1 11.00 N7WTH FI 106 THOMPSON RONALD W
'7 PERSONNEL MGT 03.0 CR
1 02.00 f W F FI 112
RETAIL CRED CCL 03.0 CR
1 09.00 N W F FI 112
cretarial (*SCR)
IC TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTHF FI 121 GREATHOUSE
2 10.00 MWTHF FI 121 GREATHOUSE
3 11.00 MWTHF FI 121
4 12.00 MWTHF FI 121 GREATHOUSE
5 06.30-09.30 PV N W FI 121
4C SHORTHAND 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
2 09.00-10.50 MWTHF FI 102
3 10.00 MWTHF FI 103 CASE
11.00 MWTHF FI 107
4 01.00-02.50 MWTHF FI 107
5 06.30-10.00 PM T TH FI 107
FILING + DJPLICTG 03. CR
PREREO 101A OR CCNSENT OF ADVISER
1 08.00 MWTH FI 133
2 01.00 MWTH FI 103 NORMAN WINIFRED S
3 06.30-09.00 PN T TH FI 103 GARRISON
JURY CHARGE 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 04.00 MWTHF FI 107 MRIANI THERESA B
iC MACHINE SHORTHAND 06.0 CR
r
1 11.00 MWTHF FI 133 GARRISON MARY M
12.00 MWTHF FI 102
B TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTHF FI 102 GREATHOUSE
2 01.00 MWTHF FT 102 MRfANT
3 02.00 MWTHF FI 102
fB SHORTHAND 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
2 09.00 MWTHF FI 133
10.00 MWTHF FI 137
TWO-VOICE TESTIVCNY 04.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF FI 137 MRIANI THERESA B
H\ COOP SEC EXP 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ *SCR 104C
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
SECRETAR OFF PROC 35.0 CR
1 11.00 MWTHF FI 132 NORMAN WINIFRED S
2 04.00 MWTHF FI 132 CASE RONALD L
2|i MEDICAL SHORTHANC 06.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTHF FI 133 TOOLEY JAMES F
03.00 MWTHF FI 132
Q and Manufacturing Technology (*TT)
4 M TCOL LAB-MILLING 05.0 CR
1 10.00-12.50 MWTHF LI 131 SANDERS EUGENE T
2 02.00-04.50 MWTHF LI 131 KURDOCK ROBERT
^
M TOO THE-MILL MAC 03.0 CR
1,
l 01.00 ft W F MI 137 PURCCCK ROBERT D





1 12.00 p W F MI 107 TRAYLOR
ADV T LAB-PROD TCOL 03.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 * MWTHF LI 131 TRAYLOR GEORGE LELON
AD M TOOL THE-COST 03.0 CR
1 10.00 f w F MI 137 TRAYLOR GEORGE LELON
METALLURGY-FERROUS 03.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTHF M4 109
METALLURGY-T STEEL 03.0 CR
03.00 MWTHF WOODY 109
141
Welding (*WEL)
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